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T

he following is a collection of journals that outline and discuss three facets of the "modern aero-

age." These are rarely talked about in such an up front and educational way. The purpose of such a
collection is to educate the common man as to the rapidly changing times that we live in. It is also to
give the readers an appreciation for the less glamorous roles in aviation. It takes thousands of jobs and
countless hours to coax a cargo zeppelin to its destination, or drive a formation of bombers into the
skies of the enemy. While some publications prefer to glamorize only the combat pilot or the newest
fighter plane, this is a straightforward thesis on what goes on behind the scenes.
The first journal covers how to create a fighting unit and how ongoing campaigns are run.
Everything is brought to light, from squadron special characteristics to a comprehensive list of
available aircraft in North America. While no specific country or organization is highlighted here, a
generic but effective unit can be created, using only time, money and resources.

The second journal is all about heavy aircraft. This includes all types of cargo planes, plus light and
heavy bombers. The first ever close up look at some of the most powerful bombers on the continent is
included, along with the design secrets of the companies that build bombers like the Longhorn and the
Gladius.
The third journal explains the many uses of the zeppelins that we love and admire. From the most
recognizable cargo zeppelins to the rare but impressive military dreadnought, no stone is left unturned.
The time, money and resources it takes to build a zeppelin is also involved, as is the many employment
opportunities that await adventuresome individuals.

There are many more facets of aviation that have been neglected in this collection, but in the
interest of space and future volumes, it is prudent to keep the number of entries to three. Read on with
a mind of understanding.
[signed]

Bradley S. Gordon, Editor, Scientific Journal of Aviation, January 8, 1938
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T

he campaign rules center on any number of aircraft squadrons that are fighting each other for

dominance. While each player should create their own unit, multiple players can "share" the
responsibilities of a single unit if desired. Just remember that at least two different units must be
created to use the campaign rules. There is also no limit to the number of units that can be involved in a
campaign, but either way the campaign only lasts for 24 turns.
After creating a unit in its entirety and a player's opponent(s) doing the same, the game begins
with the first campaign turn. Each player does many things during the turn, including combat and
resource allocation. Flight Assignments are handed out to every pilot who is flying that turn, and every
conceivable mission takes place, from Reconnaissance to combat. After locating the enemy's key
installations, a unit can then attempt to destroy them. Once the enemy aerodrome has fallen, that unit is
out of the campaign. If there are only two units taking place in the campaign, then the other unit is
victorious. If there are other units who have yet to be destroyed, the campaign continues on until the
end of the twenty-fourth turn. At that time the Cumulative Victory Points are added up for each unit
and a winner is chosen based on the highest total.
All of this information is covered in detail throughout this book, and reading all of it will help
you to be more effective (and dangerous) during campaign play.
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Creating a Unit

Using the Campaign Rules for Crimson Skies allows players to string together unrelated
mission scenarios to develop and command at the squadron level. They choose missions, buy and sell
resources, and try to dominate the skies.
The first step in using the campaign rules for Crimson Skies is for each player to decide on what
type of unit they want to play. The players do this by going over seven steps, outlined below. It is
easier to create a unit if you already have a rough idea of the type of squadron that you would like to
play. Then as you go through the steps, flesh the unit out as you see fit.
The order that every player must follow during unit creation is as follows:
Step 1) Choose unit type

Step 2) Choose priorities/special characteristics
Step 3) Roll on starting income table
Step 4) Decide starting location/affiliation
Step 5) Purchase goods and personnel

Step 6) Fill out the Unit Campaign Sheet

Step 7) Fill out the Pilot Campaign Sheet
Step 8) Assign key installations to their zones

Choose Unit Type

There are many different descriptions and variations of the air unit. Almost any group of
aircraft flown by pilots and crewed by personnel can be considered a squadron. That fact rings the
loudest in the shattered states of North America. The smallest units might only be four aircraft, flown
by family members to patrol their lands or spot trouble. Or maybe the unit is a new pirate gang or a
circle of friends who decide to start troubling the fat and unescorted zeppelins that slowly crawl
through their airspace. Even air security companies start out this way, as a handful of fighters that
promise to escort a zeppelin during its passage. From this smallest unit size are born big hopes and
dreams, and sometimes they come true.
The other side of the coin houses the largest air units. Massive organizations and national
militias might have numerous squadrons of every type to get the job done. Belonging to an "air force"
can be nice, with supply lines steady and paychecks prompt. It can also be taxing, in the knowledge
that you will never be fully in control of your destiny, while older pilots too slow or fat to fly move
your squadron around as if you were a chess piece. But flying into combat knowing that there are three
other squadrons around you with more on the way brings optimism to where dread is creeping and
washes it away.

The divergence of air unit sizes can be attributed to a major factor. That is the need for a type of
aircraft for any kind of mission. A dedicated fighter squadron that flies small and nimble interceptors
would not do well attacking a zeppelin. Likewise a zeppelin hunter squadron would wax poor in a
dogfight situation. For this reason a unit type has been born for every contingency. Depending on your
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needs and goals, you can form any type of squadron, from four humble hand-me-down aircraft to an
entire flight line of gleaming super-fighters.
As you decide what will suit you best, remember that size isn't always the contributing factor to
success. In fact, the hit and run tactics of air pirates have kept national militias at bay for years, always
denying them a monopoly of the skies. Likewise take your location into consideration. It won't do
much good to fly a seaplane squadron out of Idaho. Finally remember that every unit type exists today
because they have a niche. While some units might be able to perform multiple tasks, if they are
stretched too thin they become jacks of all trades, and masters of none.
The type of unit you choose will frame how you do things for the rest of the campaign, and is
probably the most important decision you will make at the start. It is a good idea to read over the
different unit type sections before deciding which one to create. Also remember that your opponent is
creating a unit at the same time. This first step should be done in secret, so each player isn't biased into
making a choice based on his or her opponent's unit choice. Another method is to decide randomly by
rolling 1D10 and going with what the resulting number is. Regardless of how the unit is chosen, what
type of unit you play will take shape over the course of the campaign. Tables with minimum start up
requirements and examples of start up expenses are below each description.

Size 1 - National Militia/Air Force
This unit type covers any squadron that is legally answerable to a national or state government
for funding, orders, and new materiel. Players who choose this unit type must also make Quality Pilots
"C" priority or higher. (See Choose Priorities, below.) National militia units receive +2 to their starting
income roll. This unit type must perform one ordered flight assignment per campaign turn. This unit
must operate at Honor Level 1.

An example of a national militia unit would be the People's Collective unit, the 14th Squadron,
the Avatars. They are run by a central military command that is in turn run by the People's Collective
governing body. National militias are generally better equipped than other types of units, and have the
added benefit of many other friendly squadrons to lend a helping hand if needed.
SIZE 1
$180,000
$1,000
$15,000
$1,000
$12,000
$6,000
$5,000
$220,000

National Militia/Air Force
Aircraft (12 @ $15K ea.)
Ammo (20 loads approx.)
Rockets (75 approx.)
Fuel (40 full loads)
Pilots (12)
Ground Crew (@ 12+ a/c)
Aerodrome Fee
Total

* No maximum number of aircraft.

* No maximum number of pilots.
* See below for Zeppelin Aerodrome Rules

Size 2 – Privateer Organization
Privateers are pirates turned mercenaries. Privateer units receive a Letter of Marque from their
choice of nations, but must fly at least 4 aircraft native to that nation at all times. With the authority the
Letter of Marque provides, they can perform acts of piracy within their host country’s borders against
that nation’s enemies without fear of legal or military trouble. During campaign play, you cannot
attack or perform aggressive actions against the officially recognized militias, air forces, etc of your host
country. This unit type receives two free aircraft and two free pilots at creation. Privateer organizations
must operate at Honor Level 3.
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The best example is of a first rate privateer organization is the Black Swans. They have
succeeded both as pirates and privateers, and have made such a reputation for themselves that often it
is merely their appearance alone that forces the surrender of their targets.
SIZE 2
$168,000
$1,000
$12,000
$1,000
$12,000
$6,000
$5,000
$205,000

Privateer Organization
Aircraft (12 @ $14K ea.)
Ammo (20 loads approx.)
Rockets (60 approx.)
Fuel (40 full loads)
Pilots (12)
Ground Crew (@ 12+ a/c)
Aerodrome Fee
Total

* No more than 36 aircraft

* No more than 36 pilots.
* See below for Zeppelin Aerodrome Rules

Size 3 – Law Enforcement
Law enforcement units can be found in every major town and city across the Shattered States.
Working as a police force, this unit must always have the same number or more autogyros than fixed
wing aircraft in its inventory. If a scenario’s result puts the autogyro amount less than fixed wing
aircraft, the unit can only purchase autogyros until you are back in compliance. Law enforcement units
must operate at Honor Level 1.
The Provo Sky Police, a law enforcement unit in Provo, Utah operates in the shadow of the
Wasatch Front mountain range. They are known as strict enforcers of the law and maintain a constant
vigilance above the city.
SIZE 3
$120,000

Law Enforcement
Aircraft (10 @ $12K ea.)

$1,000
$10,000
$1,000
$10,000
$4,500
$5,000
$151,500

Ammo (20 loads approx.)
Rockets (50 approx.)
Fuel (40 full loads)
Pilots (10)
Ground Crew (@ 8-11 a/c)
Aerodrome Fee
Total

* No more than 24 aircraft. Prices halved for
autogyros. Must have as many or more autogyros
than fixed wing aircraft.

* No more than 24 pilots.
* See below for Zeppelin Aerodrome Rules

Size 4 – Pirate Organization
The scourge of the airways, pirate organizations are what make the flight from one place to
another interesting, and life-threatening. There are many pirate gangs, but few are successful enough to
become a force unto themselves, utilizing scores of aircraft and numerous zeppelins, sometimes as a
highly standardized organization rivaling the air forces of smaller nations. Pirates live by their own
whim and pleasure, while privateers only attack the targets of the country they work for. Pirate
organizations receive two free aircraft and two free pilots at creation. Pirate organizations operate at
the lowest honor level, which is Honor Level 5.
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SIZE 4
$120,000
$1,000
$10,000
$1,000
$10,000
$6,000
$5,000
$153,000

Pirate Organization
Aircraft (12 @ $10K ea.)
Ammo (20 loads approx.)
Rockets (40 approx.)
Fuel (40 full loads)
Pilots (12)
Ground Crew (@ 12+ a/c)
Aerodrome Fee
Total

* No more than 24 aircraft.

* No more than 24 pilots.
* See below for Zeppelin Aerodrome Rules

Size 5 – Air Security Company
The standard air security company operates for an employer that hires their unit to escort
airships, patrol a factory’s complex, or protect VIPs en route from one meeting to another. In campaign
play, an air security company operates out of the zeppelin or off of the base it was hired to protect. Air
security companies receive two free pilots with 450 experience each and two free aircraft, but
automatically loses the campaign if four scenarios are lost in a row. This unit ‘s Honor Level is 2.
Paladin Blake was once quoted as saying that air security beats air piracy any day of the week
and twice on Wednesday. This is a jab at the infamous Enforcers pirate gang, who launched an attack
on a zeppelin the Blake Security Company was escorting. On Wednesday morning at 12:01 AM, the
security forces routed the Enforcers, downing so many aircraft the gang has still not fully recovered.
The widely publicized victory boosted Paladin Blake’s reputation and filled his appointment book with
more than a dozen new clients.
SIZE 5
$108,000
$1,000
$4,800
$1,000
$12,000
$6,000
$5,000
$137,800

Air Security Company
Aircraft (12 @ $9K ea.)
Ammo (20 loads approx.)
Rockets (24 approx.)
Fuel (40 full loads)
Pilots (12)
Ground Crew (@ 12+ a/c)
Aerodrome Fee
Total

* No more than 20 aircraft.

* No more than 20 pilots.
* See below for Zeppelin Aerodrome Rules

Size 6 – Corporate Militia
The standard corporate militias come in many varieties, from company sponsored air security
squadrons to fully funded aerobatics teams. These units receive +3 to their starting income roll, and
receive two free available aircraft at the beginning of the campaign that must come from the company
that the player decides hired them (if it is an aircraft manufacturer). Otherwise, the two free aircraft
must be native to the nation that the unit is located in. Corporate militias are often the eyes, ears, and
fists of the different companies that must shadowbox with wily pirate gangs. This unit operates at
Honor Level 3.
Rolls Royce operates one of the most respected corporate militias in the world. The Wraiths
exclusively fly the new Phantasm and are tasked with protecting the value and luxury of the Rolls
Royce name. If it means destroying a pirate gang and razing their airfield from time to time, all the
better.
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SIZE 6
$150,000

Corporate Militia
Aircraft (10 @ $15K ea.)

$1,000
$4,000
$500
$12,000
$6,000
$5,000
$178,500

Ammo (20 loads approx.)
Rockets (20 approx.)
Fuel (20 full loads)
Pilots (12)
Ground Crew (@ 12+ a/c)
Aerodrome Fee
Total

* No more than 16 aircraft. ** Two free aircraft must
be from parent aircraft company or native to the
nation.

* No more than 18 pilots.
* See below for Zeppelin Aerodrome Rules

Size 7 – Volunteer Militia
It would be nearly impossible for the nations of North America to properly defend their
airspace without the countless local volunteer militias who help maintain the peace. These are the
pilots who fly for next to no pay and nary a mention in the papers and newsreels. Volunteer militias
cannot attack or act aggressively against the nation it calls home. This unit’s Honor Level is 2.

An example of a local militia unit is the 1st Chinatown Guard, a police/air force unit that helps
keep the skies over San Francisco's Chinatown safe from harm. While they answer to the National
government ultimately, their real managing body is the San Francisco Mayor's office.
SIZE 7
$72,000
$800
$3,200
$500
$10,000
$4,500
$5,000
$96,000

Volunteer Militia
Aircraft (8 @ $9K ea.)
Ammo (16 loads approx.)
Rockets (16 approx.)
Fuel (20 full loads)
Pilots (10)
Ground Crew (@ 8-11 a/c)
Aerodrome Fee
Total

* No more than 12 aircraft.

* No more than 14 pilots.
* See below for Zeppelin Aerodrome Rules

Size 8 – Miscellaneous Unit
There are some units that do not fit the other categories, due to their size, scope of operations, or
other specific characteristics. The miscellaneous unit is a catch-all for the player who wants a unit that
doesn’t fit the modus operandi of any of the other options. This unit cannot have more than 10 aircraft
or 12 pilots. The player of this unit has the option of allowing the opposing player to pick one free
aircraft. If this option is utilized, the player with the miscellaneous unit receives 8 starting pilots for
free. This unit has an Honor Level of 5.
SIZE 8

$72,000
$600
$2,400
$500
$8,000
$4,500
$5,000
$96,000

Miscellaneous Units
Aircraft (8 @ $9K ea.)
Ammo (12 loads approx.)
Rockets (12 approx.)
Fuel (20 full loads)
Pilots (8)
Ground Crew (@ 8-11 a/c)
Aerodrome Fee
Total

* No more than 10 aircraft.

* No more than 12 pilots.
* See below for Zeppelin Aerodrome Rules
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Size 9 – Pirate Gang
The humble version of the pirate organization, pirate gangs are usually small town clubs or
groups that cause trouble together. With enough success, a pirate gang could eventually add to its
inventory and pilot rosters enough to become a pirate organization (just as a pirate organization and
fall to a pirate gang with enough failure.) This change in category would be for a returning unit from a
previous campaign. Pirate gangs start off with one free pilot with 400 experience and 1 free aircraft. The
Honor Level is 5 for this unit.
The Wildcats are a pirate gang flying out of Manitou Springs in Free Colorado, and are the
newest gang to make a name for themselves while running hooch into Oklahoma. While they only
operate six aircraft, three of them are French made M112 light fighters they use as speedy blockade
runners. How they got their hands on three M112s in perfect working order remains a mystery, though
the French Foreign Legion is rumored to have recently “misplaced” a few.
SIZE 9
$54,000
$500
$1,600
$600
$6,000
$3,000
$5,000
$70,800

Pirate Gang
Aircraft (6 @ $9K ea.)
Ammo (10 loads approx.)
Rockets (8 approx.)
Fuel (24 full loads)
Pilots (6)
Ground Crew (@ 5-7 a/c)
Aerodrome Fee
Total

* No more than 8 aircraft.

* No more than 8 pilots.
* See below for Zeppelin Aerodrome Rules

Size 10 – Estate Security
Any unit that is funded by a single person or family is considered an estate security unit. They
are not a part of any company and only answers to the person or persons who fund them. The majority
of the time the sponsor of the unit is either a pilot in the squadron itself or closely related to one of the
pilots. Often times this unit is on a particular mission, like destroying a certain pirate group or
protecting a specific person. Privately owned militia units receive one free aircraft and one free pilot
with 400 experience at creation. They cannot use zeppelins as bases. They have an Honor Level rating
of 4.
The Hurlbats, from Texas, while no longer considered a privately owned militia, started out as
one. The couple who started the unit paid for everything until the Texas government later signed them
on as privateers. Other privately owned militia squadrons could be vigilante groups, flying circuses, or
even air racing teams.
SIZE 10
$36,000
$400
$0
$300
$4,000
$1,500
$5,000
$47,200

Estate Security
Aircraft (4 @ $9K ea.)
Ammo (8 loads approx.)
Rockets (0 approx.)
Fuel (12 full loads)
Pilots (4)
Ground Crew (@ <4 a/c)
Aerodrome Fee
Total

* No more than 6 aircraft.

* No more than 8 pilots.
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Honor Level

After choosing which type of unit to play, refer to the Honor Table below. This table outlines
the written (or unwritten) rules of conduct for members of your squadron. Breaking this code of honor
is impossible in official campaign play, though units can always choose to be more honorable.
Honor Level

Effect/Rules
No parachute strafing*, no civilian targets, must allow enemy retreat during scenario combat (unless specific
1
scenario allowing a unit to prevent escape is active)
2
Same as 1, but does not need to allow enemy retreat
3
Same as 2, but can target civilians
4
Same as 3, but can strafe pilots in their parachutes*
5
No restrictions, and can sell on the Black Market.†
* Parachute Strafing - When an enemy pilot successfully performs a combat/non-combat bailout, units who may strafe the
pilots in their parachutes must be within two hexes of the pilot to do so. Pilots stay in the air, floating, a full turn after they bail
out. They cannot collide with aircraft or be "rammed." If a player wants to strafe a floating pilot, the Base Target Number is 10
plus the applicable modifiers. There is no deflection modifier. If a pilot is hit, he takes one point of damage to his Constitution
per box of damage. Example: If a pilot bails out and is then strafed by a plane firing a .50-caliber cannon that carries armor-piercing
ammunition, that pilot would take six points of damage. This is on top of the damage already suffered by the pilot, if any. If the pilot
survives the turn of floating, they are safe upon reaching the ground. (Refer to Page 53 for eluding capture.)
† Black Market - Any unit that has an Honor Level of 5 may, if desired, sell their loot (and anything else they have) on the
black market. The black market will buy goods at 0.75 times their value (rounded up.) The drawback to using the black market
is that it takes twice as long to sell, for this reason selling anything via the black market will only yield a sale on the following
turn, and is not immediately available for use.

Choose Priorities

Each different player will decide what they value in their unit. There are five different priorities
to choose from, which each will be ranked A through E, in order of importance. The player will decide
the rank of priorities for their unit, starting with A. Refer to the Priority Table below for the effects
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attached to each priority. The five Priorities to choose from are as follows: Aircraft, Logistical Support,
Pilot Quality, Operational Ability, and Contacts.
Priority
Aircraft (cost as per aircraft
prices)

A
B
C
D
E
+3 to $ Roll,
All current
No aircraft
No aircraft
No aircraft
All aircraft
aircraft up and
newer than
newer than
newer than
including
including 1937.
1936.
1935.
1934.
Custom
designs
Logistical Support (ground crew 1/2 time to
1/2 time to
Full time to
Full time to
Twice time to
quality)
repair, 1/2
repair, full cost
repair, full cost
repair, twice
repair, twice
cost price
price $6,000
price $5,000
cost price $4,000 cost price $3,000
$7,000
Pilot Quality
400 exp
350 exp
300 exp
250 exp
200 exp
price $3,000
price $2,500
price $2,000
price $1,500
price $1,000
Operational Ability
Available
Turn +1 for
Turn +1 for all
Turn +2 for
Turn +2 for all
(Planes/pilots/parts/ordinance) very next
pilots, next turn
pilots, Turn +1
turn
everything else
everything else
Contacts
1 free
1 free aircraft, 1
1 free aircraft, 1
1 free aircraft
None
aircraft, 1
free espionage*, free escaped
free
1 free escaped
downed-pilot†.
espionage*, 1 downed-pilot†.
free escaped
downedpilot†, 1 free
POW release
of POW
unit's choice.
* Espionage - This allows the unit with this ability to gain knowledge of an opponent's Flight Assignment. This is limited to a
single Flight Assignment of the revealing player's choice, and can only be used once per campaign. See Unit Special
Characteristics for more information.
† Escaped Downed-Pilot - Each pilot, when shot down, must make an evasion roll against the owner of the territory he is in
(unless it is native territory.) If the pilot loses the roll, he is captured and becomes a POW. If he wins the roll, he evades.
"Escaped Downed-Pilot" allows the player one free pilot evasion per campaign.

Aircraft
Aircraft refers to the quality of the aircraft you decide on. A unit that is the pride of a nation, for
instance, would most likely desire top quality aircraft, which is anything less than a year old. Choosing
Aircraft as the "A" priority gives a +3 to the money roll (discussed further down,) and any aircraft
design they wish, include the player's own custom (but legal) designs. This can be a valuable priority,
or not, depending on the way the player wants their unit to be. On the opposite end of the spectrum,
choosing Aircraft as the lowest priority will force you to choose aircraft designs that were built in 1934
or earlier. While it might seem like that isn't a problem, due to the balanced aircraft construction rules,
it does severely limit the aircraft you can pick from!

Logistical Support
Logistical Support is the ground crew quality of the unit. This includes the ground crews and
the command personnel, but for game use, only affects the direct quality of the ground crews.
Therefore choosing "Logistical Support" as the "A" priority will mean that repairs take half as long to be
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completed and cost half as much. The ground crew will have a starting (and replacement) cost of
$7,000. Choosing it has the lowest priority, "E," means that repair times and prices are doubled, but the
ground crews cost $3,000.

Pilot Quality
The next possible priority is that of Pilot Quality. This refers to the amount of training and/or
combat experience your pilots have had before signing on with your unit. In the boxed set of Crimson
Skies, the pilot wing leader, or "hero" started with 450 experience points, while the pilot wingman, or
"sidekick" started with 350 experience. This represents two pilots who have flown together for quite
some time and have quite a few missions under their belts. In campaign play, the priority of your pilot
quality directly impacts their starting experience level, and every pilot begins with the same experience
level, regardless of their position in formation as wingman or wing lead. If "Pilot Quality" is chosen as
the "A" priority, each pilot level in the table is available for purchase, beginning with pilots who have
400 experience points, and each cost $3,000 to purchase down to pilots who start with 200 experience
and cost $1,000. Each priority level can buy that pilot and the rest in the lower priority brackets. If Pilot
Quality is chosen as the "E" Priority, the each pilot starts with 200 experience points and cost $1,000.
(For more information on the pilots in campaign play, refer to the section on pilots, Page 51.)

Operational Ability
Every unit must have the ability to buy fuel, parts, and ordinance as part of their war-fighting
effectiveness. This is known as Operational Ability, and is the next priority to choose from. Having
outstanding pilots, perfect aircraft, and a flawless ground crew is pointless if the unit cannot get the
parts and pilots it needs to replenish itself. If the "A" priority is Operational Ability makes everything
needed available the very next turn. If you recruit a new pilot he will arrive during the next turn. It is
the same for new aircraft, new parts, more ammunition, etc. However making operational ability the
lowest priority ("E,") causes everything you order to be delayed two full turns. (If you order something
at the end of Turn 4, it won't arrive and be available until Turn 7!) Remember the campaign is only 24
turns long.

Contacts
The final priority to choose from is Contacts. This can take many forms, but it represents the
"connections" that the squadron has with specialists and “friends” to help get things done. It might be a
high level politician who is going to bat for the unit, or it could be a spy who is deep undercover in
their enemy nation's infrastructure. Whatever the reason, having contacts can sometimes make a unit,
while not having contacts can sometimes break a unit. Choosing Contacts as the "A" priority, for
instance, allows that player's unit to receive one free aircraft per campaign (any type of aircraft as per
their Aircraft Priority,) one free espionage, and more. Choosing it as the "E" priority gets you nothing.

Unit Special Characteristics

Special characteristics for units are much like they are for aircraft. They add more realism and
detail to a unit, while simultaneously giving it a possible edge (or not.) Players do not need to choose
special characteristics, but they are encouraged to do so, since each is designed to help the squadron in
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one way or another. There are twenty unit special characteristics to choose from. Regardless of your
unit's type, you are only allowed two special characteristics from the list, and cannot change them
during the course of the campaign. You cannot pick the same characteristic twice in the same
campaign. Example: Player 1 tries to choose Esprit de Corps twice, hoping for +2 to Con and +2 to SH. This is
not allowed. Special characteristics are chosen secretly, with each player writing their choices down on
their Campaign Unit Sheets. The following table below outlines which characteristics are available and
what the advantage is of having that particular attribute.
Unit Special Characteristics Table
Aerobatics Background
The unit may ignore the first failed “pushing the envelope” roll they make each scenario,
but no pilot can have a Natural Touch of less than 5. "No radio" does not affect the unit.
Alert Birds
This unit always keeps a pair of aircraft fueled on the taxiway. During a mission where the
unit must launch fighters the unit may launch a single flight on turn one regardless of the
scenario’s stipulations.
Esprit de Corps
+1 to Con and +1 to SH for every pilot in your unit for the rest of the scenario where one of
your pilots is killed in that turn.
Extra Long Runways
This makes the runways 8 hexes long (and the flight lines 7 hexes long.)
Gifted Diplomacy
Every pilot who is shot down and captured can only be held for three turns as a POW.
Hardened Aircraft Shelters
The aerodrome's hangers get +2 BTN and 2 more rows of armor and cost $1,500.
High Mobility
This unit may use twice the number of FOBs as normal, but cannot fly more than three
different types of aircraft.
Intelligence Operatives
Twice per campaign, you get prior knowledge of enemy mission choices, to be announced
after they have decided, but the chances of your downed pilots in enemy territory getting
captured is doubled.
Lone Wolf Pilot
This pilot gets +1 to NT and +1 to SS when flying alone. Only applies to one pilot at a time
per unit.
Personalized Aircraft
Units with personalized aircraft get +1 SS due to easy recognition.
Political Contacts
Only units who roll their missions may take this SC, this allows you to re-roll your mission
two times per campaign.
Public Favorites
Pilots from this unit who bail out over enemy territory do not have to roll to see if the pilot
is captured unless the pilot is wounded.
Quick Response Time
Subtract one Zone from the range and time to respond to a threat in Friendly territory for
CAP aircraft.
Recovery Team
Pilots who bail out over non-home territory are recovered one turn quicker than normal if
not captured.
Rogue Pilot
This pilot gets 650 exp to start, but there is a 50% chance this and this pilot’s aircraft will be
unavailable, to be rolled every turn with a BTN of 6.
Saboteurs
During the orders phase of each campaign turn you may cancel one of your opponents unit
special characteristics with the following exceptions;
Saboteurs, Elite Squadron, Urban Flying, Aerobatics Background. Can only be done once
per campaign.
Squadron Tactics
If this unit has more than six aircraft on the board at once those pilots get a +1 SS bonus.
Trained Boarders
Boarders belonging to this unit gain a +2 to the die roll to determine their starting
experience but take an additional turn to replace.
Urban Flying
Unit has +1 Sixth Sense on urban maps but -1 Sixth Sense on the Canyon Map.
Zeppelin Base
The unit starts the game with a zeppelin as its base rather than an aerodrome.
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Aerobatics Background
A squadron that has experience with aerobatics flying and death defying stunts has an
advantage over normal military trained pilots when it comes to close in formation and maneuvering.
For this reason, choosing Aerobatics Background gives all of your pilots (including replacement pilots
later in the campaign) the ability to fly unhampered by the lack of a radio. Furthermore, the first failed
push of G's (but not redlining the engine) of every scenario by that unit's pilots is ignored and the
pushing of G's is automatically successful. Every pilot from this unit for the duration of the campaign
must have a Natural Touch of 5 or higher.

Alert Birds
This unit always keeps a pair of aircraft fueled on the taxiway. During a mission where the unit
must launch fighters the unit may launch a single flight of two aircraft on turn one. It doesn't affect the
other flights attempting to take off. Using alert birds (or "ready fives") is a common tactic employed by
units that are close to the front lines.

Esprit de Corps
Esprit de corps (French for "Spirit of the Unit") is an important part of a wartime squadron. If
morale is high a squadron might win against impossible odds, but if morale is low, they might be
broken by much less. When choosing Esprit de Corps as your unit's special characteristic, your pilots
receive +1 to Constitution and +1 to Steady Hand for the rest of a scenario where at least one of your
pilots is killed in that turn.

Extra Long Runways
A shape of things to come, most of the newer aerodromes and airports are building extra long
runways. These runways are almost 50% longer than older runways, to accommodate bigger aircraft,
more flight line space, and more chance for an aircraft to take off if some of the runway has been
destroyed. For game play, when choosing extra long runways, your runways become 8 hexes long
instead of 5, and the flight line(s) beside the runway becomes 7 hexes long.

Gifted Diplomacy
The ability to be your nation's representative is highly valued. Thus if your unit has the special
characteristic gifted diplomacy, then every pilot who is shot down and captured can only be held for
three turns as a POW.

Hardened Aircraft Shelters
The Hardened Aircraft Shelter (HAS) is a fairly new concept which involves adding reinforced
foundation beams and armor to aircraft hangers. For this reason, your aerodrome's hangers get +2 BTN
and 2 more rows of armor each (10 x 12 boxes). They cost $1,500.
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High Mobility
This unit may use twice the number of Forward Operating Bases (FOB) as normal, but cannot
fly more than three different types of aircraft. This allows aircraft the ability to strike quicker into
enemy territory if need be. See the Aerodrome section on Page 23 for more details on FOBs.

Intelligence Operatives
Twice per campaign, you get prior knowledge of one of your opponent's Flight Assignments.
However, due to the high risk of spending time behind enemy lines, downed pilots have twice the
chance of being captured. Intelligence operatives have a risky job infiltrating the enemy's intelligence
network. The drawbacks of having this special characteristic are almost as obvious as the advantages.
This is unrelated to the Espionage mentioned under the Contacts priority.

Lone Wolf Pilot
During the Great War, several pilots liked to patrol the front lines alone, attacking enemy flights
as they discovered them. The advantage to flying alone is not worrying about hitting your own pilots.
The disadvantage was that the pilot was outnumbered. While this isn't practiced as much today, it is
still taken up by Great War veterans and adventurous newcomers alike. For this reason, each unit if
choosing this special characteristic can have one pilot per campaign that is recognized as a Lone Wolf.
He or she can still fly with others, but when flying alone receives +1 to Natural Touch and +1 to Sixth
Sense. If reinforcements or others from your unit arrive, those bonuses are lost.

Personalized Aircraft
The most famous squadron of all time is arguably Richthofen's Flying Circus of the Great War.
One of the reasons for their fame was their elite pilot corps. Another was the loud colors they painted
their aircraft with. Reds, greens, yellows and blues were splashed across the scouts they flew. The
reason was for personal identification. While today's modern radios make this less necessary, in the
heat of combat an obvious paint job can instantly tell you who is the squadron commander or the unit's
top ace. Units that allow personalizing aircraft (if you choose this special characteristic) receive +1 Sixth
Sense for all your pilots during the entire campaign.

Political Contacts
No one needs to watch the newsreels to know that the Broadway Bombers of the Empire State
are staunchly supported by political interests. Having a powerful politician in your corner can be a
good thing. The advantage is that orders coming down from a general can be rewritten by said
politician's own hand. This special characteristic only applies to units that must roll for some of their
flight assignments. When rolling, you are allowed to re-roll the mission twice per campaign, even if it is
for the same mission/turn. This is not the same as the Contacts priority.

Public Favorites
Bailing out over enemy territory is always a risky venture. However, being seen on the
newsreels or heard about on the radio can make a person so famous everyone likes them, regardless of
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the nation they now belong to. Pilots from this unit who bail out over enemy territory do not have to
test to see if the pilot is captured, unless the pilot is wounded.

Quick Response Time
When flying Combat Air Patrol, aircraft from this unit subtract one Zone from the range and
time to respond to a threat in Friendly territory. This is attributed to more efficient patrols and bettertuned aircraft.

Recovery Team
This is a small group of soldiers and medics that infiltrate enemy territory either on foot or in an
autogyro with the goal of rescuing pilots shot down behind enemy lines. They are completely
autonomous and are not a part of your unit. Pilots who bail out over non-home territory are recovered
a turn quicker than normal, if not captured.

Rogue Pilot
Some pilots are loose cannons, never successfully adapting to military life. Of these, most are
discharged from duty. The ones that escape discharge do it because they are excellent pilots regardless
of their personality quirks. This pilot gets 650 exp to start, but there is a 50% chance this pilot and his or
her aircraft will be unavailable, to be rolled every turn with a BTN of 6. (Available with a roll of 6+.)
Only one rogue pilot is allowed at a time per unit. Because of the strictness of the air forces in Texas,
Utah, and the ISA, they are not available for National militia units from those three nations.

Saboteurs
During the Flight Assignment phase of the campaign turn, you may cancel one of your
opponent's special characteristics. This doesn't include Saboteurs, Urban Flying, or Aerobatics
Background. This can only be done once per campaign.

Squadron Tactics
Training together makes a fighting unit more effective during large dogfights. For this reason if
the unit has more than three flights (six aircraft or more) in a scenario at once every pilot from that unit
receives +1 to Sixth Sense, and the bonus lasts until the end of the scenario, regardless of the continuing
number of aircraft from the unit.

Trained Boarders
Boarders belonging to this unit gain +2 to the roll that determines their starting experience.
Because trained boarders are hard to find, they take an additional turn to replace.

Urban Flying
Flying through the concrete jungles of large cities takes nerves of steel and reflexes of lightning.
Pilots from this unit receive +1 to Sixth Sense when flying on the Empire Map or the Downtown Map,
but suffer -1 to Sixth Sense when flying on the Canyon Map.
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Zeppelin Base
Any unit using a zeppelin as a base must choose this as one of that unit's special characteristics.
Refer to the rules for a zeppelin as an aerodrome on page 136.

Roll on Starting Income Table

The next step is to roll 2D10 (plus any applicable modifiers from the Priorities Table) on the
Starting Income Table below. This will tell you what your starting budget is. The amount you receive
must pay for every aircraft, every pilot, load of fuel or ammunition, etc. you wish to begin the
campaign with. It might seem like a good idea to hoard your starting income, but it is more
advantageous to be completely sure you have the necessary materiel to properly wage a war. If you are
not able to afford everything to start with for your unit size, ignore any minimums and build up as
much as you can with available funds to start
Your unit's money can never be attacked except when your Aerodrome is destroyed/captured.
The capturing unit gains all of the current money and materiel that you have, effectively absorbing
your unit into theirs. (See "Ending the Campaign" on Page 49 for more information.)
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20

$140,000

$150,000

$160,000

$170,000

$180,000

$190,000

$200,000

$210,000*

$220,000**

$250,000†

9

$120,000

8

$110,000

7

$100,000

6

$90,000

5

$80,000

4

$70,000

3

$60,000

2

$50,000

Starting
Income

Roll

$130,000

Starting Income Table

* On a roll of 18, roll 1D10 (unmodified) again. On a roll of 10, zeppelin is available as a base of operations for $5K if desired.
** On a roll of 19, roll 1D10 (unmodified) again. On a roll of 9+, zeppelin is available as a base of operations for $5K if desired.
† On a roll of 20, roll 1D10 (unmodified) again. On a roll of 8+, zeppelin is available as a base of operations for $5K if desired.

Decide Starting Location/Affiliation

This has more impact on a campaign than you might think. The location is the backdrop of the
entire conflict. It is always in the best interests of every Player that an agreed upon location be
established. If no agreement can be made, the person with the highest Honor Level gets to decide the
location. If both disagreeing players have the same Honor Level, then they both roll 1D10. The person
with the highest result chooses the location. Ties are re-rolled.
Choosing a location only has to be as specific as a nation or territory in Crimson Skies. It can be
somewhere in North America, or anywhere in the world as long as every player agrees what the
situation is in that locale. If a player chooses Hollywood as their location, and they are a militia, they
might choose Bloodhawks, Devastators, or Firebrands as their aircraft of choice. The National Air
Forces Table on Page 166 details which nations fly what. This list is not all-inclusive, but will give the
players a general feel for that nation and what it might fly.
Some unit sizes demand that you only fly aircraft from that nation. If this is the case, then you
must choose from the list of aircraft that nation flies. If it is a nation that isn't on the list, every player
taking part in the campaign will choose 2 aircraft from the official aircraft found in the Crimson Skies
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products and add them to that country for the duration of the campaign. The unit that needs to use
aircraft from that nation must choose from that list.

While it is possible to fly stolen aircraft from another nation as part of a fighting squadron, the
lack of expertise dealing with that aircraft's systems, combined with barely available spare parts make
it unlikely that a nation or squadron would attempt it. There are exceptions to the rule, but for
campaigning, this is not recommended unless you already fly the same type of aircraft. If so the stolen
aircraft is unavailable for one full turn so that it can be inspected and painted with your unit’s color
scheme. Additional time must be added if the aircraft is damaged per the damaged aircraft rules.
There are also aircraft that do not fall under the restrictions of the National Air Forces List.
These are fighters that are widely available anywhere you go, as are the parts and ground crew to fix
them. A prime example is the Brigand. Sold everywhere to private owners, the Brigand can be found in
almost every nation in North America, and quite a few more exist around the world. For this purpose,
it is possible to choose from those aircraft (also found on the National Air Forces Table) for your unit.
Choosing whom you are affiliated with has less importance in the scope of the campaign,
though for role playing purposes, it might want to be further established than simply "Hollywood
Militia Unit." Perhaps your unit is personally funded by a notable personality or is solely in existence to
destroy a certain pirate group or renegade. The Hollywood unit known as the "1st Chinatown Guard"
is an excellent example. They are affiliated with Hollywood, and fly Bloodhawks procured through
national defense channels. But they are more than a simple Hollywood militia unit; they are also in
charge of keeping the peace in San Francisco's complex and culturally deep Chinatown. To this end
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they employ mostly Chinatown locals who have proven themselves worthy of serving the 1st
Chinatown Guard. This assignment is a highly sought after one amongst the citizens of Chinatown.
While this is only an example, and ultimately would have no bearing on the rules side of the campaign,
it might add more facets to the campaign itself, and help explain why the two (or more) units are in
contention with one another.

Purchase Goods and Personnel

Now that you have rolled on the Starting Income table, it is time to spend your money. First
each player needs to decide which type of aircraft to buy. Each player then refers to the price of the
aircraft and multiplies it by the starting number of aircraft they want to have that doesn't exceed their
unit’s aircraft limit. The next step is to purchase pilots, which cost $1,000 to $5,000 a piece. The ground
crew price is also dependent on the Priority Table, and ranges from $3,000 - $7,000. The aerodrome has
a flat fee of $5,000. Refer to unit type for the maximum number of aircraft allowed. Every unit type is
allowed to keep their remaining income after purchasing all of the necessary items.
Prices
X aircraft @ X,000
1 full load of Ammo = $50
1 Rocket = $200
1 fuel load = $25
1 Pilot = $1,000
1 Ace pilot = $5,000
GC for 12+ A/C = $6,000
GC for 8-11 A/C = $4,500
GC for 5-7 A/C = $3,000
GC for <4 A/C = $1,500
Aerodrome Fee = $5,000

Rules
Refer to Unit Size for proper totals and Aircraft prices found in on the Aircraft Price table on
Page 166.
1 full load will fill all of a plane's guns. Go by highest caliber weapon on aircraft to load at set
up, but then buy ammo separately during play.
Amount per rocket allotted. Player must purchase the number of rockets standard for his Unit
size. Refer to Table in BtCV for actual campaign rocket prices during play.
This will fill any aircraft during the entire campaign, regardless of their range. It costs 25 per
external tank also, if applicable.
Every new pilot costs 1,000, and is given 250 exp. to start. However, the unit commander gets
450 exp. and the cmdr's wingman gets 350 exp.
Pilot with 500 exp. to start. Unit can never have more than one "Natural Ace" per campaign.
Multiple pilots making ace through 5 kills during campaign play is acceptable.
Ground Crews bought for 12+ aircraft cannot be sold for smaller GCs.
Ground Crews bought at set up can handle up to 11 aircraft. If more than 11 aircraft, 100 must
be spent per aircraft for ground crew. GC can never be fired or lost.
See above, except no more than 7 aircraft.
See above, except no more than 4 aircraft.
This applies to everything except a zeppelin. If aerodrome is a zep, add $5,000 to purchase fee
and $1,000 per bridge crew, $500 per crewman/soldier, and $300 per gunner. (Check zep type
for crew compliment.)

Fill Out the Campaign Unit Sheet

Filling out the Campaign Unit Sheet will help you to organize your unit and see at a glance
every attribute you have. This includes your unit’s size, initiative, honor level, and special
characteristics.
This sheet will also be used to place your key installations in the zones you choose, help track your
inventory of aircraft, your quantities of ammunition and ordinance. The zone locations you choose
should be hidden from your opponent(s) until the installations are discovered. Your cumulative victory
points, current victory points, cash on hand, and reputation is also tracked via this sheet.
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Each player should make a copy of the Campaign Unit Sheet for his or her own use, which can
be found at the end of this book.

Fill out the Pilot Record Sheets

Like the Campaign Unit Sheet, the Pilot Record should be filled out for each pilot in your
squadron and kept up to date. It organizes your pilots and keeps track of their statistics, experience,
aircraft qualifications, etc. One Pilot Record sheet represents one of your pilots, and tracks that pilot’s
experience, missions flown, preferred aircraft, and a list of the aircraft the pilot is qualified to fly.
Each turn, after entering in the flight assignments on the Flight Assignments sheet, you will
then pull the Pilot Record sheets for each pilot and pull the aircraft record sheet for each aircraft used in
the missions. On the Pilot Record sheet, fill out the mission type and which aircraft the pilot will fly for
the corresponding turn.
Each player should make a copy of the Pilot Record for his or her own use, which can be found
at the end of the book.

Fill out the Flight Assignments Sheet

The top portion of the Flight Assignments Sheet represents your unit’s basic information. The
rest of the sheet contains each turn’s mission logs, which allows you to fly up to four sorties per turn
(filled in left to right with mission type, then # of aircraft). To the right is the Result box, where you
simply fill in “victory” or “loss”, and record the total number of victory points earned for that turn.
Each player should make a copy of the Flight Assignments sheet for his or her own use, which
can be found at the end of the book.

Territory Layout

Each unit begins the campaign with five key installations, spread out over seven zones. The
“unit home” zone (Zone X) in the center is where the aerodrome is situated. (If the player is using a
zeppelin as an aerodrome, it begins the campaign in Zone X.) The five key installations are the
Aerodrome Complex, Train Station/Port, Supply Depot, Ammo Dump, and Fuel Depot. At the
beginning of the game, each player will secretly choose where each of their installations will reside. The
Aerodrome/Zeppelin must reside in Zone X. No installation can share a zone with another. The other
four installations can go in any of the other 6 zones, limit one installation per zone.
Example: Player A decides to place her Train Station/Port in Zone 5, her Supply Depot in Zone 1, her
Ammo Dump in Zone 3, and her Fuel Depot in Zone 6. If Player B flies into Zone 2 or Zone 4, they will not find
anything.

Key Installations
Regardless of size, every squadron needs a logistics network that pumps aircraft, pilots, ground
crews, ordinance, spare parts and fuel into the squadron’s inventory. In the campaign, your friendly
territories house buildings that collectively contain all of these essentials.
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Aerodrome

The aerodrome is the heart and soul of a squadron. It is their home when they aren't tearing up
the skies. It houses their aircraft, a small cache of spare parts and fuel, and the ground crews while they
work. Hangers, runways, flight line spots, and control towers are all essential to the smooth operations
of fighter squadrons. While some aerodromes are so large they contain several squadrons; others are
little more than a strip of grass and a barn for a hanger. For campaign purposes, every aerodrome will
have the same number of structures to start with. None of the structures inside the aerodrome complex
can be captured by the enemy. They can only be damaged or destroyed.
Runway

Every aerodrome consists of several structures and buildings to make it run smoothly. The most
important structure is the runway. There can be more than one if you purchase them at the beginning
of the campaign, but not more than three. Each runway is five hexes long (unless you have the special
characteristic “Extra Long Runways,”) and must run the direction of the hex faces. Runways have a
Base Target Number of 2 and a damage profile of 10 x 10 boxes for each hex the runway occupies.
Destroying enough of the runway to hamper the take off of every kind of aircraft usually includes
destroying more than one of the hexes. If a hex is destroyed while an aircraft is on the ground in that
hex, it is completely destroyed also, regardless of how damaged the aircraft is. (The aircraft doesn’t take
damage to its armor when on the runway.) The type of runway has no bearing on the type of aircraft
that can land on it. Most runways are paved or gravel, but some are simply mowed grass or dry
lakebeds.
The destruction of every runway at an aerodrome cripples the home unit's ability to wage war.
They can attempt to take off straight from the flight line (using the Wings Over Manhattan's rules on
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Page 42) but suffer a -3 penalty. They also run the risk of colliding with another aircraft that is parked
on the flight line.
When purchasing the aerodrome at the beginning of campaign play, you can opt for more than
one runway. Each extra runway costs $1,000 but includes an extra hanger and flight line.
Flight Line

The flight line is the area beside the runway where aircraft taxi and park. It is usually the same
length as the runway minus one hex, and there is one flight line for each runway at an aerodrome. Each
hex of flight line can hold three aircraft and has a Base Target Number of 3 and a 10x10 damage profile.
Hanger

Hangers hold the aircraft, spare parts, and offices for the squadron that uses the aerodrome.
Each squadron requires its own hanger, but a single squadron might use more than one hanger.
Hangers are rectangular buildings with an arched top. They can hold up to 12 fighters/heavy fighters
at a time. For cargo planes/bombers, The hanger capacity is calculated by weight. The hanger can hold
80,000 lb worth of cargo planes/bombers. Mixing cargo planes/heavy bombers and fighters inside a
hanger is also possible. One fighters per 10,000 lbs of remaining hanger space would fit in their place.
If the hanger is only holding fighters/heavy fighters/autogyros, the hanger can hold 12 regardless of
the combined weight.
Hangers have a Base Target Number of 3 and a 10 x 12 damage profile. If a hanger is destroyed
while aircraft are in it, they are also completely destroyed.
Aircraft can be moved between the flight line and the hanger at will, so after all of the Flight
Assignments of a turn have landed, their location (hanger or flight line) should be determined.
Maintenance work can be performed in the hanger or on the flight line, and has no bearing to location.
During the flying, all aircraft with Flight Assignments must be on the flight line. Only aircraft not
flying that turn (or just arriving) can be in the hanger. Buying extra hangers at the beginning of the
campaign is possible. They cost $ 1,000 each, with a maximum number of 3.
Control Tower

The control tower is the brain of the aerodrome. Via radio it communicates with the aircraft on
the ground and in the air. It overlooks the action and dictates when Flight Assignments take off and
when they land. It also handles incoming aircraft like cargo planes and autogyros. Each aerodrome will
only have one tower, despite the number of runways or squadrons that make use of it.
The tower has a Base Target Number of 4 and a damage profile of 10 x 4 boxes. If destroyed, all
aircraft in the air suffer a -2 penalty to take off and land until the end of the campaign. The tower is the
only structure in the Aerodrome complex that is considered impassible terrain (aircraft cannot fly
through the tower hex.)
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Operations Center

The Operations Center, or Ops, is the headquarters of the aerodrome. It is there that briefings
take place, commanders meet, and decisions (like Flight Assignments) are made. Each aerodrome will
only have one Ops building, regardless of the number of runways or squadrons that utilize it.
The Ops Center, if destroyed, removes the ability of the squadrons at that aerodrome to fly
recon missions for the remainder of the campaign. It also prevents the squadrons at the aerodrome
from taking part in any of the random missions. The Base Target Number of the Ops Center is 7, and its
damage profile is 10 x 7 boxes.
Barracks

The barracks are where the ground crews (and sometimes the pilots) sleep. When the
aerodrome is under attack, the barracks are always empty. However, destroying every barracks
building will seriously affect the ability of the personnel of that aerodrome to perform their jobs.
Ground crews will take twice as long to perform any maintenance (rounding up) and a -2 penalty will
be added to the Engine Tuning roll for every aircraft until the end of the campaign. The pilots in your
unit suffer a -1 to NT until the end of the campaign, even if they are purchased after the destruction of
the barracks.
Barracks have a Base Target Number of 4 and its damage profile is 10x10. Buying extra barracks
at the beginning of the campaign is possible. They cost $ 1,000 each, with a maximum number of 3.
Defenses

Every aerodrome is defended with the same weapons. Four Flak Cannons (permanently located
wherever the player chooses within the aerodrome complex) and four .50-caliber cannons (also
permanently located where the player chooses within the aerodrome complex) guard the aerodrome 24
hours a day. The flak cannons and the .50-caliber cannons can fire in 360 degree arcs, down all six hex
rows, one hex row per combat turn. The .50-caliber cannons can fire any type of ammunition except
Ceramic-Coated Magnesium (MG.) The defenses cannot share a hex, so all 8 cannons must be in
separate hexes.
The damage profile for each type of weapon is the same as if they were mounted on zeppelin
engines. (Though keep in mind that each damage profile only has one gun, instead of two.)
Damaged and Destroyed

Any structure of an aerodrome destroyed by the enemy cannot be restored for the remainder of
the campaign. This is due to the short time frame during the conflict.) If it is damaged but still usable,
then the unit can just work around the damage. If a hanger and enough of the flight line is destroyed to
rob the unit of space to park their aircraft, they must sell the aircraft that do not fit at the aerodrome.
(They cannot park them on the runway or an empty hex!) If every structure is destroyed then the
aerodrome is destroyed, and the attacking unit wins the campaign (unless there is another unit to
destroy.)
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Other Key Installations

Besides the aerodrome complex, the four other installations that each unit must place help to
keep the squadron fighting. Unlike the aerodrome structures, these key installations may be captured
but only until the end of that turn, the effect of which varies depending on which installation was
captured.

Train Station/Port

Whether you choose a train station or a port is up to you, but they both work the same way. The
train station/port receives the new pilots you hire, either via ship or train. Keep in mind that your
location might affect which of these you have. (It isn't very likely that you will have a shipping port as
your resource key installation if your unit is stationed in the middle of Kansas.)
Each has its own advantages. Train stations and sea ports are armored and armed identically.
Train engines are slightly smaller than comparable ships, but the ships can move into different hexes,
whereas the trains are stuck along a linear path. If a train or ship that has your pilots on it is destroyed,
then those pilots are killed. You must hire/recruit more and wait another x turns for them to report for
duty. If the port or train station is destroyed, then it will take twice as long to receive pilots. This effect
lasts until the end of the campaign. If the train station/port is captured, all of the incoming pilots are
automatically captured and become POWs.
The train station must use the Rural Map and the train station building must be placed in a hex
adjacent to the train tracks on the map, at least 5 hexes from north and south edge of the map. The train
station has a Base Target Number of 3 and its damage profile is 10x10. The train tracks extend along the
hex row the train station is aligned with to the edges of the map.
If the train station is being attacked, a train begins the scenario’s first turn in the train tracks hex
on the edge of one side of the map. Every turn it moves forward one hex until it reaches the station.
The train itself it 3 hexes long, with a Base Target Number of 5 and a damage profile of 10x4. If the train
is destroyed but the station survives, those supplies are lost, but a new train (new pilots) can arrive no
sooner than 3 turns later.
For the purposes of the campaign, the port must use the Seaport Map and the port building
counter must be placed on a land hex adjacent to a water hex, but not within 2 hexes of the north or
south side of the map. The port building has a Base Target Number of 3 and its damage profile is 10x10.
If the port is being attacked, a cargo ship (not a small, medium, or large ship) begins the
scenario’s first turn in the center water hex on the west edge of the map. Each turn it can move one hex
towards the port building, moving forward (essentially performing a 1S, 1L1, or 1R1 each turn). The
cargo ship is 3 hexes long, with a Base Target Number of 4 and a damage profile of 10x4. If the ship is
destroyed but the port building survives, the pilots are killed, but a new ship (new pilots) can arrive no
sooner than 3 turns later.
Once the train/cargo ship arrives at the station/port, the pilots are secured for the player those
resources were ordered for, even if the train station/port is destroyed that turn. Both the port and the
train station are equipped with 2 .50 cal cannons that operate exactly like the ones for the aerodrome
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(see above). They can be placed in any non-train track/non water hex the player chooses, but the
cannons cannot share a hex with each other or with the train station building, and they cannot be
placed on the surface ship or train counters.
Supply Depot

The supply depot is what holds the bulk of your spare parts. This includes engines, armor,
guns, cannons, and more. Think of it as a distribution center. You order parts for your aircraft, and they
send it to you while they simultaneously order it from the companies that manufacture it. The time it
takes for your parts to get to you is determined by what priority you chose for your unit’s Operational
Ability.
The supply depot has a Base Target Number of 4 and its damage profile is 10x10. If the Supply
Depot is destroyed so are all of the parts, and for the rest of the campaign you must buy directly from
the manufacturers, and it takes two more turns than normal to receive the supplies. If the supply depot
is captured, then the capturing unit gets free repairs for two turns, while the unit without the supply
depot cannot make repairs on damaged components for two turns.
The supply depot is equipped with 2 .50 cal cannons that operate exactly like the ones for the
aerodrome (see above). They can be placed in any hex the player chooses except the hex where another
cannon or building is located.
Ammo Dump

The ammunition dump is a large underground bunker that holds all of your ammo and
ordinance. Because of its explosive nature, it is kept far from anything else. Ammo dumps will not
explode until one of their damage profile rows has been completely destroyed. When that happens, the
explosion will destroy anything on the ground or in the air within three hexes of the ammo dump.

The ammo dump has a Base Target Number of 4 and its damage profile is 10x10. The loss of an
ammo dump robs a unit of its firepower. For the rest of the campaign it must order the munitions from
the companies that make them, and wait extra two turns for each type of ordinance. Therefore if you
lose your ammo dump and order the ordinance and ammo after the end of each turn, it you will only
be able to fight every other turn. If your ammo dump is captured, the capturing unit gets two free turns
of any kind of ammo they want. (They cannot store the captured ammo after the second turn,
however.)
The ammo dump is equipped with 2 .50 cal cannons that operate exactly like the ones for the
aerodrome (see above). They can be placed in any hex the player chooses except the hex where another
cannon or building is located.
Fuel Depot

The fuel depot has a Base Target Number of 4 and its damage profile is 10x10. It handles all of
the aircraft fuel needed to put your planes in the air. The structure consists of a control building and
several underground storage tanks. The underground tanks cannot be damaged or destroyed, instead
it is the control building that is in danger. When it is destroyed, the tanks are inaccessible for the rest of
the campaign. This effectively grounds that unit's aircraft while the fuel trickles in via fuel truck. As a
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result, for the rest of the campaign, you only get 2 loads of fuel per campaign turn. Those can be stored
in aircraft (one load per aircraft), and do not need to be used each turn.
If the fuel depot is captured, the capturing unit gets one free load of fuel for every aircraft that
the player used to attack the fuel depot that turn, even if the attacking aircraft did not make it back.
The fuel depot is equipped with 2 .50 cal cannons that operate exactly like the ones for the
aerodrome (see above). They can be placed in any hex the player chooses except the hex where another
cannon or building is located.

On Hand Resources

Your aerodrome has a small amount of supplies and resources on hand at any given time. These
are stored in your hanger or in underground bunkers and tanks (for fuel and ammunition.) This means
the aerodrome holds just enough fuel for a full day's flying, just enough ammo for same, and enough
spare parts to fix the armor of any aircraft damage from the unit. The only way to get components if the
supply depot has been captured or destroyed is to cannibalize your other aircraft.

Combat

When attacking the aerodrome or key installations, two maps set up side by side are always
used. The attacking aircraft must come from the farthest map face away from the installation and must
leave from the same map face. The direction of the attack determines the placement of the second map.
If for instance, the attackers come from the south (through Zone 4,) then the second map is placed
south of the installation's map.
When attacking or defending an aerodrome, place a counter for each of the aerodrome's
structures and defenses on the map of your choice. The layout must be the same each time the
aerodrome’s map is used for the duration of the campaign. (Using numbered hexes help in this regard.)

Forward Operating Bases

Forward Operating Bases (FOB) are advanced positions very close to the front line where a unit
can take off and land to get the jump on an enemy. FOBs cannot be purchased until after the fifth
campaign turn, and cost $4,000. They must be located in one of your Friendly Zones other than the
aerodrome's location. A FOB is the only installation that can share a zone with one of the key
installations, as it only consists of a single runway and flight line. There are no defenses and no
buildings. Aircraft flying out of a FOB cannot use the FOB two consecutive turns. (Therefore if a flight
of four aircraft landed at a FOB during the end of campaign Turn 7, and took off to fight during Turn 8,
they would have to land at their aerodrome due to the lack of supplies or ordinance at the FOB.
Unless otherwise noted, the number of FOBs per unit depends on their Unit Type.
National/State Militia units can have up to 4 FOBs. Local Militias can have up to 3 FOBs. Corporate
Militias can have up to 2 FOBs. Having more than one or two Forward Operating bases is unlikely, due
to the division of your unit, but anything is possible. (Though a completely unguarded aerodrome is
suicidal.)
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The advantage to using a Forward Operating Base is the fact that your aircraft begin the turn in
a Friendly Zone, instead of at the aerodrome. This can help an aircraft with a poor operating range be
able to reach and attack a key installation.

Zeppelins

If your aerodrome is a zeppelin, then refer to the zeppelin rules later in this book to see how
they relate to campaign play.

Turn Based Combat

Now that your squadrons have been created and your pilots are ready to fly their way into
history, it is time to begin. The goal for every unit is to destroy the enemy. This can be done in several
ways, depending on the enemy's type and location. The simplest way of ending a unit's career is to
destroy its aerodrome. This is not, however, the only way to achieve victory. Earning 2,000 Cumulative
Victory Points is also an automatic victory. Remember that destroying all of a squadron's aircraft is not
a victory, thought it might seem so. The unit without aircraft can still buy more, though during the
turns that it is without any planes it is extremely vulnerable to the enemy, who can come and go freely,
destroying ground targets and shipping, all the while earning more and more Victory Points towards
the unit's 2,000.
Campaign play is a series of 24 turns that involve performing several functions. Each turn has
several things that occur, which may or may not include engaging in combat, spending
Reputation/Money, and repairing resources. The general way this happens depends on the goals of the
players for their units. One player might try to quickly locate the enemy's aerodrome, for instance,
while the other player might simply sit back and strike shipping lines, waiting to slowly kill off the
enemy unit airplane by airplane. Each turn all players will choose which missions to send their fighters
on, and when combat occurs, do their best to pull a victory out of the battle. When it is over, the time
will have come for the players to decide what to buy and what to fix, and get ready for the next turn.

General Turn Architecture

There are several phases of a campaign turn in Crimson Skies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Receiving Resources
Flight Assignments
Sortie/Combat
Buying Resources
Repairing Resources

Receiving Resources Phase
The first part of a Turn is spent by "Receiving Resources." Before anything else happens in the
turn, all of the materials (but not pilots or aircraft) you purchased on a previous turn is delivered to
you, as long as the resource's shipping time is satisfied. All of the materials received are immediately
available for use.
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Aircraft are not automatically delivered to you. Instead they are flown to your aerodrome once
the delivery time is satisfied. Then the aircraft is ready to be ferried in from the neutral zone. During
the Flight Assignments phase you may either choose the mission Tactical Ferry and allot escorts for
your new aircraft, or do nothing and it will be available for flying the following turn if the enemy has
not destroyed/captured it. Pilots come in on trains/ships the turn before they are delivered, so it might
be a good idea to fly a CAP mission over that installation as needed.
Example: Player A purchases a new Kestrel during the Purchasing phase of Turn 2. Because she chose
Operational Ability as Priority C, Player A’s Kestrel must wait an additional turn to arrive, so it will be
scheduled to deliver during the Sortie/Combat phase of Turn 4. Thus the Kestrel is available as a combat aircraft
for Player A on Turn 5.
If the player does not choose to escort new aircraft, they are considered “in the air” during the
sortie/combat phase, and are randomly placed in a friendly zone. Roll 1D6 to reveal the zone. This is
done after flight assignments are chosen by both players and announced. A roll of 1 indicates that the
aircraft will be in friendly Zone 1 during the sortie/combat phase. A roll of 2 means friendly Zone 2,
and so forth. Only one die need be rolled per player per turn as all the aircraft that are delivered on the
same turn will fly together in the same zone. Aircraft being delivered do not suffer a Fled Engagement
penalty, since it is considered a Tactical Ferry.
The player with the highest Unit Initiative always performs this phase first, followed by the
next highest Unit Initiative player, and so on. Once the order has been determined, it stays in this order
until the end of the campaign. If there are more than two squadrons flying against each other and one
of them is destroyed, that unit’s Receive Resources phase is no longer active.

Flight Assignments Phase
Flight Assignments for one turn will dictate which aircraft/pilots will be utilized for which
Missions available from the Mission List, and where those aircraft will travel. Each Flight Assignment
represents the "orders" which the unit carries out. This is done by all players simultaneously, as the
players secretly record their flight assignments on the Flight Assignments sheet.
Each sortie (up to four per turn) will need to list what mission to fly,
which zone the flight will occur in, and how many aircraft are involved. The
type of aircraft and specific pilots will be identified once the missions are
revealed to your opponent(s). In the Zone box on the Flight Assignments
sheet, F3 would mean Friendly Zone 3 and E2 would be Enemy Zone 2. You
must always specify which zone you are performing your mission in. This
cannot include the Neutral Zone that separates the players’ territories,
which is considered the “rest of the airspace” and is one massive zone.
Once all the players have recorded their missions, they move the
corresponding aircraft and pilots for those aircraft into piles representing each mission for the turn.
Once that has been completed, the players reveal their missions (but not the zones they are in), one by
one in the order of Unit Initiative. When all of the players know which aircraft are doing what, the
order of the next phase is determined by the mission types.
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Example: For Turn 1, Player A decides that 4 of the 12 planes available in the unit will be assigned "Air
Superiority" in Enemy Zone 1 as the first Flight Assignment for the turn. Hoping this will clear out the enemy's
possible CAP flights, Player A also sends 4 more aircraft of the 12 to perform the Mission "Reconnaissance"
flying them through the same zone to see if any of Player B’s key installations are in that zone. The final 4 planes
are assigned to be used as "Alert Five" aircraft, staying on the flight line in friendly Zone X.
Player B decides to play it safe, allotting two aircraft to CAP flights for each of his friendly zones 1
through 6. Both players assign their aircraft and pilots to the missions. Player A has three stacks, each containing
four Aircraft Record sheets and four Pilot Record sheets. Payer B has six stacks, each with two Aircraft Record
sheets and Pilot Record sheets. Both players reveal their choices and the turn moves into the next phase.
These Flight Assignments happen simultaneously for every player, unless otherwise noted.
Every Flight Assignment lands at the same time as well. So if a CAP flight is the Flight Assignment for
a unit's turn, it is flying CAP until the end of the Sortie/Combat phase, as well as the other flights of
the unit, regardless of their mission.

Mission List
Random Missions and Special Orders

Units who must follow orders from a higher authority must roll on the table below every turn it
is necessary, as per the rules found in the chapter on Unit Creation.
Roll
1
2
3
4
5

Mission
CAP
Defend Target
Defend Target
Defend Target
Defend Target

Special Orders
Min. 2 aircraft
Train Station/Port
Supply Depot
Ammo Dump
Fuel Depot

Roll
6
7
8
9
10

Mission
Escort
Training Flight
Training Flight
Attack Target
None

Special Orders
*See escort table
Min 2 aircraft
Min 4 aircraft
Must be key inst.
none

To generate the random mission for every sixth turn, roll on the table below. Under the Special
Orders header, the slash indicates that one unit should attempt the first order, and the other unit
should attempt the second.
Roll
1
2
3
4
5

Mission
Attack Comm. Zepp
Attack Comm. Zepp
Inspect Crash Site
Attack Comm Train
Jail Break

Special Orders
Destroy/Defend
Capture/Defend
Loot/Defend
Destroy/Defend
Capture/Escape

Roll
6
7
8
9
10

Combat Air Patrol

Mission
Bootleg Alcohol
Attack Town
Attack Unknown A/C
Destroy Boarders
No Fly Day

Special Orders
Destroy/Escape
Destroy/Defend
Destroy/Destroy
Destroy/Defend
Order times half

Combat Air Patrol is the most common mission for aircraft of a fighting unit. It entails flying a
route inside the unit's territory and acting as a buffer against offensive enemy units. Sometimes
referred to as "circular air patrol," this mission will cover a friendly Zone. There must be at least two
fighters available to fly a CAP, but there is no maximum number (besides the number of flyable aircraft
currently in your unit.)
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When flying CAP with two aircraft, there # of Aircraft flying CAP
2
3-4
5-6
7+
is a 30% chance that invading enemy forces will Percentage of discovering enemy 30% 50% 70% 90%
8+
6+
4+
2+
be discovered if flying into the Territory Zone Dice Rolls on 1D10
being patrolled. Adding more aircraft flying CAP in the same zone increases the chance of discovering
the enemy. Each zone with a CAP flight in it will roll to see if the enemy is discovered in their zone. If
the roll is successful, any opponent with a mission into that same zone must announce it.
If one of the pilots flying CAP is an ace (either purchased as one or has earned 5 or more kills
during this campaign), that pilot’s sixth sense can be used to try to increase the percentage of detection.
For every point above 5 for the ace pilot with the highest SS, add 10% to the roll. For example, if a CAP
flight of 4 fighters has an ace pilot with an SS of 10, then that would add 50% to the percentage of
discovering the enemy, never to exceed 90%. Thus the roll would be modified from 6+ to 2+, making
the unit roll a 2 or higher to successfully discover the enemy.
Territory Zones for CAP Flying

Aircraft in a CAP flight of a particular zone can always "see" into the zones on either side of it.
So if at least two aircraft are in zone 1 and flying CAP, they effectively "see" into zones 6,1, and 2. While
they cannot roll for detection on enemies in the two adjacent friendly zones, they can respond to
combat in one of those adjacent zones once the fighting has begun. This is done by the player with the
CAP aircraft to announce they will respond.

Since each Zone is 100 miles, the speed of the CAP aircraft directly affects their ability to
intercept the threat. It takes every aircraft in a Friendly Zone six scenario turns minus the maximum
speed (6 scenario turns - Max Speed) of the slowest CAP aircraft in question to reach the Zone from an
adjacent Zone.
Responding to Combat

When a CAP flight discovers an enemy entering their territory, the player must commit all of
the CAP flight’s aircraft patrolling the zone to combat the enemy’s forces invading that same zone. If
the CAP fighters are in the same zone but just didn't see the enemy, they take 3 Scenario Turns to arrive
for combat, regardless of their speed. If the enemy is attacking from the west, then the enemy sets up
within two hexes of the west side of the map, and must retreat/leave through the west side. (Unless the
mission calls for the aircraft to continue on to the next Friendly Zone or the aerodrome, in which case it
leaves off of the opposite map side.)
Example: Player A has a flight of 6 assigned to attack the enemy’s ammo dump that she discovered the
previous turn in Zone 1. Player B, who has a CAP flight of 4 fighters assigned to that zone, fails the roll and does
not realize Player A’s forces are there. As a result, Player A’s aircraft have 2 turns on the map to attack the ammo
dump without needing to worry about Player B’s four aircraft in the zone until the start of Scenario Turn 3.
CAP fighters do not need to immediately decide to respond at all to a battle in a different
adjacent zone if they don't want to. But they can monitor the combat and decide to come to the rescue if
need be. They must take the usual amount of time, which is 6 turns minus slowest aircraft speed to get
there, (6 - Aircraft Speed) but it is counted from the turn the scenario is on. So if on Turn 11 the other
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CAP fighters realize they need to come help out, it still takes up to 5 extra turns to respond, which
would mean they would arrive on turn 16.
Air Superiority

Also known as "Offensive Patrols," Air Superiority missions almost always involve patrolling in
the enemy's territory looking for a fight. This might be to open a gap in their blanket CAP flights to
allow some of your friendly units to sneak through, or it might just be to bleed their squadron of
aircraft. The Air Superiority mission is basically a CAP mission flown in enemy territory. This can be a
dangerous mission, since crashing might result in capture, and AA guns are always watching for
unrecognizable fighters. Air Superiority missions will always find enemy aircraft, but if the enemies are
not a CAP flight, then the CAP flight must still roll to see if it discovers them.

To this end, if an Air Superiority mission is performed by one unit that is undetected by the
CAP flight in the same zone, the CAP flight must set up in the center of the scenario map on turn one
while the Air Superiority flight can set up anywhere within 3 hexes of the border of the map, regardless
of what direction they flew in from. The CAP flight aircraft must all perform an S maneuver for
Scenario Turn 1, since they were unaware of the attacking enemy.
Attack Target

This mission type covers every possible target that can be attacked. Below is a list that covers
those targets, and what category they fall under. It also highlights the standard, upgraded, and
downgraded defenses of each target. A significant portion of the Campaign is involved in attacking or
defending the targets on this list.
Special Note: The mission Attack Target: Aerodrome cannot be chosen until all four of the
enemy’s other key installations have been successfully reconnoitered (see the mission Reconnaissance
below).
Destroying your enemy's Ammo Dump, for instance, will deprive him of the necessary holding
facility for any extra ammunition. This means that he would have to store the ammunition at his
aerodrome, which can be a risky venture. On the other hand, allowing your enemy to destroy key
facilities or targets will effectively remove your control over the pace of the campaign.
When attacking a ground target, strafing is always an effective medium for destroying it.
Rockets and bombs are perhaps more effective, but if you run out of either and the target needs to be
destroyed, strafing is your last option. The problem with strafing is that you must trade altitude for
accuracy, pointing your nose at whatever it is you are trying to hit. During the turn that an aircraft is
doing a strafing run and the turn following, that aircraft's pilot suffers -2 to their Sixth Sense. It is more
difficult to maintain situational awareness when strafing, and your lower altitude makes you more
vulnerable. For this reason, the lower Sixth Sense makes it easier for enemy fighters to tail a strafing
fighter. (Altitude is not addressed in Crimson Skies or in the Campaign Rules other than this instance.)
When choosing to attack a target that is not part of a key installation, the attack occurs in
whichever enemy zone the attacking player decides. The location of the target does not have any other
affect (beyond the scope of completing the mission) on the campaign, so the zone is unimportant. For
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role playing purposes, players are encouraged to keep track of which non-key installation targets are in
which zones.
Example: Player A decides to use 4 aircraft for the mission Attack Target: Civilian Airport, and enters
the location as EZ2 (enemy Zone 2.) This means those four aircraft will fly into Player B’s Zone 2 and attack a
random civilian airport there. The target is the airport’s tower. The players can decide to remember that the
civilian airport is found in Player B’s Zone 2. However, since each zone represents roughly 100 square miles,
there can be any number of town halls, airports, mooring towers, etc. Player B will defend.
Target
Aerodrome
(overall)
Runway
Hanger
Ops Building
Tower
Barracks
Flightline
Zeppelin Hanger
Mooring Tower
Fuel Depot
Ammo Dump
Supply Depot
Train Station
Train Engine
Train Car
Sea Port
Cargo Ship
Large Ocean Vessel
Med Ocean Vessel
Sm Ocean Vessel
Power plant
Town Hall
Factory
Airport
Corp. Headquarters
Corp. Airport
Bridge
Penitentiary
Misc Civilian Target

Category
Military

Defenses
4 Flak, 4 .50-cal Cannons (no MG *)

Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Military
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian
Civilian

(See Aerodrome)
(See Aerodrome)
(See Aerodrome)
(See Aerodrome)
(See Aerodrome)
(See Aerodrome)
(See Aerodrome
(See Aerodrome)
2 Flak, 2 .50-cal*
2 Flak, 2 .50-cal*
4 Flak, 2 .50-cal*
4 Flak
None
None
4 Flak
None
2 Flak, 4 .40-cal*
2 Flak, 2 .40-cal*
2 Flak
None
None
2 Flak
None
None
None
None
4 Flak, 2 .30-cal*
None

+/- Def
2 Flak

1 Flak
1 Flak
1 Flak
1 Flak
1 Flak
1 Flak
1 Flak
1 Flak
1 Flak
1 Flak
1 Flak

2 Flak

BTN
2
2
3
3
4
3
3
1
5
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
4
2
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Damage Profile
(See below for
specific details)
10x10 boxes
10x12 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x4 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x10 boxes
10x12 boxes
10x4 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x10 boxes
10x4 boxes
10x3 boxes
10x10 boxes
10x4 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x6 boxes
10x4 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x10 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x10 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x8 boxes
10x8 boxes

Attack Target: Misc. Zeppelin

Civilian airships dot the skies over the Shattered States, and bringing one into the campaign is
an option for every unit through attack. Twice per campaign a unit can choose to attack a
miscellaneous zeppelin. This airship is randomly generated from the table below and uses the Zeppelin
rules found later in this book.
Depending on the type of airship (cargo, passenger, military,) the attacking flight can either
destroy or capture it. If the airship is civilian, it will have 1 escort for each pair of engines it has. If it is
captured, it is either sold for a quarter of its build value minus damage it received during the attack, or
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can be appropriated use as a mobile forward operating base to be used the following Campaign. In
other words, it cannot be used this campaign because the time to retrofit/modify it, find a qualified
captain and crew, and outfit it with fuel, food, parts, etc is beyond the scope of the campaign’s limited
timeframe. If sold, the money received from the sale is immediately available during the Buying
Resources phase of that same turn. If it will be utilized by
the squadron that captured it in some future campaign, it is
removed from this campaign at the end of the turn it was
captured, to be held in safe keeping until the next
campaign.
If it is military, it does not belong to any of the
players’ nations, instead it is a random zeppelin from
another military. Military zeppelins for this mission have 1
escort per engine as well as .40 caliber gun pods. It carries
no siege guns or heavy turrets/rocket pods.

Roll
1

Attack Zeppelin Table

Zeppelin Type

840' Cargo Zeppelin

2

1260' Cargo Zeppelin

4

1120' Passenger Zeppelin

6

1810' Passenger Zeppelin

3
5
7

1530' Cargo Zeppelin

1600' Passenger Zeppelin
900' Military Zeppelin

8

1250' Military Zeppelin

10

1880' Military Zeppelin

9

1520' Military Zeppelin

If a military zeppelin is captured, the same rules
apply as they did for the civilian airship above, except that it may be sold for half its value instead of a
quarter.
Reconnaissance

This is one of the most important missions for the campaign. A Recon flight's objective is to
discover the location of the enemy's key installations. At the beginning of the campaign, neither side
knows where the other's installations are. While it is obvious that the aerodrome is always in Zone X,
no attack is allowed to be made against the aerodrome until the other key installations have been
discovered via Reconnaissance. The aerodrome does not need to be reconnoitered to be attacked, as
long as the all your enemy’s key installations have been located.
If your plan is to destroy your opponent's Train Station as soon as possible, you might send two
Recon flights into the enemy Zones to try to locate it. If you do find it, then the next turn you can
attack.
Reconnaissance depends on the number of Zones covered for the turn. Each Recon flight can
only search a single Enemy Zone for the turn. That flight must stay in the enemy Zone until the end of
the turn when all the aircraft land. Unlike CAP flights, however, Recon aircraft are allowed to fly alone.
A single Recon fighter might inspect Enemy Zone 3 for Turn 1, while a different Recon fighter inspects
Enemy Zone 2. After the end of the turn, when they have landed, they will both have inspected their
Zones fully and determined if the enemy has any key installations there.
The only way to prevent a Recon flight from successfully discovering your installations in the
correct Zone is to attack and destroy the fighter and capture or kill its pilot. If the pilot successfully
bailed out of the aircraft, then capture is the only way to stop the information from getting to that
pilot's unit.
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If a Recon flight is attacked then the Scenario that is set up gives the Recon fighter(s) a chance to
retreat. If the fighter(s) make it off the map, then they have successfully made it back to their
aerodrome. Recon flights do not suffer the Fled Engagement penalty to their victory point total. If the
recon flight is not destroyed by the defending flight, the mission is a loss for the defending player.
Note: Historically, reconnaissance aircraft have been very fast and lightly armed and armored
for a quick getaway. While this may or may not work for your Recon aircraft, it is something to
consider.
Training Flight

The training flight is used extensively during times of peace, but when conflicts happen, it is
usually put on the backburner. This mission is included because it is a good way to beef up the pilots of
a unit without necessarily risking their lives. Unlike most of the other Flight Assignments, training
flights require that each aircraft involved make a takeoff roll (as found on Page 42, Wings Over
Manhattan.) Like all Flight Assignments, every aircraft must make a landing roll. During the training
mission, the flight will be sent over a Friendly Zone to "train." Aircraft being used for these missions
must be fueled and armed as usual.
If the training flight does not encounter the enemy before the end of the Turn, then each pilot
involved in the training flight receives 10 experience points. This might seem insignificant, but if you
have a pilot who is 10 experience points away from a higher rating in one category, a training flight
might be a good idea.
Occasionally a training flight encounters enemy aircraft that are invading their territory. If this
happens, combat occurs as normal, and experience points given out as per the standard rules. Training
flights must be done with at least two aircraft, signifying an instructor and a student. Both will earn the
experience points as usual, and for the purposes of combat, if encountered, the instructor is the wing
leader and the student is the wingman.
Defend Target

Defending a specific target is a specialized form of CAP flight. Instead of patrolling an entire
zone with a chance to miss incoming aircraft, defending a target within a zone is much more specific.
The aircraft with that Flight Assignment fly to their friendly zone that houses the target as normal.
Upon arrival, the fighters maintain an over-watch mentality, keeping close to the target and staying
ready for an attack. If their target is attacked by the enemy, they respond immediately. Unlike a CAP
flight, there is no chance for the enemy to slip past them without detection.
For the Scenario set up, the defending aircraft may set up anywhere on the map that houses the
target, while the invading aircraft must set up within two hexes of the farthest map edge. Combat
continues as normal, and any reinforcements respond as previously mentioned.
Aircraft that are defending a target have a much harder time responding to a different threat,
and cannot react as normal to other combat situations. Therefore they take 3 Scenario Turns longer than
normal to reach a different combat area within that zone. If they do decide to leave the target they are
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defending, they lose their over-watch status and are then considered CAP aircraft until (and if) they
return to their target.
Example: Player A has 2 aircraft assigned with the mission Defend: Fuel Depot in FZ3. However, Player
B assigned 4 aircraft with the mission Attack: Corporate Headquarters in EZ3, which is Player A’s zone where
she has her two aircraft defending the fuel depot. As a result, the Scenario is set up with a corporate headquarters
counter on a map the players agree on, and Player A’s two aircraft must wait until Turn 4 to fly into the battle.
Escort Aircraft

This mission involves escorting aircraft other than the ones from your unit. This might be in the
form of heavy bombers, heavy fighters, or even Recon fighters from other friendly units in the area.
You must choose a minimum of two aircraft for escort duty.
This mission will only occur when determined by the "upper command" rule, and if it is chosen,
then a random roll off of the table will determine what kind of escort it will be. The aircraft being
escorting are always flying through an enemy zone, determined randomly. The mission is a success if
the escorted aircraft can make it off the map on the opposite long edge of the map, past the enemy.
There is no Fled Engagement penalty to the player escorting the aircraft. If the Escort Mission is met
with no resistance from the enemy, it is only worth 10 victory points.
Roll
1
2
3
4
5

Ecort
Recon (2 aircraft)
Recon (4 aircraft)
Cargo (2 aircraft)
Cargo (4 aircraft)
Med Flight (1 aircraft)

Roll
6
7
8
9
10

Ecort
Crash Recovery (1 aircraft)
Light Bomber (2 aircraft)
Heavy Bomber (2 aircraft)
VIP (1 aircraft)
Prototype (1 aircraft)

Escort Cargo

Cargo aircraft will always travel from a friendly zone to the escorting unit's aerodrome. Cargo
aircraft remain in a single Friendly Zone until the end of the turn, where they are then considered over
the aerodrome and landed. The Zone they are in is decided by the escorting player immediately
following the assignment. This is before the opponent reveals his or her own flight assignment(s).
Like Escort Aircraft, if this mission does not encounter enemy aircraft for combat, it is only
worth 10 victory points.
Escort Medical Flight

If one or more of your aircraft is shot down in a friendly zone and the pilot successfully bails
out, you can choose this mission to quickly retrieve your pilot. If this mission is successful, the pilot
you went to recover can be back flying the following turn, and that pilot’s Constitution is restored to
what it was at the start of the Scenario he or she was shot down in.
Escorting a medical flight is usually a job for the fastest aircraft of the unit. The medical aircraft
will not slow down or deviate its course no matter the circumstances, and is autonomously controlled
during a scenario situation. It will fly straight ahead at top speed regardless of the circumstances. (Until
it is shot down or otherwise no longer able to do so.) Like the cargo plane from above, the med. flight
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will stay over a Friendly Zone until the end of the Turn, where it lands at the escorting unit's
aerodrome. International treaties outlaw attacking medical aircraft, but often times an aggressive flight
that encounters the med. flight will follow it to where it is going, in hopes that it is a crash site worthy
of looting.
For the purpose of the campaign, if an enemy flight encounters a medical flight and successfully
destroys or drives off its escorts, they automatically capture the downed pilot (even though that pilot is
in friendly territory).
Escort Crash Recovery

Almost the same as the med. flight, Crash Recovery aircraft are cargo planes and are always
flying at top speed and straight ahead. There are a few differences, however. The first is that crash
recovery aircraft are legal targets. Second, instead of remaining in a single Zone for the duration of the
turn, the crash recovery aircraft (and its escorts) will travel as normal through the applicable Zones to
the crash site it was assigned to inspect. This must be two Zones away from its starting Zone (chosen
by the escorting unit's player.) It can be in either friendly or enemy territory, depending on a roll by all
players. The player with the highest die roll gets to choose the location of the crash site (which cannot
be over any aerodrome.)
If a combat situation occurs over a crash site, refer to the Inspect Crash Site mission for details
on playing that scenario.
Escort Light/Heavy Bomber

Escorting bombers can be very beneficial if they do a lot of damage. The bombers are controlled
by the escorting unit's player and must attack a key installation in the enemy's territory. (Bombers
cannot be used to attack an enemy's aerodrome.)
Escort Light Bomber can only be used twice per campaign, Escort Heavy Bomber once per
campaign. Refer to the victory conditions to determine the outcome of a scenario.
Escort VIP

Escorting a VIP (Very Important Person) is considered an honor by the unit that escorts that
individual. It might be the president of a nation, a city mayor, the CEO of some powerful company or
even a movie star. For the purpose of Campaign play, the identity of the VIP is irrelevant, but for role
playing purposes can be a specific character in the Crimson Skies world. Your aircraft will always try to
protect a VIP it is escorting, and cannot withdrawal if the Escort is still in peril.
If the VIP is successfully defended, the escorting unit receives an extra 50 Victory Points above
the Primary Objective for the Scenario. The attacking units that fail to destroy the VIP lose 5 Reputation
Points. The reverse is true if the VIP is destroyed. The attacking unit gets 50 extra Victory Points and
the escorting unit loses 5 Reputation points. The VIP must stay on the map for a minimum of 20
Scenario Turns before fleeing from any map edge.
This mission can only be chosen once per campaign per unit.
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Prototype Aircraft

Prototype aircraft can have any legal stats the escorting player chooses, including heavy bomber
stats. However, it cannot be a zeppelin. Prototypes always fly in Friendly Zones. The Escort Prototype
Flight Assignment is an important one for both sides. The chances of combat occurring between the
prototype's flight and an opponent's flight are slim, but if it happens, dire circumstances could shroud
all units involved.

If the prototype is successfully defended, the defending unit receives the prototype one turn
later on top of the Primary Objective (which would also be met.) If it is destroyed, then the attacking
unit that destroyed it is rewarded an extra 50 Victory Points.
If an attacking unit manages to capture the prototype, or forces it to land successfully, that unit
receives the prototype the following turn for use if they run off or destroy all of the escort aircraft
during the Scenario.
For role playing purposes, which prototype aircraft chosen should be a legal design and not
match anything in any unit participating in the campaign at the time. Unlike Tactical Ferry, the
Prototype Aircraft is fully loaded with ammo and rockets of any type.
Zeppelin Boarders

A special mention of zeppelin boarders needs to be made. If you know the location of an enemy
zeppelin, you always have the option (before you roll on the Escort Table) to choose to escort boarders.
If you choose this, then chart your mission to the enemy zeppelin's location and set up the scenario.
Choose a zeppelin map or a zeppelin counter on a clear sky map and a second clear sky map. The
aircraft with boarders on their wings must fly adjacent to the zeppelin (or through an open cell cavity)
so the boarders can invade the zeppelin. Once they do, they follow the rules found in Behind the
Crimson Veil on Page 68-69, and are controlled by the escorting player. If it is the opposing player’s
aerodrome/zeppelin and it gets captured, that player’s squadron is out of the campaign, losing to the
player that escort the boarders.
Inspect Crash Site

Crash sites are located wherever aircraft went down. If there was a fight over the skies of your
Zone 4, and three aircraft were shot down, then there is a large crash site (with three aircraft) located in
your Zone 4. The only way to retrieve the parts off of a ruined aircraft that are still functional is to send
in a cargo plane with an extra ground crew. (You start the campaign with only one ground crew, so
retrieving parts from crash sites is not possible right away. Crash Site ground crews cost $6,000.) The
ground crew then spends the Turn removing parts and placing them in the cargo plane. They cannot
remove aircraft wings, armor boxes, wing spars, fuel tanks, or fuselages. Only components surrounded
by a box (and not in the previous list) can be removed. Fuel, ammo, and ordinance cannot be removed.
Use the Boarder rules found in Behind the Crimson Veil for the ground crew's movements. If the cargo
plane is destroyed while in the air, the crash site ground crew is lost. If the cargo plane is destroyed on
the ground, then the ground crew is treated as a single pilot. If they are in friendly territory, they return
as normal to their aerodrome. If they are in enemy territory, they could be captured on a single roll, like
a downed pilot.
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At the beginning of the next Campaign Turn, the Inspect Crash Site mission is again chosen,
and the cargo plane moves back through the zones to the friendly aerodrome.
To set up a crash site scenario, decide which map to use (try to use the one where the crash took
place in), and place a counter in a random land hex that doesn't have a red dot. (For further realism, try
to place the crash site within one hex of where the aircraft crashed or was shot down originally.) The
cargo plane must land beside it (making a successful landing and then successfully take off when
applicable.) The ground crew will take 1 Scenario Turn per damage box to remove a component. (So if
they wanted to remove the undamaged radio from an aircraft and their cargo plane landed on scenario
turn 5, it would take them until turn 9 to remove it. Turn 10 would cover them returning to the cargo
plane with it, and the plane could take off during turn 11.)
If there are multiple crash sites on the scenario map, then the cargo plane must take off and land
near each one. If the hexes surrounding the crash site are inaccessible to the cargo plane, then the plane
can land as close as possible and the ground crew can move to and from the crash site via the boarder
rules. Aircraft that go down in the water or crash into red dot hexes cannot be recovered.
The damage at the crash site is whatever happened to the aircraft to cause it to crash in the first
place, plus collision with a size one aircraft head on. (So save your crashed aircraft sheets from
previous turns!)
Tactical Ferry

A tactical ferry is a mission option on a Campaign Turn where you receive new aircraft. Your
fighters will go out to meet it and bring it in. They start in a Neutral Zone and travel through your
Friendly Zone and finally to your aerodrome. The incoming fighters will all come in this way, with or
without your escort. You can tailor your Flight Assignment to escort them in, but it isn't considered an
escort mission.
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The incoming aircraft are flown by pilots from the corporation you are buying the aircraft from.
(You still control them during a scenario situation, but as soon as the plane safely lands at your
aerodrome, that pilot returns to his company.) Tactical ferries are never armed. This could cause
problems, and it is why escorting them in is a good idea.
To choose this mission, the player records it as normal, writing “Tactical Ferry” in the mission
slot for the turn in question, and assigns the number of aircraft to the mission. The Location is NZ1
(neutral zone), and it is where your aircraft assigns to this mission will fly. Once there, they will meet
up with the new aircraft and then move into a randomly determined friendly zone (excluding Zone X.)
For the rest of the turn they will reside in the random friendly zone, landing at the aerodrome at the
end of the turn. New aircraft that arrive never need to roll to land unless they have been damaged
during combat or collision on the way in.
If enemy aircraft are in the same zone as the new aircraft, they can choose to allot a portion of
their flight to ignore their original mission and go after the aircraft. The remaining enemy fighters must
still attempt to complete their original mission. A player cannot use all the aircraft that is on a different
mission to attack the new aircraft, unless their mission was Air Superiority.
Example: Player A purchased two Coyotes to be delivered this turn, so she chooses Tactical Ferry and
assigns four of her other fighters to bring them in. Player B, knowing Player A’s fighters will be delivered this
turn, chooses Air Superiority for two of his aircraft and sends them to Zone 3, hoping that is the zone the new
arrivals will travel through. Player B also assigns 4 other fighters to attack Player A’s Supply Depot, also in Zone
3.
However, during the Sortie/Combat phase, Player B realizes that the two inbound Coyotes are being
escorted by 4 other fighters, and reassigns two of the four other fighters that were going to attack the Supply
Depot to give him 4 total fighters attacking the Tactical Ferry and 2 total fighters attacking the Supply Depot.
Jail Break

If you decide to attempt a jail break, refer to the penitentiary on the table (on Page 34) for the
installation's armament. Destroying a prison will release its occupants. (This is unrelated to POWs,
which will not be released until the end of the campaign unless they escape.) The releasing of the
prisoners can have an adverse affect on the zone the prison is in (determined randomly.) Any other
installation in the same zone as a penitentiary will suffer half damage and loss of supplies to prisoner
looting the turn following a jail break.
This mission can only be used once per campaign per unit.
Bootleg Alcohol

This mission is only for non-militia/non-security units, unless chosen from the random mission
list. If it is, those units will always attempt to destroy the bootleggers. If every unit in the campaign is
militia based or security, then a flight of aircraft autonomously controlled will be the bootleggers, and
both units can attempt to destroy it (and each other) for the most victory points.
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Kidnap VIP

Kidnapping a VIP is a serious crime. Most nations will sentence you to life in prison for it, and a
few (like Texas) will send you to the chair. To kidnap a VIP, either play the Escort VIP scenario and
force his/her plane to land safely then land next to it, or set up a scenario with a ground counter
representing the VIP. Then attempt to land and capture them. (For the purposes of campaign play, the
VIP cannot flee or resist.)
If the attempt by the kidnapping player is successful, the victim is turned over to the authorities
at the end of the Campaign Turn for 1D10x$1,000. Each time this mission is successful, half the amount
of possible ransom money. This mission can be cannot be chosen twice in a row.
If the attempt by the kidnapping player is thwarted (either by the defending player’s aircraft or
ground forces), the defending player’s unit receives 1D10x$500 as a reward from a grateful VIP. Each
time the kidnapping is thwarted, half the amount of possible reward money.

Sortie/Combat Phase
Now that the Flight Assignments have been doled out to anxious pilots, it is time to launch
them to their fates. The Sortie/Combat phase begins with each player moving counters representing
their aircraft (or the aircraft themselves if there is room) into the zones they will be flying to and
determine what scenarios will play out for the turn.
The order of the scenarios is determined by the type of missions chosen and the locations of
those missions. Air Superiority missions always get decided first, followed by Attack: Air target (like
zeppelin) followed by Attack: Key Installation, followed by Attack: Ground/Ocean Target, followed by
Defend: Target. The unit with the highest Unit Initiative always goes first.
Example: Player A has a Unit Initiative of 8, and her opponent, Player B has a Unit Initiative of 5. Player
A chooses Air Superiority in EZ2 (Enemy Zone 2) using 4 aircraft, and also chooses Defend: Sea Port with 2
aircraft, and CAP flight with 4 aircraft in FZ4 (Friendly Zone 4). Player B chooses Air Superiority in EZ4
(Enemy Zone 4) using 6 aircraft, Attack: Supply Depot with 2 aircraft, and CAP flight with 2 aircraft in FZ2
(Friendly Zone 2).
Because both players chose Air Superiority, Player A’s mission is played out first. Thus the first scenario
to be setup for this Campaign Turn would be Player A’s 4 aircraft attacking Player B’s 2 aircraft in Player B’s
Zone 2.
The next Scenario to play out would be Player B’s Air Superiority mission, which would be setup and
played after the resolution of the first Scenario. In this example, it would be Player B’s 6 aircraft versus Player
A’s 4 aircraft in Player A’s Zone 4.
The next Scenario would be Player’s B’s Attack: Supply Depot with 2 aircraft. Player A did not assign
aircraft to that zone, so the only defenses would be the ground defenses.

“Sortie Stacking”

It is possible to utilize an aircraft for more than one mission per Campaign Turn through “sortie
stacking”. This happens when more than one mission occurs in the same enemy zone. The mission that
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occurs first will involve the aircraft assigned to that mission. The second flight of aircraft, that have
been ordered to a different target or assignment, is essentially “en route” until the first Scenario plays
out. Once the first Scenario in that zone has been resolved, any surviving aircraft from that battle can
engage in the second scenario if the controlling player wants them too. If the decision is made to send
those aircraft home, they do not suffer a Fled Engagement penalty for the second Scenario since they
were never involved.
Regarding sortie stacking, if the aircraft in the first Scenario of the zone are destroyed or forced
to flee, they cannot engage in the second battle.

The “Aerial Audible”

As mentioned in the Flight Assignments section, a player can reassign the aircraft under his or
her command to a different mission within the same zone during the Combat phase. At least one
aircraft must always attempt to complete every mission assigned that turn, but this allows the players
to adjust their numbers and account for unexpected resistance, etc. This also works in reverse. If Player
A assigned 4 aircraft to a mission where the enemy is bringing 10 aircraft to the fight, Player A might
decide to move three of those aircraft to a different mission within the zone and just try to flee with the
single aircraft.
turn.

Such “aerial audibles” must be announced and enacted before any combat has taken place that

Combat and Territory Zones

Combat occurs when two groups of opposing aircraft enter the same Territory Zone. The battle
always takes place using the Crimson Skies Boxed Set. The map to be used is determined by the
mission, or randomly chosen for the scenario. The number of aircraft for each is simply the number of
aircraft that have corresponding missions in the same zone. This can be anything from a single aircraft
to the whole squadron representing each side.
An example would be a unit that decides to send out a single aircraft on a "Lone Wolf" Mission.
This single aircraft encounters four enemy fighters. From the enemy's perspective, they are four aircraft
that have just encountered a single enemy. The Players decide the scenario should be played out on the
Empire Map. The four aircraft set up first (since they were there first) in the center of the map, and the
single aircraft sets up on the side that it approached from. In this example the aircraft is in Enemy Zone
6, so it is set up on the North or West side of the map. To escape, it must retreat off the same side it
decided to start from. The four aircraft in the center may escape off of any side except the one the single
aircraft can. Then the scenario is played via rules from the Crimson Skies boxed set and Behind the
Crimson Veil. After the battle, the Victory Points are tallied, and the casualties and damage are
recorded.
Every territory is divided into six distinctive zones, numbered 1 through 6. These zones
surround the unit's aerodrome in equal pieces, like a slice of pie. There are three kinds of Territory
Zones: Friendly Zones, Neutral Zones, and Enemy Zones. Friendly Zones are always the Zones you
work out of, and Enemy Zones are always the Zones of your enemy. Therefore, every unit taking part
in the campaign considers their own Territory Zones to be Friendly Zones, and the Territory Zones of
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their opponent(s) to be Enemy Zones. When choosing a mission from the Mission List for each Flight
Assignment, Territory Zones must be indicated for both friendly and enemy locations. If a flight of four
aircraft of yours have the Flight Assignment of "Attack: Sea Port," you must indicate which Zone you
are attacking. Since the Territory Zones are abstract, those of each unit do not physically touch. Instead
they are both surrounded by an all encompassing neutral zone. It is possible to fly from any friendly
zone to any enemy zone. During a flight, an aircraft can only see into the zone it is currently flying in.
This is due to the overall size of the zone.
The timing of Zone engagements occurs based on the missions selected, as mentioned above.
Because all aircraft are in the air simultaneously, they all reach their destination zones at the same time,
even though combat will occur from first to last. Because of the simultaneous nature of the sorties, it is
possible for aircraft to fly right by each other and not see one another.
Example: Player A has 4 aircraft taking off from a Forward Operating Base in her Friendly Zone 1 to
attack the Player’s B’s Zone 2. Player B has 6 aircraft taking off from his own Forward Operating Base in his
Zone 2 to attack the Forward Operating Base in Player A’s Zone 1. The aircraft would essentially take off from
the zones the enemy aircraft are attacking, and yet will not cross paths in the air.
All of the flights are considered in the air from the start of the Sortie/Combat phase until the end of the
phase. Flight Assignments may not land until the Combat part of the turn is over. Except for training
flight missions, players do not need to roll to successfully launch their aircraft, but they do need to roll
to successfully land them after each mission.
The Neutral Zone works a little different than Friendly and Enemy Zones. The Neutral Zone is
the rest of the area besides the 7 zones that each unit in the campaign has under their control. It is only
used as distance between the players’ zones, and no combat ever happens in the Neutral Zone.
There are a few things to consider when deciding what your squadron will be doing for the
turn. First is the consumption of fuel. At best, no unit has more than roughly 3 turns to fly every single
aircraft to start. Therefore if all of the unit's aircraft were flown every turn, it would run out of fuel
quickly if not for victories later on. Further, while it might seem like a good idea to spread your CAP
flights out and only order small numbers of patrol craft to a Zone, if they are attacked by a large enemy
force, they will have to hold their own until reinforcements arrive, if ever. On the same token, sending
aircraft out for offensive type missions is risky, especially if CAP fighters outnumber them. It is
generally easier to defend than to attack, but defending the entire campaign will most likely not ever
earn you victory.

Range

While the usage of Zones is abstract, they are fairly uniform in size. For this reason, each Zone is
100 miles to cross. So if a fighter’s mission is Air Superiority, it begins at its aerodrome and enters
Friendly Zone 1 (or 2, 3, etc) and has traveled 100 miles. Then it must fly through the Neutral zone,
now having traveled 200 miles. When it goes into Enemy Zone 1, (or 2, 3, etc), it has traveled 300 miles.
To return home, it must fly back through the Neutral Zone, another Friendly Zone, and finally to its
aerodrome, for a round trip of 600 miles.
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If the aircraft wanted to fly over the enemy's aerodrome, it would add a further 200 miles to the
trip, for a total of 800 miles. This is where multi-engine aircraft and external fuel tanks become
important. The range needed to make a successful attack might only be available for certain aircraft.
Aircraft flying CAP that are in Friendly Zone 1, then, can either respond to a threat in Friendly
Zone 4 by flying through all of the Zones (2, then 3, then into 4;) or they can go through the
aerodrome's area. They would thus go through the aerodrome's area of 100 miles into Friendly Zone 4.

External Fuel Tanks

As mentioned in Behind the Crimson Veil on Page 54, external fuel tanks or “bags” may be
purchased to increase range. Each tank adds 25% to the range of the aircraft that carries it and uses one
hard point. For the Crimson Skies Campaign, you may jettison the tanks at any time after being in
enemy territory without suffering the loss of range (since the fuel the aircraft used first was in the
tanks), however, you will need to buy replacement tanks since you jettisoned the others away.
Each external fuel tank takes half of a full load of fuel, so it is possible, if you use external fuel
tanks, to carry a balance of half a fuel load. It won’t be enough to equip an aircraft and allow it to fly,
but it is enough to fill up one more bag.

Weather

Nothing is as unpredictable as the weather. For Crimson Skies play, it can vary from calm to
severe, almost overnight. There is generally no rhyme or reason as to how weather works, and weather
forecasting in the late 1930s is crude at best. There are ten weather types, which are found in the
following table along with their corresponding ten-sided die result and effect on game play. The
players are encouraged to mold the Weather Table to more accurately fit the geographic location of
their units and even the time of year, if desired.
Die Roll
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Weather Type
Calm
Light wind
Rain
Fog
Overcast
Partly Cloudy
Strong wind
Snow/Ice
Thunderstorm
Severe Storm

Game Effect
None
None
+1 to for all landings
+2 for all landings, +1 for CAP spotting
None
None
+1 for all landings
+3 for all landings
+1 for all landings
No-Fly Day (turn)

Assessing the Results

At the end of the Sortie/Combat phase, when all Scenarios have been concluded, the players
roll to land their aircraft and then assess all damage, victory points, injuries, deaths, kills, and
everything else that has been changed as a result of the sorties.
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Buying Resources
Once combat has been completed, it is time to spend the hard-earned Victory Points. The key to
income in the campaign is to consistently win scenarios. If winning a particular scenario seems out of
the question, then decide what is more important, causing as much damage as possible to earn more
Victory Points or hightailing it out of combat to prevent further damage to your aircraft.
Every Victory Point earned can do three things for the unit. First, it is added to the Cumulative
Victory Points total, which might win you the campaign by itself. Victory Points in this total cannot be
taken away for any reason. The next thing Victory Points can do is be converted to cash. Every unit
needs money to be able to purchase much needed supplies, planes, and pilots. Therefore, every Victory
Point is worth $100. "Dollar" is a general currency unit that is universally equal for the purposes of
Campaign play, and coincides with the costs and expenses found in other Crimson Skies source books.
One hundred dollars cannot buy much, but would be enough to fill a few aircraft with fuel or buy a
load of ammunition.
Victory Points can do one final thing. They can be converted into Reputation Points. Reputation
points are most helpful to militia sized units that depend on what their superiors think of their capacity
for being victorious in combat. The Reputation Points can be spent like money, and for most purposes,
is used just like currency. Unlike currency however, Reputation can be lost to a negative degree. So
while a squadron can never have -$100 dollars, it can in fact have -1 Reputation Point. This situation is
a bad one for the unfortunate unit, because having a negative balance of Reputation Points makes it
harder to get parts and aircraft, and fewer pilots enlist. To reflect this, if a unit has -5 Reputation points
or less, pilots take an extra turn to arrive (since more recruiting has to occur to convince people to sign
on), and parts and aircraft are 25% more expensive.
While the money and Reputation can be spent, the Victory Points cannot, so if a unit earned 10
Victory Points, 10 VP would be added to the Cumulative VP Total, and would also become $1,000 or 10
Reputation Points. 1 Victory Point can never be turned into both a Reputation Point and $100. A Price
List for items is found on Page 21. When purchasing new aircraft and pilots, they must be paid for the
turn you want them, even if they arrive one or more turns later. Once paid for, pilots and aircraft
cannot be refunded or refused. Aircraft can be sold for half of their original value minus any current
damage and minus ammunition and fuel, though not until after Campaign Turn 3.

Repairing Resources
The last phase of the Campaign Turn is Repairing Resources. This involves spending money on
fixing up the inventory of aircraft and parts you already own. This is an important part of the
Campaign because mastering what to repair and what not to can easily impact your success.
Repairing resources is vital to the smooth operation of the unit as a fighting force. You will find
that almost every turn your fighters will come home with damaged armor, components or wounded
pilots. Wounded pilots are the easiest and cheapest resources to "repair." For every point of
Constitution they lost as a result of combat and/or landing, they must be off the flying availability list
for that many turns. This is because they don't start to heal until the next turn. So if a pilot has 3 points
of Constitution and they lost two, they must wait 3 turns before flying again. (If said pilot gets
wounded on Turn 4, they would be ready for duty on Turn 8.) An exception can be made to this rule,
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and pilots can fly wounded, but only assigned to “Alert Five” aircraft and only if the Aerodrome is at
risk of being attacked that turn.
Each Turn is an entire day for the purposes of simplicity. Thus, repairs that cannot be made in a
24 hour span of time could adversely affect the next day's Flight Assignments. One way to do it is fix all
of the "Must Repair" components first, and worry about armor later. If your maintenance crews have
time to fix all of it then do so, but if they have to pick and choose, having as many fighters as possible
flying the next day can add money (and possibly more maintenance crews) to the mix.
Aircraft are different, as they are broken down into different components. Refer to Tinkering
and Repairs on Page 61 of Behind the Crimson Veil (BtCV) for the components and prices/hours needed
for repairing your aircraft. Keep in mind however that it might just be cheaper and faster to buy a new
fighter than to try to fix one that is almost beyond repair. Other options include Engine Tuning,
Additions and Removals, and Swap Outs, all found in BtCV on Page 62.
For Campaign play, Engine Tuning rolls should be done for every aircraft that is flying a
mission for the current turn. Swap Outs may or may not cost money, depending on the rules from
BtCV, but for Campaign time it takes half the time as repairing the component if it was completely
destroyed. (This is because there is no battle damage to the engine bay or the various mounts and
electrical systems.) Keep in mind that for higher performance engines, the time for repairs are longer,
because of the more precise nature of the engine parts used. Thus high performance engines take 25%
longer for TN-1 and 50% longer for TN-2 Superior Engines.

"Cann Birds"

The Republic of Texas Air Force (RTAF) utilizes an effective way to service aircraft. They take
one of their fighters and grounds it for a month. During that time, they use the parts off of it to service
other fighters in that squadron. If a fighter returns with a damaged radio, they swap parts with the
grounded fighter. "Cannibalizing" it for the parts needed to keep the other fighters working properly.
While this is usually only done if the needed parts are unavailable, it saves money. Any unit can choose
to adopt this strategy at any time during the campaign, but they must announce it to the other player(s)
and designate the aircraft they will cannibalize.
The parts on that aircraft are only interchangeable with the exact same type of aircraft. The only
exceptions are guns and cannons. To move a part from the cann bird to a working fighter, maintain a
damage sheet for the cann bird, and cross off all the boxes for the component that you are using to
repair the other aircraft. This “part swapping” takes as long as repairing does for the crews.
The cann bird is not available to fly missions until all of the critical components have been
replaced with working copies and the player has announced the cann bird has been upgraded to flight
status. This can be done during any phase of the turn.

Victory Conditions
Every mission has a set of Victory Conditions imposed upon it for every side of the battle. If, for
instance, your unit's Flight Assignment is to "Destroy Supply Depot," then the Victory Conditions for
that scenario would be catered to that mission. You might get 50 Victory Points (VP) for destroying the
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Supply Depot building, and ten extra VPs for winning the mission. Attacking something else, like a
port, would yield different Victory Conditions. Also, the unit(s) that defend(s) the Supply Depot in the
above example, might have their Victory Conditions be to protect the Supply Depot building. Thus for
every building they prevent you from destroying, they earn 10 VPs, etc. The main objective of every
mission's parameters is known as the Primary Objective.
Every mission has a Primary Objective that is usually worth 50 Victory Points for completing.
The Primary Objective is almost always the reverse of your opponent's Primary Objective for the same
mission. So if your Primary Objective is to Attack Shipping Port, then his or her Primary Objective is to
Defend Shipping Port in that Scenario. It isn't always this cut and dry, but most of the time it will hold
true. The random mission turns change the Primary Objective rules a bit. Every player might have the
same objective, like Capture Zeppelin. This still means that only one of you can ever succeed in
reaching the Primary Objective, even if they are the same.
Secondary Objectives resemble Primary Objectives, though smaller in scope and easier to
accomplish. Secondary Objectives usually address destruction of enemy aircraft, collateral damage to
enemy buildings and resources, and capturing enemy pilots and aircrews. A Flight Assignment that
attacks a bomber formation might have the Primary Objective of "Defend all Friendly Targets from
Enemy Bombers." The Secondary Objectives might be "Destroy all Enemy Bombers" and "Destroy all
Escorts." A table of every mission's attributes and what the Primary and Secondary Objectives are can
be found in the Mission List section of this book.
The pilots earn experience points as normal during the campaign. See The Rules of Air Combat,
Page 19.

Victory Point Values

The following is a Campaign-wide list of possible targets and their Victory Point values. If there
is a situation that occurs during game play that results in needing a VP value not on this list, the Player
who needs to know the value rolls 1D10+5. The result will be the target's Victory Point Value for the
rest of the campaign.
Target
Primary Objective
Secondary Objective
Heavy/Fighter
Heavy Bomber
Pilot/Gunner
Zeppelin
Zeppelin Crew
Supply Depot
Fuel Depot
Ammo Dump
Aerodrome
Surface Vessel
Shipping Port
Estate
Prototype
Tank/Armor

VP Total if Damaged
2
1
1
1
0
3
3
3
5
3
3
1
3
2

VP Total if Destroyed
50
25
10
12
4*
25
0
5
5
5
Campaign Victory
5
5 (per building)
2
8
5
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VP Total if Captured
15
20
8
30
2
10
10
10
Campaign Victory
10
5 (per building)
3
25
- (not possible) -

Automobile
Soldier/Boarder
City
VIP
Train
Misc. Building
Misc. Aircraft
Misc. Person

1
1
3
2
-

2
5
5
5 (per car)
1
5
-

3
8
10
10
5 (per car)
3
8
-

Everything destroyed that is listed in the mission objectives can be added to the Victory Point
total, with a few exceptions. If you kill a pilot, you do not get the Victory Points for injuring or
capturing them. You only get the points for killing them. Once a pilot bails out, it is against the
Universal Rules of Engagement to attempt to kill the pilot while still aloft, unless your Honor Level
allows it. (On the ground, the pilot is not allowed to resist if captured behind enemy lines, and the
captures are not allowed to harm the pilot.) It is the same with aircraft. If you shoot down an Avenger,
you do not get the Victory Points for damaging it as well.

Ending the Campaign

The campaign ends after 24 Campaign Turns, and the player with the most Cumulative Victory
Points is declared the winner. Victory can be reached sooner by one of the units involved through the
destruction of its enemy’s aerodrome. If there are more than two units involved in the campaign, then
the last unit with a surviving aerodrome wins if that situation occurs before the end of Campaign Turn
24.
However, if a group of players would like to set a different time limit on a campaign, a turn limit
should be established and agreed upon by all the players. A short campaign could be 10 or 15 turns,
and a long campaign more than 30. Starting with 24 is recommended, since each Campaign Turn might
yield up to 8 Scenarios.

Between Campaigns

It is also easy, however, to bridge the gap between campaigns, allowing you to keep the same
units you had (unless they were totally destroyed in the last campaign.) Each campaign then is an
"episode" for a unit.

There are a handful of details to figure out, however. The first covers the ending status of your
unit after the campaign. If your unit won, either by destroying or capturing the other unit(s)'
aerodromes, or having the most amount of Cumulative Victory Points after the agreed upon number of
turns, then your unit has the best chance to "graduate" to a better unit. If for instance, the unit was a
pirate gang, and it destroyed a militia from a neighboring nation. The nation it was fighting from might
want to give them a Letter of Marque. From there they would become a Privateer level unit. The
rewards for each size don't amount to much, considering you can choose any size unit you want to
start as it is. But if you start with a small unit, and it grows while you win campaign after campaign,
you might end up with an organization-sized unit where you call all the shots!
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The next perk is that all of your pilots who survived the campaign and earned combat experience
points receive an extra 50 Experience Points each. This reflects the time between campaigns where they
still flew sorties but didn't see much action. The pilots that survived also receive 1D10 x $1,000 each,
which they can put towards the aircraft they fly, if they don't already own it. (Most militias will allow
this as well.) The pilots collectively also receive one free pilot-based Unit Special Characteristic for the
next campaign.
The unit itself gets $100,000 to buy more aircraft if needed, more supplies, and ground crews. If
all of the money earned in this way isn't spent, it is considered "retirement money" by the unit and is
not available for use during the course of the next campaign, except before Turn 1.

Absorbing Your Enemy

If there are more than two opposing players/units in the campaign, then the fall of one of them
will leave two remaining. The Player that managed to take the first one out of the campaign by
destroying their aerodrome absorbs that unit's materiel into their own. This includes the aerodrome (or
what is left of it,) the remaining aircraft, money, parts, fuel, and ordinance. If the aerodrome is a
zeppelin, than it too becomes the property of the player's unit who destroyed the losing unit in the first
place. The only things that are not absorbed into the unit are the pilots and the ground crews
remaining, plus the unit's priorities/special characteristics.

Losing the Campaign

Losing the campaign may or may not completely destroy your unit, but it is almost always
easier to just start over with a new unit for the next campaign. However, it is not impossible to continue
on, but the size of your unit may drop as a result of your losses. Your surviving pilots do get 20
experience points for surviving the campaign, if they saw combat. Any aircraft and materials left over
are repaired and can be used again for the next campaign. The money you get to start the campaign if
you are a losing unit is a flat rate regardless of size: $25,000. This has to buy all of your aircraft,
materials, extra pilots, aerodrome fees, etc.
For role playing purposes, playing a defeated (or victorious) unit through another campaign is
often the preferred way to go, following specific pilots or commanders through their years of service to
the squadrons and pilots they call family.
All the players must agree to using previous Campaign units for a new Campaign, especially if
those units have not faced each other in the past. This will help prevent one player from using a master
squadron with all top aces, 50 aircraft, etc from going against a Size 10 unit just starting out.

Conclusion

Having created your unit and prepared it for an adventure through Crimson Skies, you may
wish to further flesh it out by creating a history for the squadron. Why was it created? Is it brand new
or is this group of pilots just carrying on the torch of tradition for the history of the unit's airmen that
extends to the Great War? What does the unit's insignia look like? Are the aircraft a certain color or
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model? Is their commander a fierce dictator who demands results or just "one of the guys?" Why are
they about to start a military campaign against the other unit(s)?
All of these questions and many more can be answered to your liking, or not at all. But either
way you choose to play, you are now ready to fly your squadron into fame (or infamy!)

The Pilot
Knights of the Sky

At the center of the Crimson Skies universe is the pilot. The basic rules found in the Crimson
Skies boxed set detail the stats of the pilot and what they mean. Natural Touch, and Sixth Sense cover
the ability of the pilot to fly his or her aircraft. Dead Eye, Steady Hand, and Quick Draw round out the
pilot's ability to target and shoot down the enemy. The other statistic is Constitution, which always
begins at three. These are mentioned because throughout the campaign rules different pilot stats are
used for different things. (Sixth Sense, for instance, helps pilots flying Combat Air Patrols locate the
enemy.) Keeping the rules found in the boxed set and other sourcebooks clear are helpful for
understanding the architecture of the Campaign where the pilot is concerned.

Aces High

campaign's Ace of Aces.

Another option available to any player is to purchase an ace pilot. An
ace pilot is one who already has five kills, or aerial victories. Aces purchased
start with 500 experience points and cost $5,000. Only one ace pilot may be
purchased per campaign. The ace does not have to be the squadron
commander, but can be if the player of that unit desires. It is completely
possible for a unit to build more than just the single ace, since 5 kills earn any
single pilot the moniker of ace.
The surviving pilot with the highest kill total at the end of the
campaign receives an extra 50 experience points, because that pilot is the

Qualification

Flying aircraft is a difficult thing, but once a pilot understands the personality of flying, they
can adapt quickly. However, each aircraft handles differently in the sky. A Bloodhawk might seem
nimble to a pilot who has never flown it before, but they may not realize it handles poorly when it
nears stall speed. The flight characteristics for every type of aircraft are different. In fact each particular
aircraft might handle differently that the same model next to it. For this reason, every pilot without
exception is qualified on only one airframe. That airframe can be any that you wish, but must be
determined before the pilot's first flight with the unit.
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If a pilot attempts to fly an unfamiliar aircraft, they suffer a -2 penalty to their Natural Touch
and -1 to their Dead Eye. Landing is also affected and a +1 to landing applies. Every pilot can learn to
fly a new aircraft, it just takes time. Each pilot must fly a minimum of two training flights in the aircraft
they are trying to qualify in. During both flights, which must follow the rules for Training Flights (see
Mission List) the pilot suffers the penalties. After the two training flights in the new aircraft, the pilot is
qualified to fly it without penalty. (A pilot, given time, can fly a number of different types of aircraft.) If
a unit doesn't have time for a pilot to cross train onto another type of aircraft, they can fly three combat
missions in place of two training missions to qualify.
It is also important to remember that campaign pilots are considered "fighter pilots." That
means they can fly any aircraft that are classified as heavy fighters, fighters, or autogyros, eventually
qualifying on every type if they wanted. They cannot fly heavy bombers, cargo planes larger than heavy
fighters, or zeppelins. For rules regarding bomber/cargo plane crews and zeppelin crews, see those
sections later in this book.

Riding the Silk Elevator

When going into combat, the most pressing threat is being shot down. If this happens, there is a
good chance that your pilot will be killed or captured. It is possible to bail out and then make it safely
back to your unit, but the odds are against the pilot who has to "ride the silk elevator."
If a pilot is shot down and successfully bails out over friendly territory, they return to their
aerodrome by the end of the turn and if unhurt can be ready to fly the following Turn. If that same
pilot was hurt either by the enemy or when bailing out, they are considered wounded, (see Repairing
Resources, Page 46.) Bailing out over enemy territory is a whole other beast.
When successfully bailing out over enemy territory, several factors come into play. First, your
pilot is a long way from home (at least two Territory Zones, the equivalent of 200 miles.) If he manages
to evade capture he will still take two turns to return to the aerodrome, and would not be ready for
flying until the following turn. The enemy and the local populace will try to capture the downed pilot.
This is almost as bad as being killed. To evade capture, the player of the downed pilot and the player
whose Territory Zone the pilot is in each roll 1D10. The person with the highest roll is victorious. The
pilot's player, if winning the roll, causes the pilot to escape capture and return home after the specified
turns. (One turn per zone, not counting the aerodromes.) If the player who is trying to capture the pilot
wins the roll, the pilot is captured and sent to a POW camp deep in their territory. The pilot has one
chance to escape, and if the pilot fails, is a prisoner of war until the end of the campaign.
The player who had their pilot captured can roll 1D10 to try to escape the following turn. Only a
roll of 10 will be successful, and then the pilot takes four turns to make it back to the aerodrome. The
capturing unit does not roll during the escape attempt, and cannot try to recapture the pilot.
From the capturing unit's perspective, it is good to have POWs. For every single POW a player
captures, (regardless if they escape or not,) that player gets to discover one Flight Assignment from the
POW's unit of the following Turn. This is done by the Player of the POW making the Flight
Assignments for the following Turn as usual, then revealing one of his or her choice to the capturing
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Player. All information must be provided, including mission type, number of aircraft, type of aircraft,
and which Zone it will be in.
A final word about POWs. A pilot who has failed his escape roll is no longer considered on the
pilot roster from the unit he or she is from. So if the maximum number of pilots for that unit is 18, he or
she no longer counts as a pilot for that purpose, or any other.

Wounded Pilots

There are times when a pilot can be wounded but return home to fight another day. While a
starting Constitution of 3 is not much, it might be enough to survive bailing out into the propellers, or
being shot while in the cockpit. Crash landing is also a concern. When a pilot is wounded, the quality
of the medical staff on hand directly determines how soon a pilot can be back in the cockpit. For
campaign play, no pilot with a Constitution of 2 or 1 may fly combat missions (with the exception on
Page 46). If their Constitution is higher than 3 and they are wounded down to three, they must heal at
least one point before flying again, even though their Con is 3.
The medical staff's expertise is based on the Logistical Support Priority. Each turn, a player with
wounded pilots will roll 1D10 against the Logistical Support Priority. The Base Target Number for
helping heal a wounded pilot is 10. Subtract 1 point if the Logistical Support priority is "E," the lowest.
Thus the number necessary to successfully treat a wounded pilot (and restore one point of Constitution
for that turn) would be 9. If Logistical Support is the highest priority, "A," then subtract 5 from the BTN
10. (the player would then have to roll a 5 or better to heal that pilot of one point of Constitution for the
turn.)

Wounded Pilot Evasion Rule
When rolling to against the enemy player over the possible capture of a downed pilot, subtract
one from the evading pilot's roll for every point of Constitution they have lost during the mission. If
they only have one point of Con left, then they must beat the capturing Player's roll by five or better.

Repatriation

After the campaign ends, all POWs are returned to their respective units. Those pilots can be
used in the next campaign, and have lived to see freedom. They still earn the end of campaign bonus
experience points, and are still eligible for the Ace of Aces bonus. POWs are never killed in Campaign
play.

Putting Her Down

Bailing out of a moving aircraft is difficult at best. The pilot must remove their harness and
open the canopy. The aircraft might be traveling 150 mph, or more. It might be in a flat spin, or twisting
and turning so rapidly that the pilot is glued to the side of the cockpit. So when a combat bailout roll is
failed, two things occur.
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First, the pilot must ride it out, being at the mercy of fate. They sit in the cockpit as the dead
aircraft plummets thousands of feet (possibly) to the very hard earth. For this reason, a player whose
pilot fails his combat bailout roll must roll 1D10+2 the following turn if the fuselage is cored, a fuel tank
explodes, or if a wing is ripped off. If the engine is destroyed then the roll is made the turn after the
aircraft has lost all forward momentum and crashed. The resulting number of the roll is the number of
Constitution points the pilot loses, on top of any he may have lost throughout the course of the battle.
(This means that any pilot with the base Constitution set at 3 is instantly killed when having to ride out
the crash.)
The second thing that happens (if the pilot survives) is the loss of all of the pilot's experience for
the mission, excluding his kills. This is due to his failure to successfully land his aircraft, and his
survival is debatable as well. Further, any pilot who is wounded in this manner is affected by the
Wounded Pilot Evasion Rule, (see above.)

Parade of Aces

Becoming well known throughout your territory for your heroics can do a lot for a pilot. Fame
and fortune sometimes accompany pilot success, depending on the pilot's skill, looks, and charisma.
While this will not be directly dealt with in the rules for Campaign Play, it is something to consider for
the role playing purposes.
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T

here are many different aircraft that dot the skies of the Shattered States. The majority of them

are civilian in nature, and range from the ever-present gyro-taxis to small and medium cargo planes,
hauling people and merchandise all over the continent. Less numerous but still commonplace are
fighters and other military aircraft. These patrol the skies and keep a wary eye on the flow of traffic
over their home cities. Zeppelins and blimps take up the banner of heavy cargo hauling, carrying huge
amounts of cargo thousands of miles. Their majestic size and ability to remain stationary in the air still
impresses onlookers.
Competing with those lighter-than-air craft are heavy cargo planes. These huge aircraft lumber
across the sky at speeds more than twice that of any dirigible. They get to their destination faster and
are less prone to piracy. And while their lifting capacity is a mere fraction of a large zeppelin, they
survive by delivering quickly and safely. While still somewhat rare, heavy cargo planes are gaining
ground on their larger cousins due to their rapidly evolving industry. Cargo planes are getting bigger
and faster, and already the largest production aircraft in the world is a cargo plane.
The rarest of all the aircraft are the light and heavy bombers that almost every nation has. Their
importance as a threat deterrent is more effective than the bombs they could drop on potential
adversaries. Parallel to their civilian counterparts, heavy bombers are keeping pace with the largest
airplanes in the world. The largest heavy bombers weigh in at over 100,000 pounds fully loaded, often
boasting four engines and two thousand mile ranges.

Grounded Bombers

There are many reasons why bombers do not see much action compared to fighters. The least of
these is the fact that when two nation's fighters clash, it can easily be written off as a "border skirmish."
These encounters are common and short of a sizable invasion force, are dealt with calmly. But if a flight
of bombers were to be sighted crossing the border of one nation into another, it would be an act of war.
A squadron of bombers, if left alone by their target's defenders, can literally flatten a city. Each bomber
by itself represents unthinkable destruction, including inevitable collateral damage. Thus utilizing a
nation's bomber resources is a carefully made decision by that country's government.
Another fact that keeps bombers grounded is their operating cost. Each bomber must be
maintained carefully and completely. Two to four engines must be kept in top condition for the future
call to arms. Training missions and practice ranges make up the scope of a bomber's duties during
peacetime. But even this is so costly that only the most economically viable nations can afford to keep
their bombers active year round. In fact, only three North American nations maintain a 365-day a year
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active duty list for their bomber squadrons. The Industrial States of America, the Empire State, and the
Nation of Hollywood are the only ones who bother with the annual flying schedule.

Into the Wrong Hands

In 1933, Boeing flew the prototype for their B-11. The mission was a disaster. Pirates, attacking
from heavy fighters, grappled their way onto the bomber and commandeered it. The crew, which had
no ammunition for their turrets, had to rely on their escorts. Those escorts were from a private security
company that sold out to the pirates prior to the mission. The B-11 was in the hands of ne'er-do-wells,
being escorted by six fully armed fighters! The call went out, and the Royal Pacifica Air Force
responded by launching forty-eight fighters of various models to destroy the prototype at all costs.
They were successful but Pacifica and the rest of the continent learned a valuable lesson. Even a single
bomber in the wrong hands could be disastrous for a nation's people. The thought of rogues attempting
to salvage a wrecked bomber is an uncomfortable thought for most of the nations, so it is rare that a
bomber ever leaves a country's borders.

What to Expect

In the following section, you will learn everything you need to know about bombers and cargo
planes, including the different types flown by certain nations and how much they really cost. The
history, use, and special characteristics are also covered fully. Though rare, bombers are a vital part of
any national air force, and will always be there to rise to the call for battle if needed. The day they are,
however, will be a dark one indeed for the world.

The Past and Present Role of Bombers
The Past
Bombers are as old as air combat. During the Great War, when observation craft began turning
to the rifle and then the mounted machine gun, the destructive potential of the aeroplane was realized.
Soon, flights of scouts were carrying small handheld explosives, which they would personally drop
while over the enemy. Their targets included everything from bridges to infantry to factories. But their
carrying capacity limited their success, and so the fighting nations began to turn out larger and larger
aircraft to deal with increasing bomb loads.

Birth of the Bomber

Out of the trial and error aircraft that both sides produced, a clear design philosophy became
apparent. A larger airframe would be needed. Longer wings to lift that airframe. Multiple engines for
the necessary thrust to get the huge bomber off of the ground. At least two crewmembers would be
needed, one to fly the plane, and one to specialize in accurate bombing. Even more could be used as
defensive gunners, holed up in small open cockpits like their pilots, firing a pintle-mount gun at any
aggressors in the area.
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Soon the allies were fielding light bombers that could carry almost 500-pound bomb loads to
distant targets. The Airco D.H.4, for example, could stay in the air for almost seven hours, and had a
wingspan twice that of most scouts during the war. The Germans piloted similar light bombers, like the
Albatros CIII. But the real heavyweights would be perfected at the end of the war. The Gotha G.IV
could carry 1,100 pounds of ordinance and strike targets over 500 miles away. The Allied bomber
heavyweight was the Hadley-Page 0/400. It was one of the first bombers with a 100-foot wingspan,
and could carry a 2,000 pound bomb load. By this time the roles of air combat were becoming clearly
defined, and the missions of reconnaissance, air superiority, and bombing were well researched.

Post War Roles

Bombers ceased to be as important immediately following the Great War, though the world's
nations continued to evolve their aircraft. The lessons learned with bombers were put to use in cargo
planes. Multiple engines, impressive lifting capacity and improved ranges were given over to hauling
freight. While several nations experimented with second generation bombers, only a few designs stood
out. One, the Bristol Balmoral, was celebrated as an outstanding light bomber for its day, and helped to
rejuvenate the national interest in bombers the world over.
By today's standards, the Balmoral is considered a heavy fighter, but when it was built in the
late twenties, it was easily classified a bomber. No fighter even came close in size and weight to the
Balmoral. While it did set a new standard for other bombers to follow, the bombers that have come
along since have taken the role of bombing to the next level.
The aircraft of the "roaring twenties" advanced flying considerably but when the nations of
North America splintered; the next generation of flying machines were poised to take over the skies.
These titans of the air were much more efficient and able, and the mere possession of a bomber meant a
threat to others.

The Present
Bombers of the Shattered States

The first true bomber to emerge from the ashes of the continental US was the ISA's four engine
Festung I (Fortress.) It debuted in 1931, and cemented the ISA's developmental ties to Germany. The
Festung, which was a single wing design, featured glass bubble turret housings and fixed landing gear.
Its top speed was 150 mph, and it had an impressive range of 1,300 miles.
The Festung saw extensive action over "Hell's Heights" during the years of 1933 and 1934, until
it became clear that the newest model of the bomber was already obsolete. The designers at Pittsburgh
Airworks (as they were called before being absorbed by General Motors) completely overhauled the
design. Now the only semblance to the former Festung is the newer version's trademark nose turret
and single wing design. The latest bomber, officially known as Festung IV, boasts a range of almost
1800 miles and a payload more than twice that of the original Festung I. More important than that, it is
the most numerous bomber in North America, though now it is no longer used for Hell's Heights
missions.
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The Festung, while being an earmark for the rest of the continent, was not as closely copied as
one might expect. Pacifica answered with the Boeing B-11 and then the B-12. Empire State threw their
hat in the ring with the stout Gladius heavy bomber, followed quickly by the Republic of Texas
Longhorn heavy bomber. As more and more nations began to create their own large aircraft, the
smaller nations soon had the chance to buy these models.
The newest bomber flying the skies of North America is the Lockheed Gunslinger. The
Gunslinger was originally designed as a four-engine Firebrand, but it was changed into a true flying
wing when the shape proved more efficient in wind tunnel tests. It represents a new way to design and
build large-scale aircraft, since the designers and engineers from almost every Hollywood aircraft
company sat in on the design.

Escort Racks

The newest bombers have the size and carrying capacity to be used for more than just bomb
loads. Several new inventions have found their way onto cargo planes and bombers alike. Everything
from wing mounted boarder pods to escort racks have been tried, with a few designs becoming not
only viable, but successful as well.
Escort racks are a popular choice, and are basically small holding stalls for escort fighters. The
complexity of the system depends on the way the escort is connected to the bomber. The most common
(and cheapest) method is to attach a modified zeppelin retrieval hook to the underside of a wing or the
fuselage of a bomber. Small bumpers or hydraulic arms then move the small fighter into a locked
position for travel. The pilots of the escort craft are stuck in their cockpits for the duration of the
mission, but the savings on fuel and pilot endurance makes up for it.
A more expensive alternative is to have the escorts mounted on top of the bomber. This is the
case with the Gunslinger. Due to its large surface area, it can carry three modified Bloodhawks in
special "holes" on top of the bomber. The Bloodhawks are lowered into a trough-like indention, and
their tail and landing gear act as a keel and anchor. The design is very effective, since it can safely
accommodate one, two or three escorts this way without unbalancing the bomber. The major drawback
is the high price for such systems and the fact that the escorts cannot mount anything on their hard
points. Though in the case of the Gunslinger, well worth it.
A third system has been put to good use by a handful of units, which involve modifying an
internal bomb bay to carry the escort craft. This is beneficial in three ways. The pilot, once inside the
safety of the bomber, can climb out of his aircraft and even help out as a gunner if need be. Second, the
escort can then be maintained by the crew, which allow for on the spot damage repair and even small
levels of refueling, though the latter is rare. Finally, the system can be taken directly from a zeppelin
retrieval system, without the lift cranes. This makes repairing and replacing parts on the rack simple
and inexpensive.
The fighters used with escort racks must be specially modified to that end and are colloquially
known as “parasitic fighters”. They must be Size 7 or smaller, and cannot use the Special Characteristic
No Zeppelin Hook. Parasitic fighters cannot land on the aircraft that carry them, they must be mounted
before takeoff, and once they launch in flight, must land either on a runway or a zeppelin.
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Launching in flight from a bomber has a difficulty modifier of +1, but is otherwise the same as
launching from a zeppelin. Because the aircraft starts in a “collision” state with the bomber, no roll is
needed as long as the parasitic fighter moves to a different hex from the bomber the following turn.
The parasitic fighters, once launched, inherit the speed of their mothership, so if the bomber
had a speed of 2, the fighters start off going that speed as well. If the launch is a failure, that fighter’s
player rolls 1D10. On a roll of 3-10, the fighter that failed to launch is connected to the bomber through
the rest of the mission. If the bomber is shot down during this time, the fighter goes down with it and
the fighter’s pilot must also bail out. On a roll of 1-2, the fighter breaks free but then immediately
collides with the bomber. Refer to the collision rules found on Page 63. The stats for the modified
Bloodhawk are found later in the book.

Boarder Pods

Boarder pods were originally designed for heavy fighters and cargo planes. They consist of a
small compartment that attaches to the top of the wing. Each pod fits one to three boarders and their
gear inside. It keeps them out of the elements during the flight to their target and once there, they
simply exit the pod and go about their business. The pods can be jettisoned if need be, and come with a
built in parachute for slower descent.

Conclusion

Even now, bigger and more powerful bombers and cargo planes are on the horizon, being
dreamed up by engineers all over the continent. Never mind the fact that the Longhorn has the world's
largest wingspan for a bomber, or that the Gunslinger has the greatest range. Records in the airplane
industry never last long. One thing is for sure, bombers and cargo planes have both earned their niche
in the world of flight.

Heavy Bombers for Crimson Skies Play

There are two different types of bombers: Light and Heavy. Maximum loaded weight is what
sets them apart. A light bomber is any bomber that has a minimum takeoff weight of 27,000 pounds.
This is only 12,500 pounds heavier than the largest heavy fighters. Though seeing the smallest light
bomber next to the largest heavy fighter can generally put things into perspective. Even heavy fighters
that are designed to carry bomb payloads look and act more like a small aircraft should. They can all be
pushed passed 3 Gs and beyond. Light bombers, however, cannot successfully be pushed passed 3 Gs.
There are two different ways to specify the weight class of a particular aircraft. The first is "base
weight," which refers to the total weight that can be added to the airframe and still allow it to be air
worthy. The second term is "loaded weight" which refers to the total weight of the aircraft, including
fuel, ordinance, and crew members. The heaviest bombers have a base weight of 80,000 pounds, but
this translates into a loaded weight of 102,000 pounds.
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Light Bombers

Light bombers range in base weight from 20,000 to 55,000 pounds, and can have anywhere from
two to four engines. (Because of the modest performance of aircraft engines of the current technology
level, having only a single engine is not only unwise, but impossible for a light bomber.) Light bombers
are distinct in the fact that they are used generally for short range bombing runs and in low altitude
bombing. Heavy bombers are far too slow to risk dropping bombs at low altitudes. The flak cannons
and enemy fighters would eat them for lunch. But since light bombers are generally faster and more
maneuverable than their heavier brethren, they are sometimes thought of as the best of both worlds.
They carry far more payload than the largest heavy fighter, with more speed and maneuverability than
a heavy bomber. Their drawback rests with their general mediocrity. Fighters and heavy bombers both
do what they do best, so light bombers must make do with the jobs that blur the lines between the
other two aircraft types.
Light bombers can have a maximum speed of 3 (250 mph) and a maximum G rating of 2. If a
players attempts to push the Gs in a light bomber, a success is treated as a failure as far as damage to
the wings are concerned. A roll determines where the stress damage has occurred. The success does
mean however, that the light bomber has successfully pulled off the maneuver, and thus ends up in the
intended hex with the correct hex facing. A failure while attempting to push Gs is much more serious.
A roll of 1D10 is made and the light bomber loses a wing on a roll of 3 or less. On a roll of 4 or more,
the bomber moves randomly and takes 1D10 stress fractures to the G-loaded wing.
Light bombers may have up to two turrets, one forward facing and one facing aft. Any caliber
weapon can be loaded. The turrets cannot be 360-degree turrets. Each turret must be manned by a
gunner, and not mechanically operated. Each turret may house one or two weapons each, and the
range is identical to that of other airplane mounted weapons.
Light bombers may not have more than four engines, and two is the most common amount.
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Heavy Bombers

Heavy bombers are pushing the envelope of aircraft size, and are getting larger every year. The
largest heavy bomber by weight in 1937 is the Gunslinger heavy bomber. Weighing in at 102,000
pounds fully loaded, it is a veritable flying ammo dump! The smallest heavy bombers are 60,000
pounds, but these still dwarf every other airplane in the air except other heavy bombers (and heavy
cargo planes.) Heavy bombers specialize in delivering large payloads of bombs to targets that are up to
2,000 miles away. These drops are done from high altitude, and can be one of three ways generally.
"Carpet bombing" involves lining up on a target area and dropping the bomb load in rapid
succession. This creates a row of destruction, and while it might only lightly damage each building it
affects, the damaged area is much larger. "Grouped bombing" is when a bomber releases its loads in
groups, usually one per bomb bay. This gives the bomber two targets to completely destroy, instead of
one. "Mass bombing" is when every bomb the aircraft is carrying is all dropped at once. The damage to
the area hit is almost always complete, though missing an important target and annihilating an
unimportant target is very costly to the bomber's unit.
Heavy bombers can have a maximum speed of 2 (200 mph) and a maximum G rating of 1. Like
the light bomber, a heavy bomber cannot push G's past 3, though a successful push causes twice the
damage to a heavy bomber as it would a light bomber. (Two stress fractures per success instead of one,
and 2D10 stress fractures for a failed roll and random movement.) Further, if a roll for pushing Gs is
failed, 1D10 must be rolled. If the roll is 6 or less, the heavy bomber loses the wing that is under the
most G stress for the pushed maneuver.
Heavy bombers generally have huge wingspans and at least two bomb bays. Anywhere from
two to four engines can power a heavy bomber, with four being the most common. Like fighters, the
number of engines affects range. Turrets on a heavy bomber are almost always both fore and aft, and
heavy bombers can also have side gunners and a dorsal/ventral gunner. The dorsal/ventral gunner
counts as a single 360-degree turret for game play.

Base Target Number

While the size of the bomber or cargo plane depends wholly on its
weight class, every heavy aircraft has a Base Target Number as well. Most of
the Base Target Numbers consist of two numbers, separated by a
parenthesis, i.e. "1(-2)." A few are a single number. The first number, which is
always 1, is the Base Target Number of the bomber overall. It is always 1 for
any size bomber. The second number reflects the modifier for shooting at a
specific component of the bomber or cargo plane. The component table is to
the right, and each different bomber has the components modified via the
second number of their BTN.
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Component Table
Component
BTN
Engine
Fore or Aft turret
Side Turret
Over/Under Turret
Canopy/Cockpit
Specific Hit Location

5
7
8
7
9
5

The following table covers the weight class to BTN conversion.
Weight Class
20,000
25,000
30,000
35,000
40,000
45,000
50,000
55,000
60,000
65,000
70,000
75,000
80,000

BTN
1
1
1(-1)
1(-1)
1(-2)
1(-2)
1(-3)
1(-3)
1(-4)
1(-4)
1(-5)
1(-5)
1(-6)

A heavy bomber with a weight class of 65,000 pounds, would have a BTN
of 1(-4.) If someone wanted to attack the bomber overall, it would be BTN 1 +
modifiers. If someone wanted to attack the Port Stern (he must be facing the
correct side of the bomber to do this) then it would be BTN 5-4 = 1+ modifiers.
Example: Player A wants to target the engines of Player B’s Gunslinger. The
Gunslinger is 80,000 pounds base weight, so its BTN is 1(-6). The engines have a BTN of
5, so it would be BTN 5-6 = -1 + modifiers. If there are no modifiers, the Player A must roll
2-10 to be successful.

If no specific part of the bomber
is targeted, use the Bomber Hit Location
table below to determine where the
damage will occur after a hit. The
attacking player need only roll once per attacking aircraft,
and all of that aircraft’s weapons will go to that area of the
bomber.

Bomber Armor

Armor for both light and heavy bombers are made up of 10 sections of armor. The nose, tail,
and leading/trailing edges of both wings are like the armor of a fighter. Bombers, however, have four
extra sets of armor on the fuselage, these are "Port Bow" (front left,) "Starboard Bow" (front right,) "Port
Stern" (aft left,) and "Starboard Stern" (aft right.) This armor is placed in rows of ten in each area of the
bomber's fuselage.
It is possible to have differing amounts of armor for each adjacent section. In the previous
example, you might have only two rows of armor on the Port Wing Leading, but eight rows of armor
on the Port Bow. This allows you to cover the most important components while leaving more weight
for payload or performance. The maximum number of armor for bombers and cargo planes is ten rows
of armor per side. (That equals 100 armor points or 10,000 pounds.)

Turret Rules

Rear facing turrets are treated the same for bombers as they are for fighters. That is, they can
fire down three hex rows. Unlike fighters, which can have mechanically controlled turrets, the bombers
must have tail gunners to operate tail turrets. Tail turrets can mount any type caliber machine gun or
cannon, though .30-caliber is the most common. The range of every turret-mounted weapon on a
bomber is identical to a fighter's. So if .70-caliber cannons were mounted in a turret for the bomber,
their range would be 3. The rear facing turret can either house a single weapon or two weapons of the
same caliber. (In rare cases, tail turrets have had four machine guns, though this is so rare as to not be
applicable for game play. Rear facing turrets, like all the turrets on a bomber, cannot be flak cannons.
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Forward facing turrets, for all intents and purposes, are just rear facing turrets pointed forward.
They are generally mounted in the nose of the bomber under a greenhouse-amount of glass. They can
hold one or two any-caliber weapons, and do not suffer a +1 penalty to fire that all other turrets suffer.
This is due to their improved visibility, though they suffer a -1 penalty to all Constitution rolls for
shock. Forward facing turrets may fire down three hex rows, including the one directly in front of the
bomber, and the one on either side. Forward facing turrets are manned by a single turret operator.
Heavy bombers also have what are collectively referred to as "over/under turrets." This is
actually two turrets with two separate turret operators. One of them operates a ventral (belly) turret,
and the other, a dorsal (top) turret. Both turrets
operate as one (for game play simplicity.) Only
one of the two turrets may fire per turn. Both the
dorsal and ventral turrets are 360 degree turrets,
and since they operate together, neither suffers
the penalty of a normal 360 degree turret (see
Page 19, Aircraft Manual). This is due to the fact
that while one is firing, the other can be sighting
in on another enemy along another one of the 6
hex rows. Over/under turrets may mount a
single weapon or a double set up, so that both
turrets together can have up to four weapons.
(Work is being done in the aeronautical industry
to produce a viable dorsally mounted rocket
turret, but so far this has proved restrictive and is
therefore not available.)
The final turret type for heavy bombers (only) is the side turret. Side turrets can only appear in
pairs, though they are fired independently of each other, unlike the over/under turrets. A side turret
may fire down the two hex rows on its respective side, and may only mount a single weapon up to .50caliber. Side turrets are each operated by side gunners who suffer +2 to fire (instead of +1) but get a -1
to their Con roll for shock checks.

Order of Fire
Bombers may drop bombs and fire their weapons simultaneously unless the bombardier is hurt
or killed. When determining the order of fire, bombers always fire after any and all fighters. The
bomber escorts must also fire before the bombers do. When two bombers are firing at each other, the
bomber with a nose gunner with the highest Dead Eye fires first.

Same Hex Rules

If a fighter or another aircraft shares a hex with a heavy bomber, both aircraft must roll for
collision, regardless of radio or wingman status. If the two die results are within 2 for light bombers
and 3 for heavy bombers, it is a collision. Colliding with a bomber for a fighter is the same as colliding
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with any other structure (like a mountain or building.) Refer to the rules for collisions found in The
Rules of Air Combat Page 27.
For the bomber, it depends on the size of the aircraft it has collided with when receiving
damage. Fighters (BTN 6-10) cause 11-BTN flak hits to the bomber. Heavy fighters (BTN 1-5) cause 14BTN flak hits to the bomber. All collision damage received is rolled for based on the direction of the
ensuing collision. Any bomber that collides with another bomber is instantly destroyed.
Example: Bomber A flies into the same hex as Bomber B. The players of each bomber rolls 1D10. The
player of Bomber A is flying a light bomber, and rolls a 3. The player of Bomber B is flying a heavy bomber, and
rolls a 7. Because Bomber B is a heavy bomber, any roll within 3 of the player's roll is considered a collision,
which would be anything between 4 and 10. Since Bomber A's pilot is flying a light bomber, any roll within 2 is a
collision. (That would be anything between 1 and 5.) Even though the two rolls "overlap," they still do not
collide, because Bomber A rolled a 3, outside of the scope of Bomber B's 4-10. Likewise, Bomber B rolled a 7,
outside of the scope of Bomber A's 1-5.

Turret Combat for Same Hex Ranges
If an aircraft is inside the same hex as a bomber (and both have survived the possibility of
collision damage) the bomber's turrets may fire at the aircraft during the combat phase as normal.
However, because of the position of the enemy aircraft, only a certain group of turrets may fire. The
over/under turret may fire in any circumstance, but the rest are left in groups. The player may choose
to also fire the nose turret and one side turret; the tail turret and one side turret, or just the nose, side,
or tail turret. This reflects the fact that the other aircraft isn't on all sides of the bomber, but rather
beside, in front of, or behind the enemy aircraft of the same hex.

Straight and Level Flying Rule
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Bombing accuracy depends on many factors, including the bombardier's skill, the pilot's ability
to line up the run, and the gunners' ability to keep enemy fighters at bay. Light bombers, when making
a bombing run, must fly straight and level leading up to the target for an accurate drop. The straight
run for a light bomber is 5 hexes. Heavy bombers must also observe this rule, though they only need to
fly straight through 3 hexes. (Both of the totals include the target hex.) A bomber may not perform any
maneuver other an “SA” during the bombing run, and cannot change hex facing or perform left and
right maneuvers. If a bomber does perform something other than a straight maneuver with an "A" hexside facing at the end of the movement phase, the bombing run must be re-attempted, starting from the
beginning of the line.

Bombing Targets

When bombers drop their ordinance, the bombardier's Dead Eye skill is used in the following
formula: Target’s BTN + bomb to-hit modifier halved (round down,) + 3 (if attacking adjacent hex) bombardier Dead Eye skill + 2 (if bombardier is shocked.)
Example: Player A wants to drop a 1,000 pound bomb on a hanger that is one hex away from her bomber's
location. The target number for the hanger is 2. The bomb’s to hit modifier is 8, halved is 4. Since Player A is
attacking an adjacent hex, +3 is also added. The bombardier's Dead Eye skill is 4, and he is not shocked. Thus the
formula is 2+4+3-4 = 5, which is the number Player A must roll for each 1,000 pound bomb she wants to drop on
that hanger for the turn.

Bomber Damage

Both light and heavy bombers receive damage from ammunition and ordinance as per normal
fighters, with one exception. All flak damage is treated as a single hit, even if the bomber is inside the
flak's center hex. This reflects both the bomber's size and gives it a fighting chance against a blanket of
flak that can at times be fielded.

Sharing Experience

All the members of a bomber (and cargo) crew share the experience gained by a mission, using
the following table.
Bomber Experience Table

Combat Experience
Survived Mission
Destroyed Target/Delivered Cargo (each)

Points
20 pts.
5 pts.

Additional Experience

Successful Landing
Retrieved Momento during bail out
Rescued Cargo or Passenger
Bailed out without being shot down
Fled engagement
Total

10 pts.
5 pts.
10 pts.
-20 pts.
-20 pts
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The total experience earned on a mission must be shared between all of the members of the
crew. It can be done in any order, but the available experience can only be used once.
Example: Player A's bomber finishes a mission with 50 points. She decides to move her pilot's Natural
Touch from 2 to 3 and her bombardier's Dead Eye from 3 to 4. No other crew members’ experience can be
modified due to the expenditure of all experience.

Crew Members

Every bomber has a crew that generally has consistent roles. They are the pilot, copilot/navigator, bombardier, and all applicable gunners. This crew always works together, and is
never split up unless the bomber is shot down or one of them is killed during a mission. Their
necessary stats, abilities, and duties are listed below.

Pilot
The pilot is the commander of the bomber and its crew. The pilot's main concern is getting the
bomber to the intended target and then getting the team home. His only statistics are Natural Touch
and Constitution. Natural Touch allows the pilot to push Gs if absolutely necessary, or redlining the
engine. Constitution is the same as it is for fighter pilots, and begins at 3. If wounded or killed, the copilot is the next in command.

Co-pilot/Navigator
One of the perks to having a co-pilot is someone to take over if the pilot is shocked. If a
bomber's pilot must roll for shock, the co-pilot must roll too. Both of them have to fail their roll for the
bomber to feel the effects of the pilots' shock. The co-pilot helps fly the aircraft during the long hours
typical of a heavy bomber's flight, coordinates with the escort aircraft, and acts as navigator, charting
their course and making sure they are heading in the right direction. The two stats a co-pilot has are
Sixth Sense and Constitution. Like the pilot, the co-pilot's constitution begins at 3. The co-pilot's Sixth
Sense is to watch for incoming fighters and to give the order to bail out if it becomes necessary. Thus if
the co-pilot is still alive when the bomber is shot down, his Sixth Sense is used against the combat
bailout roll.
If the co-pilot must fly the bomber because of the death of the pilot, the copilot’s Natural Touch
is 3, which cannot be improved unless the co-pilot is ultimately promoted to pilot for a later mission.

Bombardier
The bombardier is in charge of the loading of the bomber before the mission, checking the
munitions to guarantee proper fuse wiring, and dropping the bombs on their target when the time
comes. This is possibly the most important job for the crew, and if the bombardier is wounded or
killed, one of the gunners must take over, suffering a +3 penalty to hit. The bombardier has three stats,
Dead Eye, Steady Hand, and Constitution. Dead Eye is the ability to hit the target, and Steady Hand is
the ability to nullify the scatter diagram. Constitution begins at 3. Bombardiers do not need to roll for
shock unless physically hit.
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Gunners
Depending on the weight class of bomber, the design of the particular model, and any
modifications made, each bomber has a certain number of turrets, which must be manned. There is one
gunner per turret. The nose gunner is in charge and answers to the pilot. The nose gunner trains the
others of his bomber in how to shoot and when, thus all of the gunners share the same Dead Eye as a
result, except the nose gunner himself. The nose gunner's Dead Eye is the one that the player should
keep track of, and all of the other gunners have a comparative Dead Eye of the nose gunner's -1.
Example: The nose gunner for an Empire State Gladius heavy bomber has a Dead Eye of 4. That means
that all of the other gunners aboard that particular bomber have a Dead Eye of 3. This does not affect the
Bombardier's Dead Eye.

Bombers and Cargo Planes for Campaign Play

Bombers and cargo planes are essential parts of the world of Crimson Skies. However, because
of the air combat nature of Crimson Skies, bombers and cargo planes are not available for direct use
during campaign play. This is not to say that they cannot be piloted during escort campaign missions,
or during individual scenarios. Bombers and other "heavies" differ in mission type than their smaller
fighter counterparts, but are still important.

Light Bombers

Any mission that involves a light bomber is considered an escort mission. Escort missions are
outlined on Page 38. The player that chooses an escort mission should roll off of the escort table to
determine what type of aircraft they are escorting. If their roll gives them light bombers, then that
player should decide which type of light bomber to use, or even construct his or her own light bomber,
if all players agree. The light bombers must have a specific Base Target Number, and are crewed as per
light bomber rules found on page 60. For a successful mission, the light bombers must destroy their
targets. They may be shot down, but if they are downed without achieving their primary objective, it is
a loss for the escorting player.
Light bombers must continue to fly through the campaign turn, and may only leave the zones at
the end of the turn. Damage done to a light bomber that survives the campaign need not be fixed by the
escorting player after the turn, as it falls under the jurisdiction of the light bomber's own squadron.
The escorting player does not need to roll to see if the surviving light bombers land safely or not. Once
the escort is finished, they are no longer the player's responsibility.
When escorting a light bomber formation, determine which enemy key installation you wish to
hit. You may only choose a key installation that you know the location of prior to the mission! If you
haven't discovered the location of any of your unit's key installations and you randomly roll an escort
mission, then you must re-roll to receive another mission.
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Light Bomber Usage
Light bomber missions may only be called upon twice per campaign. If randomly chosen, it still
counts towards the "two per campaign." When attacking targets, light bombers must observe the
Straight and Level Rule found on Page 64, in addition to dropping their entire bomb loads in no more
than three passes.
Example: Player A's light bomber has already bombed the enemy seaport with one pass. She wants to
turn and hit the ship that is docked there as well as the loading crane. Because the light bomber can only make a
maximum of three passes, she knows she cannot miss either target, or she will have to go home with one of the
structures surviving.
Light bombers may drop all of their bombs in one pass if desired. If dropping everything, light
bombers receive -1 to fire, but may only roll once for the entire load. (The player must still roll on the
scatter diagram for every bomb dropped.)

Heavy Bombers

Heavy bombers follow all of the previous rules for light bombers with the following exceptions.
Heavy bombers may only be called upon once per campaign. If it is chosen at random before an enemy
key installation is discovered, the player will re-roll and it will not count as a heavy bomber mission. A
heavy bomber escort mission may be taken up at the same time as a light bomber escort mission,
though the two bomber flights may not hit the same key installation during the same turn.
Heavy bombers must also observe the Straight and Level Rule found on Page 64, and must drop
their entire bomb load in no more than four passes. If heavy bombers decide to drop their entire bomb
load in one pass, they receive -1 to fire, but only roll once per bomb load. The scatter diagram applies to
every bomb dropped in this way.

Cargo Planes

Escort missions involving cargo planes are not offensive missions. The cargo planes must either
be escorted from one Friendly Zone into a Neutral Zone or the other way around; a Neural Zone into a
Friendly Zone. Cargo planes may mount armor, as per cargo plane construction rules, but cannot
mount weapons. Cargo planes may be captured by enemy aircraft if forced to land or boarded. If that is
the case, the capturing player receives $1 per pound of cargo space that plane has. The dollars earned
in this manner cannot be turned into Victory Points or Reputation Points.
If a cargo plane is involved in a mission scenario due to the arrival of enemy fighters, it has the
option of retreating off of the far side of the map. If it does this safely, the scenario is an automatic
success for the escorting player.

Radio Silence

Radio silence is observed by all escort mission aircraft until attacked by the enemy. If an enemy
approaches the escorts from the rear and are not detected, it may set up 1D10 hexes away from the
formation along any firing hex row. If it has a shot right away due to satisfied range requirements, it
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may fire, beginning the scenario with a combat round. None of the defending aircraft may return fire
until after all of the eligible aggressor fighters have fired.
However, because of the radio silence, spotting an escort flight that is still in route to its target is
more difficult. For this reason, all pilots suffer a +2 spotting penalty.
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After the Empire State formed in 1930, the government put out a call for a large bomber that
would be able to deliver a decent bomb load to anywhere east of the Mississippi River, particularly
Columbia. This request came during the time when Columbia was still weakly threatening war with
the seceding states, including Utah, what became the Empire State, Colorado, and the original
instigator of the collapse, the Republic of Texas. The Empire State was attempting to build a force that
could compete with the remains of the United States, and anticipated the threat from Washington D.C.
The first hot spot wasn't to be Columbia, however. The new Industrial States of America,
massive in production capacity and already getting ties to a growing Germany, unveiled the Festung I.
bomber. Weighing in at 52,000 pound fully loaded, it dwarfed every other aircraft of the day. This
alarmed the Empire State, who had been reviewing design proposals from Grumman and CurtissWright but nothing had been set in stone. They hastily threw together a fly off that was cancelled due
to the severe snowstorm of November 1932. By this time the Empire State's Secretary of Defense was
adamant about choosing a design and proceeding, and Grumman stepped in and offered that their
version of the proposed bomber could be ready for combat units in less than six months. CurtissWright made no such statement, and the Grumman Gladius was born.

Design History

The Gladius light bomber was a decent design, despite the less than sporting way Grumman
received the contract to build it. Sporting three massive Feldman I-24s, the Gladius had the range the
Empire State was looking for. It could hit targets in the ISA, Quebec, and Dixie if need be on one load
of fuel. Grumman requested that the Gladius be outfitted with a unique and untested new bombardier
scope and firing system, but the Empire State refused. The new scope, which has only just began to
catch on, six years later, has proven its worth. The Empire State is slowly converting the older model
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Gladius bombers with the scope system, but the process is slow and more expensive than if they had
just purchased it to begin with.
One of the key selling points for the Gladius is its thick hide. It boasts some of the thickest
armor of any aircraft flying today, at the loss of some performance and load capacity. It is worth it,
according to the bomber jocks who had flown the Gladius home missing two of three engines or half of
the tail. Fighter pilots have complained that only an aerial torpedo can really do any damage right
away, and even then they still have to finish the job.

Role and Deployment

The first Gladius bombers rolled off the line in 1933, much to the approval of several nations in
North America. A few of these were hoping to get their hands on the new bomber, and the Atlantic
Coalition was particularly interested. The oldest model Gladius only featured a single aft facing turret,
but that was soon remedied in the next model. The top speed of the engines has also been enhanced,
using variable pitch props instead of the original propellers, which were fixed.
But the newest and most important enhancement to the Gladius is the nitro-injectors now
feeding all three engines. When needed, the nitrous oxide revs the Feldman engines into a fury,
fighting and clawing their way to 300 mph. When the nitro-injector is engaged, the Gladius is the
fastest bomber in the world.
The drawback is the poor engine design
of the Feldmans, which acts as a double-edged
sword for the Gladius. On the one hand, the
Feldman engines are so cheap and easy to come
by that the Grumman and the Empire State can
continue covering the engine needs of the
Gladius well into the forties. On the other hand,
their poor design doesn't take to the nitroinjectors very well, and it is a serious gamble to
engage them at all. In fact, they are statistically
twice as likely to fail and damage the engines
than other nitro systems. This ensures that pilots
only use it in life or death situations.
The most famous Gladius is the bomber
affectionately known as The Bank Vault.
Operating out of upstate New York, Empire
State, the Bank Vault was tasked to destroy an
inbound battleship from Britain. The battleship, a
Dreadnought class named Irrepressible, was on its
way to Dixie as a show of power to begin their
negotiations on the "right foot." The Empire
State, seeking to end the budding relationship
between the British Empire and the Confederate
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States, decided to the blow the show of power out of the water.
Flying without escort in broad daylight, the Bank Vault flew 450 miles out and located the
Irrepressible. The British ship realized too late that the Gladius bomber wasn't a welcoming Dixie cargo
plane, when the bomb bays opened and split the prow of the warship. Before a decent defense could be
mounted, the Irrepressible listed to one side and then rolled over, sinking after only 24 minutes. The
crew's location was reported to the nearest Empire State vessels operating in the area, and the survivors
were rescued three hours later.
The tensions between Britain and the Empire State grew, and Dixie border skirmishes rose
dramatically. But the effectiveness of the bomber sent a clear message to the rest of the world. The
Empire State was not to be trifled with. The Bank Vault is now on display at the Long Island Grumman
Plant, but is still air worthy.
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One of the most influential bomber designs flying today, the Republic of Texas' Longhorn
heavy bomber is the epitome of what a heavy bomber should be. It has the longest wingspan in the
world, and its four engines are huge, lifting its massive 95,750 pounds off the runway. Texas
commissioned the Longhorn in 1933, and Houston Aircraft Company went right to work. Their first
version of the bomber, essentially the same as the current model, had a range of 2,000 miles. Due to
more powerful engines, the newest Longhorns, fourteen of which make up Texas' bomber force can
carry an impressive 15,700-pound bomb load. The size of this aircraft is impressive, as it is larger than
all but two aircraft in carrying capacity, both of which are dedicated cargo planes.
The price of the Longhorn, along with its complex subassemblies, make the bomber's
production a slow process. This has the Republic of Texas concerned, since they have the weakest
bomber force of the major nations in North America. They are even behind Pacifica and the Collective.
This helps to explain why Texas has requested a number of Festung light bombers from the ISA and
He-101 light bombers from Germany. The ISA has agreed to a deal, but Germany is still considering the
request.

Design History

When the Longhorn taxied onto the runway at Ellington Field in 1933, many people said it was
too large to fly. More than twice as large as the next largest bomber (at the time,) when its four
Republic Air engines were throttled up the noise was deafening. The crowd fought for room to watch
history being made as the bomber lumbered down the runway. Because of its size, it looked to be going
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too slow, but then the nose lifted and the plane lurched into the air. The Longhorn prototype flew
without any failures during its maiden flight and returned safely.
Scott Jepson, president of Houston Aircraft Company, began experimenting with different
turret configurations, until he settled on the set up the Longhorn has now. The nose turret houses twin
.50-caliber cannons as does the aft turret. A dorsal and ventral turret , also known as an "over/under"
houses four .30-caliber machine guns, two on top and two underneath. Side (or waist) gunners have
one .40-caliber machine gun each at their disposal, rounding off the total weaponry to ten pieces.
The bomber's slow speed and difficult handling forced the designers to make up for those
weaknesses in other ways. The thickest armor available is loaded onto the Longhorn, and it depends on
reinforced wings if the armor is chewed away. The four Republic Air Series 330 V-16 engines give the
Longhorn a huge range of 2,000 miles, allowing it to essentially hit any target in North America. They
also help keep the Longhorn aloft even with half the engines destroyed.

Role and Deployment

The 1st Texas Bomber Squadron, the
Thunderclouds, have never been into combat.
There weren't any usable bombers during the war
with Mexico, and now using bombers would start
a new war. They have almost been utilized,
however, on two separate occasions. The first was
in 1935, when tensions along the Mexican border
briefly rose and fell over the course of six weeks.
During the fifth week of fighting, the
Thunderclouds were ordered to fly their
Longhorns over the Gulf of Mexico and drop a
few thousand pounds of ordinance into the ocean.
The mission's target patch of ocean was
coincidentally the exact same distance from
Austin as Mexico City, and the well publicized
bombing succeeded in quieting the border
between Mexico and Texas. The thought of
Mexico City being bombed out of existence forced
Mexico to put an end to its short campaign.
The second time was during the Texas
Louisiana conflict of 1937. The call came on
November 8th, when the Thunderclouds learned
that a small Air Ranger force was attempting to
destroy a contingent of Louisiana troops camped out on the border. If they failed, the bombers would
be ordered to New Orleans. The mission for the Air Rangers was a success, and the scramble order was
never given.
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Despite the fact that the bomber squadron in Texas has never been in combat, it has vast
bombing ranges to practice on. The RTAF has even gone so far as to build a town in West Texas just to
be bombed by the Longhorns. It has been destroyed and rebuilt more times than anyone can count.
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One of the most efficient and experienced aircraft companies in North America, Boeing was put
in an interesting position by the Pacifica government. They wanted Boeing to co-design and build a
heavy bomber with an upstart company, known as Hawknest Aviation. Boeing had presented a total of
six bomber designs to the Pacifica government, all of which were turned down after varying degrees of
completion.
Their most completed design which was later dropped was the B-15 Sky Fortress. It was both
slow and clumsy, without the firepower or armor to defend itself. Pacifica had preordered 54 B-15s, but
then reversed the deal after only seven had been delivered. This action would have bankrupted a
weaker company, but Boeing had enough sales from their other models, like the Sandhill and
Groundhog.
Not knowing what to expect, Boeing met with the young Hawknest Aviation, and discovered
that its president, Jason Hawknest, had been the man behind the Morraine-Saulnier MS382. His
company built a limited number of Pacifica MS382s, which the Skyhawks were absorbing as fast as
they could. Boeing soon discovered the reason for the collaboration on the project was for a new
bomber. Hawknest Aviation had a working prototype, but lacked the resources or engineering knowhow to polish the design and produce mass quantities of it. Boeing realized the partnership for the
project would be fruitful and the two teams of designers began the next phase of development.
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Design History

Hawknest Aviation had a prototype that boasted 6 engines, a hull allowing water landing, and
a top speed of 150 mph. Boeing test flew the design, and decided to drop two of the engines. They
replaced the six Wright Typhoons with four more powerful Pratt and Whitney PW-203 engines, adding
50 mph to the bomber and greater range. The bomber also packed a punch, having .60-caliber cannons
in both the front and rear turrets, and .50-caliber cannons for the side gunners. After just four months
of tweaking, the "Rainier" heavy bomber was born.
The government and the leaders of the
Royal Pacifica Air Force all met with Boeing and
Hawknest Aviation and congratulated them on
a job well done. It seemed like the questionable
history between Boeing's previous bombers and
Pacifica's department of defense was being
swept under the rug. Then the legal trouble
began.
Before the first Rainier heavy bomber
was completed in Boeing's Seattle plant,
Hawknest Aviation urgently requested a
meeting with Boeing concerning the registry of
the new aircraft. Boeing had registered the
Rainier heavy bomber as the B-16, excluding
any mention of Hawknest Aviation in the
registry. According to official Pacifica records,
the aircraft is the "Boeing Aircraft Company
model B-16 Heavy Bomber." The person in
charge of Boeing's records indicated that
Hawknest Aviation was "accidentally" left off
the final registration form.
They assured Hawknest Aviation that
the world would know who "really built the B-16," and that it was just a formality to register the heavy
bomber. Jason Hawknest met personally with the leaders of Boeing to settle the matter, and threatened
legal action if the registry was not updated and an official public apology made by Boeing. It turned
out Boeing really did "accidentally" leave off Hawknest Aviation on the form, and an interesting split
occurred. Since both companies had working models of the bomber and plants to produce them, they
both decided to end relations and produce their bombers separately.
While Boeing can out produce Hawknest nearly fifteen to one, Hawknest has the advantage of
Pacifica's favor, thus all of their bombers are purchased before the Boeing version. This would be a
problem except for the fact that Pacifica is buying enough B-16/Rainier heavy bombers for both
companies to profit from the deal.
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Role and Deployment

The Rainier heavy bomber, being debuted in 1936, has not seen any combat, though its role will
be to hit targets like Los Angeles and even Honolulu if need be. Its flying boat configuration allows for
emergency sea landings where it can drop anchor and wait for an ocean vessel to bring fuel, parts, or
whatever else might be required. Pacifica has put a huge emphasis on the importance of this aircraft,
but they have done so quietly. No one knows for sure their reasoning, but the brand new Gunslinger
from Hollywood might be a chief reason.
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The newest version of the Festung, which has the designation IV, has an interesting design
story. It was redesigned from the ground up by General Motors in July of 1936, and was a radical
departure from the parent design. The ISA Defense Commissioner queried GM about their decision on
the redesign, citing the fact that the Festung III was a very effective bomber. GM deepened the mystery
by only saying that the new bomber would be superior in every way. While this was a promise that
quieted the ISA for a while, when the Festung IV was actually unveiled, it was found that while
comparable to the Festung III's abilities, it wasn't in fact "superior in every way."

Design History

Knowing the other side of the story sheds light on GM's secretive reaction to the newest
Festung. It was in fact serving as a test bed for a new advanced German bomber that was built by
Heinkel. The Heinkel HE-101, just released in December 1937, is a smaller version of the Festung with
only two engines. The similarities in appearance reveal why the Festung isn't a dramatic advance over
the previous model.
The Festung's airframe is designed as a scaled up version of the HE-101, and thus not built to
accommodate the different mission profile as well. (Where the Festung is a long-range bomber, the HE101 is a medium range bomber, only needing to hit the nearby targets of London, Paris, etc.) The two
extra engines for the Festung were added almost as an afterthought, as was the aft turret's larger caliber
cannons.
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While the HE-101 is a successful design, so is the Festung. It may test what the German bomber
uses, but it is a good design in its own right. Marginally better than the Festung III, and much better
than the Festung II (the most numerous bomber in North America,) the Festung IV will successfully
keep the ISA at the top of the heavy bomber race until a new design can be built.

Role and Deployment

The newest Festung IV light bombers that
roll off the line are being sent directly to Chicago
and Pittsburgh, where they are prepped for use
against every bordering aggressive nation. While
no ISA bombers have seen combat action against
their immediate neighbors, the ISA constantly
trains their bomber crews along the southern
border of the nation. Their elite bomber
squadrons, known collectively as the Superiors,
always stand at the ready.
No publicized combat missions have been
flown, though a "bombing run" over Kansas City
made the news in pilot circles in both the People's
Collective and the ISA. A flight of six Festung IV
bombers bombed the Collective with thousands
of propaganda leaflets, each exclaiming the ability
of the ISA to bomb them at any time, and the
horrors of civilian casualties in bombed areas. The
most numerous leaflet read "Attention Collective
citizen, because of your government's inability to
control its aggressive tendencies towards peaceful
neighbors, the ISA might find it necessary in the
very near future to bomb your city." The leaflets,
while stirring up the populace of the Collective, were quickly covered up by the Collective's
government, and no news of the incident reached the press from either nation.
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If Hollywood were to be believed, the Lockheed Gunslinger is the most advanced, most capable
heavy bomber in the world. They claim its design and operation was the obvious evolution of the
Bloodhawk to the Firebrand to the Gunslinger. They claim it is the first true flying wing larger than
20,000 pounds. They also claim the Gunslinger is capable of non-escorted flights. This last statement,
however, is only a half-truth. The Gunslinger can perform without a flying escort, but that is because
its escorts are physically attached to the bomber's surface.

Design History

Lockheed knew when it set out to design a new heavy bomber, it would need to meet and
surpass the high expectations put upon it by the nation of Hollywood. Hughes Aircraft helped with the
initial concepts, though the bulk of the project rested on Lockheed's shoulders. They had agreed upon a
flying wing design, based on a modified Firebrand with four engines. This design, originally tested in
the Lockheed wind tunnel facility in Burbank, was unstable at low speeds, which was a big problem for
a possible bomber design. The other problem was that the airframe wasn't large enough to
accommodate the type of advances Lockheed was hoping to build into the design.
The most important addition to the project was the use of escort racks. Escort racks had been
used successfully by a few other nation's bombers, though all of them were "after market" items. No
company had actually sought to build them right into the aircraft, or had not done it successfully. The
Gunslinger, however, was the perfect platform to attempt a factory escort rack system.
The flying wing concept gave Lockheed a lot of surface area with which to attach an escort rack,
and the small size of the S.I.P.A M112 made it an excellent choice. The escort racks were built into the
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top of the skin, in M112-shaped troughs; the fighters' tails acting as keels and their landing gear acting
as anchors. After attaching to the retrieval hook, the M112s would be drawn into the trough safely. The
system worked quite well, but the M112s were shaped wrong for the overall curvature of the
Gunslinger. Hughes Aircraft was contacted and they immediately went to work creating a new light
fighter for Gunslinger testing. While an M112 only weighs 3,250 lbs., Hughes believes a sleeker shape
(like that of a Bloodhawk) would be more efficient with less drag. Adding three sleeker light fighters to
the loaded weight of the Gunslinger might extend its already impressive range, and would be an
inexpensive new fighter for Hughes to market and sell.
The Gunslinger is the newest heavy bomber in North America, debuting in February of 1938.
Lockheed boasts that it has a range of 2,400 miles, making it the farthest flying airplane in North
America. "No other aircraft can make it from the North America to Hawaii on one tank of fuel. The
Gunslinger can," a Lockheed official was quoted as saying. Aside from its range, and the fact that it
carries three Bloodhawks each as escort when needed, its loaded weight it also the most for any heavy
bomber, at 102,000 pounds.

Role and Deployment

Despite the fact that the Gunslinger is so
new its paint isn't even dry; Hollywood has
widely publicized the new bomber's abilities. As
a show of its impressive range, Lockheed flew
six of its Gunslingers (with 18 escort Bloodhawk
Es attached) to Houston Texas. While this
distance is 1,000 miles less than the Gunslinger's
range, the bomber crews allowed a group of
handpicked reporters to board one of the
bombers and photograph the fuel gauge, which
still showed almost half full.
Its biggest opponent is its northern
neighbor, Pacifica, who pointed out quickly in a
press release that the Gunslinger is a "fantasy in
the minds of Hollywood dreamers." They cite the
fact that the new Hollywood bomber has thin
armor for its size and no turrets. "If those escorts
are taken care of, the Gunslinger is literally
helpless." Hollywood seems more optimistic,
and while it doesn't yet have an operational unit
of Gunslingers, it plans to by the end of April
1938.
The Republic of Texas has been offered the chance to license-build Gunslingers in Texas
alongside the Bloodhawks in the Lockheed facility there. Even though they have not yet commented on
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the opportunity, experts believe they will indeed build and use the Gunslingers to bring up their heavy
bomber inventory.
The other main problem with the Gunslinger is its incredibly high price. It is the most expensive
bomber when the price of the parasite fighters is added in. It is rumored that the nation of Hollywood
is taking a serious hit in its other air force contracts to make way for the new bomber. The sales of other
fighter aircraft like the Bloodhawk is down for the 1938 defense budget to such a degree that another
year will pass with the majority of Hollywood fighter squadrons still flying older aircraft. If Texas
decides to go with the Gunslinger, their high national gross will help Hollywood's own.
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The Heinkel HE-101 is the culmination of seven years of design and production of the ISA's
Festung light bomber. Learning from the mistakes made with that light bomber, Heinkel hoped to get
everything right with the HE-101. Its compact size, high speed and impressive maneuverability make it
comparable to many heavy fighters, while its cheap production costs guarantee a high production run.
Germany is touting it as the most advanced bomber in the world, even if other nations would disagree.
Already Heinkel has produced over 120 of the HE-101. Werknummer (Work Number) 3000101
was set aside to act as a static display, though kept battle ready just in case. The factory plans to have
over one thousand built by the end of 1938, all of them going to the Luftwaffe. How this will
compliment the already stout bomber force is obvious, as it will enhance their capacity for fast strikes
into enemy territory. The phrase "blitzkrieg," (which literally means "lightning war") has already been
used to describe what the HE-101 will be useful for.

Design History

After carefully perfecting their design with the Festung, Heinkel improved upon the scheme,
blending the bomber's capabilities with the needs of Germany. Europe's distances are less than North
America's, and thus the range and mission is different. For the HE-101, speed and agility became more
important than range, as did low price. The small caliber machine guns adorning the turrets are more
for show than anything, as the Luftwaffe never plans to allow enemy interceptors anywhere near the
HE-101. Both the aircraft's speed and its escorts should be enough to promise the bombers a safe trip
home. "Long range bombers are not needed," an anonymous Heinkel engineer was quoted as saying.
"We are in Europe, not North America!"
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The advantage that Heinkel has over other aircraft companies, is that in Germany, they do not
need to compete as completely as they would in another country. There is work for all, with even new
companies becoming overnight success stories. According to a nervous Europe, Germany is rearming
to levels they haven't enjoyed since the Great War. The Heinkel HE-101 is sure to be a mainstay of the
Luftwaffe for years to come.

Role and Deployment

The road to combat was quick for the HE101. Less than four weeks after the first squadron
reached operational ability; they were sent to
bomb their enemies in Spain. While the Spanish
civil war had since been completed, the mission
seemed to try re-igniting the flames of battle.
Tensions rose with threats from France and
Britain, but nothing has come of it.
The real reason for the bombing run
however, was successful. Their mission was to
test the bomber's abilities, and it passed with
flying colors. All of the HE-101s made it back,
and every target was completely destroyed by
the flight's ordinance. The fact that the HE-101
can reach both London and Paris are being
widely reported by Germany, backing the other
European powers even closer to the edge.
The biggest drawback for the small
bomber is its humble load capacity. It can only
carry 3,550 pounds of ordinance, which is only a
third of what its forerunner, the Festung, can
carry. This affects the damage a single bomber
can do, but Heinkel quickly points out that it is designed to operate in large numbers. The raid on
Spain, for example, involved twenty-six HE-101 light bombers. That adds up to over 90,000 pounds of
ordinance dropped on their target!
Their escorts for the mission were twelve Hellhounds, loaded with additional ordinance if
needed. It wasn't. As a comparison, the HE-101 and the Hellhound both have the same top speed of 250
mph. They both maneuver with roughly the same turning radius, and only the Hellhound's superior
acceleration differentiates the performance between the two aircraft. Their target tried to respond by
launching as many interceptors as it could, but not one survived the melee. The Hellhound escorts lost
a single fighter, but their target was decimated and their bombers all made it back.
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The first and only bomber designed by the nation of Utah was not dreamt of until 1935, when
Mormon settlers within the Disputed Western Territories came under duress from a visiting pirate
gang. The distance to the location was not a problem for Zion fighters, but upon their arrival they
realized the pirates had set up an aerodrome in Helena, Montana. Lacking the ability to loiter over their
targets, the Utah fighters struggled to dislodge the pirates.
The call went out to the nation’s aircraft builders for a dedicated bomber, and Lehi Aerocorp
responded immediately with a working prototype the very same day as the request. Surprised at the
company’s prescience but impressed with the concept, Utah immediately put the order in for 50
“Wasatch” bombers. Within four months, enough of the bombers were flying and the pirate’s hideout
in Montana was razed.

Design History

Lehi Aerocorp was an unknown builder to anyone who lived outside of Lehi, Utah. They
specialized in making aircraft components for Davis Aviation and other local manufacturers. One
morning the lead designer arrived with a scribbled note and rough sketch of a twin engine double
hulled bomber. The company decided to build a prototype, despite Utah’s propensity for light fighters.
Once the contract was awarded, the Wasatch bomber was built. As a light bomber, the Wasatch
boasts an impressive carrying capacity of over 10,000 pounds of ordinance. Like the Zion Mk. IV, the
Wasatch bomber’s impressive range can put its bomb bay doors over the cities of every bordering
territory.
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Role and Deployment

With the exception of the Helena Pirate
Skirmish (as it came to be known), Wasatch
bombers are some of the busiest bombers in
North America. Utah regularly sends Wasatch
bombers into Free Colorado and the Disputed
Western Territories to bomb pirate dens and
disrupt moonshiners.
The most decorated bomber crew belongs
to Wasatch 07, affectionately known as Provo
Piper. Provo Piper, which is regularly assigned to
the Vernal Forward Operating Base, has
singlehandedly eradicated 11 pirate gangs,
including the vicious Calibers from Gunnison,
Colorado. Utah bomber crews are some of the
most respected of their kind in the world.
The most surprising fact about the
Wasatch bomber is that Japan’s Nakajima
company has recently unveiled their own version
of the bomber, which they call the K139. While
many thought this was another case of
copycatting, Utah specifically approved the
licensed design and manufacture of the Wasatch
to Japan. No one is sure why, since those two nations have had no significant relations in the past, and
neither country has publically commented on the new military relationship.
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Following in the footsteps of the famous Balmoral, Bristol completed the Somerset light bomber
in 1933. Its age only shows in its shape, very similar to the Balmoral but stretched with four pusher
engines instead of two. The Somerset was supposed to successfully strike at long-range targets. The
British Empire needed protecting, and such a long-range bomber would be perfect, thought Bristol.
Ironically, Great Britain turned away the design, citing the Balmoral as more than adequate for
its needs. Bristol asked for and received permission to attempt to sell the Somerset bomber in the
countries of North America that traded freely with Great Britain. Dixie turned the design down also,
having a large Balmoral cache with which to use. Bristol's last hope was Ontario, which only had a
single Balmoral squadron. Bristol argued that the Somerset was superior to the Balmoral for bombing,
and at last someone was listening.
Ontario purchased as many Somerset bombers as the defense budget allowed. This huge
purchase not only created a flow of income for Bristol; it burst the dam outright. Dixie and Great
Britain both reexamined the Somerset, and decided it was worth having after all.
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Design History

The Somerset came about due to a misunderstanding. Bristol's competitor in Great Britain,
Hawker, was rumored to be building a new four engine heavy bomber that would fill the gap between
the largest heavy fighter at the time (the Balmoral) and the airship fleet. Despite its best efforts, Bristol
could not ascertain the level of completion for the project. In fact, Hawker security was so tight it
seemed, that no one knew anything about a large bomber project.
So Bristol set to work, using their knowledge gained through years of aeronautical engineering
to crank out the Somerset. Only after the Somerset had completed its sixth training flight did Bristol
discover that Hawker never had a bomber project to begin with. But since Bristol had already come this
far, and since the market did exist, they continued on with the design.

Role and Deployment

Somerset bombers are a common sight
over Ontario. It is the only nation that flies the
Somerset that performs regular training
missions. Great Britain will send its Somerset
units to Ontario on an annual basis, but the
Royal Ontario Air Force is always bombing. The
presence of the Collective, Pacifica, Alaska, and
Quebec make bomber training an important part
of ROAF regimens. While a Somerset has never
taken part in a combat mission, it is a very solid
design with the faith of its crewmembers riding
on its broad wings.
Recently Ontario has created a
competition between the Somerset bomber
crews, to be held annually. Only one competition
has taken place, but more than eight Somerset
squadrons took part. Two were from Dixie, three
from Great Britain, and the remaining three
squadrons were from Ontario. The competition
involved a bombing range, multiple targets, and
aggressor fighters flown by Ontario. While it
wasn't true combat, the Somerset bombers did
very well, with the Ontario 12th Bombers taking
first place.
This multinational competition is unique among North American nations. Since the close of
their borders after the Great War to the breakup of the USA, no nation had really attempted such an
exercise. Now several countries want to follow in Ontario's footsteps, organizing a competition not just
for bombers, but fighters and zeppelins as well.
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Unlike the other bombers on this list, the Heron is for sale to anyone who can afford one. Some
have argued that putting legitimate bombers into the service of any group with deep enough pockets
could spell disaster. Columbia to its credit does not hide the fact that the Heron is built by the
nationalized Columbia Design Bureau, nor that that the Heron has seen record sales since 1935 to
nations, organizations, and militias across the world.
It is impossible to know just how many Herons populate the flight lines of the world since the
CDB does not share its sales numbers, but casual estimates reach 1,000 bombers. This would make the
Heron the most numerous and widespread bomber in existence.

Design History

The Heron was the result of a diplomatic visit by Columbia officials to several European aircraft
manufacturers in late 1934. The purpose of the visits was to gather design insight from what Columbia
considered the best designers in the world. Heinkel, Bristol, Blohm und Voss, Rolls Royce, and Fiat
were all part of the tour. But it wasn’t clear to the world what Columbia was after until March of 1935,
when eight Heron bombers flew in tight formation over Chesapeake Bay.
The unorthodox “terraced” flying wing design became an instant sensation, and the public
unveiling at the Columbia Design Bureau’s airfield pulled in dozens of orders from across the world.
Columbia boasted the first active Heron squadrons, as the first 32 aircraft stayed local. Following
Columbia the nations of French Louisiana, Quebec, and the Atlantic Coalition saw their own orders
filled. Nearly every nation in the Shattered States has at least one or two Herons.
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Roll and Deployment

There are bombers with better armor, and
there are bombers with more defensive turrets,
but the Heron is stripped down and built for
range and maneuverability. Many Heron pilots
boast they can out fly some heavy fighters
including the Behemoth and the 4 engine Mako.
As a result, many nations use Herons for other
tasks, including air drops for supplies, high
altitude reconnaissance, carrying troops or
dignitaries, and at least one nation – Arixo – uses
a modified Heron as an experimental aircraft
mother ship.
The most famous Heron of all is the
fictional bomber Platinum Pearl, star of the radio
show Spike Davis and the Platinum Pearl. Dashing
hero Spike Davis flies his Heron bomber through
pirate-choked airways to foil their plans and
save the day. Recorded in the Empire State, the
studio WQXR even had a Heron polished to its
shining metal skin for a promotional stunt. Every
child in North America thinks of the Heron
when the word bomber is mentioned.
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Cargo Planes for Crimson Skies Play

For all intents and purposes cargo planes are bombers that have no weapons, little armor, and
no destructive capability. In short, they are workhorses filling the gap between loading a zeppelin just
to fly it 100 miles away and having several heavy fighters do it.
The weight classes of cargo planes are identical to that of bombers, and range from a base
weight of 20,000 to 80,000 pounds. Also like bombers, 60,000 pounds or more means they are heavy
cargo planes, and 55,000 pounds and less signifies light cargo planes.

Cargo Plane Defenses

Cargo planes can and do take advantage of armor to repel fighter attack. Civilian cargo planes
generally only must worry about pirate activity, and because of their speed, cargo planes are a lot more
difficult to capture than cargo zeppelins. Cargo planes may have up to 10,000 pounds of armor, like a
bomber, but may not have any turrets or mounted weapons. Cargo plane armor is configured precisely
as bomber armor is, and the template is basically the same. Finally, the technology exists for cargo
planes to carry escort racks, but the only instance where this is utilized is for presidential vehicles, and
even that is rare.

Crew Members

Cargo planes have a much less militant aircrew, and most companies only outfit cargo planes
with security personnel if the cargo is extremely valuable. Every cargo plane consists of a pilot, a copilot/navigator, crew chief, load master, and two loaders.

Pilot
The pilot is generally the oldest and most experienced member of the flight team. Pilots of cargo
planes are often retired military pilots who want a quieter work environment. They are in charge of the
operation from the time the job is accepted until the final piece of cargo is offloaded at the destination.
Most air freight companies use cargo planes, blimps, and zeppelins as their workhorses. The cargo
planes are used when the haul needs to be at its location quickly or it is too expensive via airship.
When a company takes a job it informs the pilot, who assembles his team from the office. The pilot then
oversees the entire operation, loading, travel, and unloading. The pilot has two skills, Natural Touch
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and Constitution. Like bomber pilots, Natural Touch is used to fly the cargo plane and Constitution is
for shock rolls and taking damage.

Co-pilot/Navigator
The co-pilot also doubles as a navigator, as in bomber crews. The difference here is that the copilot is really the person who flies the aircraft the majority of the time. While an average cargo plane
captain might have 2,000 hours logged in the "heavies," the co-pilots have less than 500. Once they hit
500 hours they can be promoted to captain if a slot is open or stay on as co-pilot until a job opening
occurs. Thus on short runs, between zero and six hours, the co-pilot always flies. On longer runs, the
pilot will take over. (While this might seem unfair to the average person, keep in mind that long before
the co-pilot arrives at the aircraft and long after he is gone the pilot is there making sure everything is
accounted for, unbroken, and safe.) The co-pilot's stats are Natural touch and Constitution, just like the
pilots. (This differs from the stats used by bomber co-pilots.)

Crew Chief
Like a fighter's crew chief, a cargo plane crew chief is the mechanic in charge of the aircraft's
flight worthiness. If it suffers battle damage, shreds a propeller, or throws a rod the crew chief must fix
it if possible. If the problem is unfixable from the aircraft's location, a zeppelin is usually called in to
ferry the plane back to its original location. It does this by using long steel cables to hold the cargo
plane under the airship. The crew chief spends more time with the aircraft than anyone else, and
always seems to know a way to get the broken down cargo plane to limp home. His or her stats are
Steady Hand and Constitution.

Load Master
The load master is in charge of the cargo, answering directly to the pilot. He or she checks the
inventory against the log book, determines the fastest, most efficient way to load/unload the aircraft,
and can stop the flight if he or she feels the plane is being overloaded. The load master's skills are
Quick Draw and Constitution.
Load masters get paid good money to quickly load and unload their cargo. The sooner they can
get in the air, the sooner they can do another run. To this end they are allotted two loaders per aircraft
to help with the loading. (While this number can vary between eight and none, two is almost always
the norm.)
The loaders are "jack of all trades" employees, and are at the bottom of the cargo hauling ladder.
They are required to load the cargo at the start of the flight, act as security personnel during the flight
(if none are on board,) and as mechanics if something goes wrong during the run. Often, the load
master and crew chief will divide the loaders, each taking one for the day to get things done. Loaders
do not to spend shared experience points, as they are only rotational members of the crew. Thus
loaders always have a Constitution of 3. Two loaders are always assumed to be present, and do not
count against the aircraft’s cargo limit. Any extra loaders cost 200 pounds and must sit in available
jump seats or in the cargo bay.
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Security Guard
While not common, dedicated on-board security is sometimes utilized when a cargo plane is
hauling something or someone of extreme importance. Security guards each weigh 300 pounds, which
includes their gear. That weight counts against the overall cargo limits of the aircraft. There is no limit
to the number of guards a plane can carry, provided the aircraft can carry the weight. Guards must ride
in available jump seats or in the cargo area. Guards use Dead Eye and Constitution starting at 3.

Examples

The two most numerous cargo planes in the skies today are the Dragonfly light cargo plane and
the Brahma heavy cargo plane.

Escorts and Other Fighter Roles

A squadron of bombers flying towards their destination drawing white contrails across the sky
is impressive. The destructive capacity of a bomber is unrivaled anywhere. Bombers, with all of their
armor and weaponry, are still prime targets for fighters. A group of fighters can remove a bomber
formation from the sky with relative ease. The small size and maneuverability of incoming fighters mix
with their high top speed to make them difficult to track with a turret. When a bomber is caught by a
fighter, it cannot outrun it, and it cannot out fly it. The only hope for the pilot of the bomber is that its
armor and turrets will keep the fighter busy until help arrives.
This is why the role of escort is so important, but can also be challenging. Adding a number of
fighters to a bomber formation can be the difference between success and failure. This is not as easy as
it sounds. A number of bomber targets might be 1,000 miles away or more. Fighters do not have that
kind of endurance. The longest range a fighter can generally achieve is 400 - 600 miles. Only external
drop tanks give the fighters long enough legs to stay in formation during the critical time. But this has
its drawbacks as well. Carrying drop tanks, while adding much needed fuel to the fighter, costs
ordinance space and maneuverability.
A Sanderson Cutlass, for example, has a range of 400 miles. It also has four hard points, and
thus can carry four external fuel tanks. Each tank adds roughly 100 miles to the range of the Cutlass, for
a total of 800 miles. While this might seem to put it within striking distance of several cities, and more
than able to tag along with a bomber formation, remember that 800 miles is the total round trip range
of the Cutlass with four external "bags." So even completely configured for long range travel, the
Cutlass can only fly 400 miles before having to return home, not counting reserve fuel to cover in-flight
emergencies. Unfortunately, the escorts are often needed as soon as they must to return to base. Also, if
the escort mission is an extended mission, the escorts will need to jettison their wing tanks to fight,
which might leave them without enough fuel to get home.
Although there are drawbacks, the close proximity of neighboring hostile nations in both North
America and Europe usually solve the problem of range. Loaded with external tanks, a fighter can
usually escort a bomber all the way to their destination without worrying about endurance "over
target." For those times when they cannot, escort racks can be just what the bombers' ordered.
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Escort racks are not used widely by any nation, though several have bombers that have been
modified to carry escorts. The Gunslinger heavy bomber of Hollywood can carry three escorts on its
back, but is the only bomber in North America with escort racks as standard equipment. The ability to
use escort racks has forced nations to refortify their cities, for fear of air raids. With the bombers less
vulnerable than before, cities like Atlanta and Mexico City are prime targets for aggressive nations.
Another theory, which has yet to be put to the test, involves using a large cargo plane converted
to an escort carrier. It would fly in the bomber formation, and at the first sign of trouble, release all of
its escorts. The idea removes the bomber's need to carry escorts, freeing up the extra weight for more
armor, weapons, and ordinance. The cargo plane would have the same range as the bombers, and so
could keep the escorts with it for as long as necessary.
Three nations are developing this idea, although none of them have a completed prototype yet.
The Republic of Texas has a Brahma heavy cargo plane they are converting to carry Mockingbirds,
Cutlasses, or Valiants on escort racks. (Bloodhawks are not being considered because of their greater
weight.) Utah is also working on an escort carrier, though if the nation’s new Seraph long range
interceptor proves to be as valuable as early flight tests indicate, the need of this technology might be
diminished. The third nation developing an escort carrier is Australia, though little is known about
their progress.
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L

ike fighters, heavy aircraft follow a "construction system" when being designed and built.

The following covers how to build and arm a bomber or cargo plane. It includes everything except the
applicable special characteristics or ordinance load-outs. These can be found in the two sections
immediately following the construction rules.

CONSTRUCTING HEAVY AIRCRAFT

Unlike fighters, which are built around a Base Target Number, bombers and cargo planes are
constructed according to their weight class. While they do have base target numbers, these only come
into play when constructing heavy aircraft by determining how many special characteristics the aircraft
may have.

CHOOSE AIRCRAFT TYPE

At this stage of creation there are four options to choose from. Light bombers which range from
20,000-55,000 pounds, and heavy bombers which may range from 60,000-80,000 pounds make up the
bomber choices. Remember the limitations of both types of bombers when making your choice. Cargo
planes come in identical configurations; light cargo planes and heavy cargo planes with the same
weight requirements that bombers have.

CHOOSE WEIGHT CLASS

Instead of deciding what base target number to begin with for the new heavy aircraft, choose
instead what weight class it belongs to. There are a total of thirteen weight classes, in 5,000-pound
increments. Thus a light bomber or cargo plane may be 20,000 lbs., 25,000 lbs., etc. Refer to the table
below for all applicable weight classes.
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Weight Class Table
Light Bomber/Cargo Plane

Heavy Bomber/Cargo Plane

BTN

Weight
Class

Loaded
Weight

Cost

Weight
Class

Weight
Class

Loaded
Weight

Cost

1

20,000

27,000

$5,000

1(-4)

60,000

77,000

$9,000

1

25,000

33,250

$5,500

1(-4)

65,000

83,250

$10,000

1(-1)

30,000

39,500

$6,000

1(-5)

70,000

89,500

$11,000

1(-1)

35,000

45,750

$6,500

1(-5)

75,000

95,750

$12,000

1(-2)

40,000

52,000

$7,000

1(-6)

80,000

102,000

$13,000

1(-2)

45,000

58,250

$7,500

-

-

-

-

1(-3)

50,000

64,500

$8,000

-

-

-

-

1(-3)

55,000

70,750

$8,500

-

-

-

-

Each weight class has individual requirements for engine size and maneuverability. The
combined mass of the engines, agility, armor, weapons, turrets, and bomb bay capacity may not exceed
the weight class of the heavy aircraft.
Example: Player A decides to create a light bomber that has a weight of 30,000 pounds. While the loaded
weight of her light bomber is 39,500 pounds, she may only utilize 30,000 of it, equal to her chosen weight class.
The remaining 9,500 pounds is reserved for airframe weight and other considerations like fuel and crew. Her cost
for the airframe is $6,000.
The Base Target Number for the light and heavy bombers/cargo planes consists of two
numbers. The first number is always 1, and is the BTN for the aircraft overall. This is adjusted by the
applicable modifiers such as range. The second number represents the BTN for a specific component,
modified from the list found on Page 61.
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CHOOSE MAXIMUM SPEED

Light bombers and light cargo planes may have a maximum speed of 3 (250 mph.) Heavy
bombers and heavy cargo planes may not exceed a maximum speed of 2 (200 mph.) After deciding
which speed to choose, cross-reference the speed with the weight class of the bomber by referring to
the engine mass table.
Weight Class

1 (150 mph)

Light Bomber/Cargo

Weight

25,000

2,000

20,000
30,000
35,000
40,000
45,000
50,000
55,000

Heavy Bomber/Cargo
60,000

Weight

$1,630

4,500

$1,160

2,700

$2,100

3,500
4,400
5,400
6,500

$2,570
$3,040

9,450

11,000

9,000

$4,920

13,800

11,900

$5,860

16,800

7,700

75,000

13,500
14,400

$4,450

12,650

$5,390
$6,330
$6,800

$3,260

8,500

5,700
8,000

$3,510

Weight

$2,320

6,650

Cost

6,600

$3,480

$4,200

10,500

$6,300

$6,080

14,800

$5,140
$7,020

$7,960
$8,900

12,600

$4,890

$7,710
$9,120

17,100

$10,530

21,450

$13,350

19,500

$11,940

$9,840

-

-

$11,720

-

-

14,950

$10,780

18,000

$12,660

19,200

3 (250 mph)

Cost

3,600

$3,980

10,400

80,000

Cost

1,400

65,000
70,000

2 (200 mph)

$13,600

-

-

Example: Player A decides she wants her light bomber to have a speed of 2. She checks her 30,000 pound
weight class and sees that it will absorb 5,700 pounds against her new bomber’s weight and $4,200. She subtracts
that from her total of 30,000 and now has 24,300 pounds remaining and the bomber’s price has grown to $10,200.
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CHOOSE MAXIMUM G RATING

Light and heavy bombers and cargo planes are not very maneuverable. Light bombers and
cargo planes may only be allocated a maximum G rating of 2. Heavy bombers and cargo planes may
only have a maximum G rating of 1. Refer to the Structural Reinforcements Table below for the
weight/cost requirements of each G rating per weight class.
Weight Class

Light Bomber/Cargo

Weight

25,000

3,250

20,000
30,000
35,000
40,000
45,000
50,000

1G

Cost

Weight

$1,770

6,250

2,400

$1,260

4,200

$2,280

5,250

$2,790

6,400
7,650

$2,520

7,800

$4,560

9,100

10,800

$4,320

14,000

12,150

$5,580

$6,600
$7,620
$8,640

10,450

60,000

12,000

$5,340

-

-

70,000

14,000

$6,360

-

-

65,000
75,000
80,000

13,000

$5,850

15,000

$6,870

16,000

$7,380

15,400

$3,540

55,000

Heavy Bomber/Cargo

$4,830

Cost

5,000

$3,300
$3,810

9,000

2G

-

$9,660

-

If the bomber or cargo plane being designed is 60,000 pounds or more, then a G rating of 1 must
be chosen. Because of the large size of heavy aircraft that exceed 60,000 pounds, if they tried to
reinforce the airframe enough to allow for more safe Gs, the aircraft would not be flyable.
Example: Player A wants to give her 30,000 light bomber a G rating of 2. This choice requires 7,800
pounds, leaving her with 16,500 lbs. The cost is $4,560, making her current total $14,750.

CHOOSE MAXIMUM ACCELERATION

Like fighter-sized aircraft, heavy aircraft must choose an acceleration rating. This rating cannot
exceed the aircraft's maximum speed. Acceleration is available in two options, Rating 1, which is 32.8
feet per second per second, and Rating 2, which is 65.6 feet per second per second. Light bombers and
cargo planes may choose either acceleration rating, but heavy bombers and cargo planes may only use
Rating 1, even if the aircraft's max speed is 2. Refer to the maximum acceleration table for the weight
requirements. Regardless of the acceleration chosen, the cost is $450.
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Maximum Acceleration Table
Weight Class

1

2

20,000

1,400

4,000

30,000

4,200

5,500

Light Bomber/Cargo
25,000

2,000

35,000

5,250

40,000

6,400

45,000

7,650

50,000

9,000

5,500
5,600
6,800
8,100
9,500

55,000

10,450

11,000

60,000

9,000

-

11,900

-

Heavy Bomber/Cargo
65,000

10,400

75,000

13,500

70,000
80,000

14,400

-

After deciding the acceleration rating of the heavy aircraft, subtract the weight from the table to
the remaining weight of the bomber or cargo plane.
Example: Player A wants an acceleration rating of 1, which is 4,200 lbs. for a 30,000 light bomber. This
leaves Player A with 12,300 pounds to allocate for armor, weapons, and payload. The price of the bomber is now
$15,200.

APPLY MAXIMUM DECELERATION

All light and heavy bombers and cargo planes have a uniform Maximum Deceleration Rating of
2. This rating is the same as it would be for fighters, and allows the heavy aircraft to slow down
without pushing the limits. Because of the drag of the large airframe, deceleration has no mass
requirement. A Maximum Deceleration Rating 2 is equal to 65.6 feet per second per second.
Deceleration also costs nothing.

CHOOSE AND ALLOCATE ARMOR

Refer to the "Bombers and Cargo Planes for Crimson Skies Play" section on Page 67 for the
armor configuration of light and heavy bombers and cargo planes. Each bomber and cargo plane has
ten facings- Nose, Port Bow, Starboard Bow, Port Wing Leading, Starboard Wing Leading, Port Wing
Trailing, Starboard Wing Trailing, Port Stern, Starboard Stern, and Tail. Each of these locations may
hold up to 10 rows of armor, regardless of the weight class of the aircraft.
Each box of armor for a bomber or cargo plane costs 10 pounds, and must be allocated in 10 box
rows. Thus a row of armor is 100 pounds. The cost of each box of armor is $5.
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It is possible to buy an odd number of armor rows, allocated in any configuration. To simplify
the process, however, buying the armor in 1,000 pound increments is recommended. A bomber with an
overall armor plating of 3 rows of armor per location would equal 3,000 pounds of armor, and an
armor factor of 300. Ten rows of armor would be 10,000 pounds and be an armor factor of 1,000.
Example: Player A wants to add four rows of armor to every location, but add two extra rows of armor to
the nose and tail. She would pay 4,000 pounds for the four rows to each location, and 200 pounds for the two
extra rows. Player A's bomber would have an armor rating of 420 and have an armor factor of 40 in every
location except the nose and tail, which would both have 50.This would reduce her available weight to 8,100. The
cost of the armor is $2,100. Her total so far is $17,300.

CHOOSE TURRETS AND WEAPONS

Light bombers may have a forward facing nose turret and an aft facing tail turret. Heavy
bombers may have, in addition to the nose and tail turrets, an "over/under" turret and two side turrets.
Cargo planes may not have turrets or other weapons. Bombers may not have any forward firing
weapons that are not in a turret, and may not have external hard points. (Note that each bomber has
one hardpoint on each wingtip, but these are strictly for aircraft maintenance equipment.)
To determine the weight cost of the weapons and turrets, use the following table. Remember
that each turret has a base weight. The weapons the turret holds are added as half to the structural
integrity of the turret, and the weight of the weapons is applied also the overall weight of the bomber.
Turret and Gun Mass Table
Turret Type
Forward Turret
Aft Turret
Over/Under Turret*
Side Turrets*
Weapon Type
30-Caliber Machine Gun
40-Caliber Machine Gun
50-Caliber Cannon
60-Caliber Cannon
70-Caliber Cannon

Mass
400+1/2 ea. weapon in turret
400+1/2 ea. weapon in turret
854+1/2 ea. weapon in turret
600+1/2 ea. weapon in turret
Mass
150 lbs.
250 lbs.
400 lbs.
600 lbs.
850 lbs.

Cost
$400**
$400**
$854**
$600**
Cost
$270
$390
$600
$885
$1,050

*These turrets must be bought as a pair, but only cost the weight above once. (One Side turret would be 300 lbs., but since they must be
bought as a pair, it costs 600 lbs.)
** Plus cost of weapons used in this turret.

Example: Player A wants to add both a forward and aft turret to her bomber. In the forward turret she
wants .30-caliber machine guns, and the aft turret she will have .40-caliber machine guns. The forward turret
weights 400 pounds, plus half the weight of both .30-caliber machine guns, which is 300/2=150. So the turret
weighs 550 pounds, which must be subtracted from the Player A's remaining weight allowance of 8,100 lbs. She
must also subtract the weight of the two .30-caluber machine guns, which equal 300 pounds. So the forward
turret, loaded with .30-caliber weapons, weights a total of 850 pounds. This leaves Player A with 7,250 lbs. The
cost is $400 for the turret plus $540 for the two .30 caliber weapons for a total cost of $940. This brings the
subtotal to $18,240.
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The aft turret also has a base weight of 400 pounds. The two .40-caliber machine guns add 250 pounds to the
weight of the turret, and 500 pounds to the weight of the aircraft. So the total weight of the turret is 1,150 lbs.
This leaves Player A with 6,100 lbs. The cost is $400 for the turret plus $780 for the two .40 caliber weapons for a
total cost of $1,180. This brings the subtotal to $19,420.

CHOOSE SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Special characteristics for bombers and cargo planes can be found in the next section, starting on
Page 103. If any of the special characteristics chosen cost weight, subtract it here from the remaining
weight allowance and add to the overall price of the aircraft if applicable.
Note that “total aircraft cost” found in the special characteristics describes the total cost of the
aircraft being built up to but not including special characteristics. So if you add two special
characteristics that both cost 10% of the total aircraft cost, they both use the same amount as a base. One
doesn’t affect the other.
Example: Player A wants to have the special characteristic "Reinforced Wings." This weighs 1,000
pounds, and brings her total down to 5,100. It also cost 5% of her total aircraft cost, which is $19,420 x .05 =
$971. So her final total price for the bomber is $20,391.

CHOOSE ENGINE TOTAL/RANGE

All light and heavy bombers and cargo planes must have at least two engines, but may have up
to four. (Six-engine bombers are extremely rare, and do not affect the range or damage control. It is left
out for these reasons.) Each engine supplies the bomber or cargo plane 400 miles of range.
Range
2 Engines = 800 miles

3 Engines = 1,200 miles
4 engines = 1,600 miles

DETERMINE BOMB BAY/CARGO CAPACITY

The remaining weight of the bomber or cargo plane being constructed becomes its bomb
carrying capacity. It can range from thousands of pounds to just a little more than what a heavy fighter
can carry. There are no hard points inside the bomb bay(s) so to speak. Instead the number of bombs
that may be carried is only limited by the weight requirements.
However, there are 16 total bomb racks inside the dual bomb bays of both light and heavy
bombers. Each bomb rack can hold 2 different types of bombs, if desired, for a total of 32 different
types/weights of bombs. Any additional bombs being carried over 32 must be the same type and
weight as one that is on a rack.
Example: The bomber Player A has created has the ability to carry a bomb load of 5,100 pounds. She has
decided for the next mission that her bomber will be carrying 100 pound bombs. Even though they would take up
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51 external hard points, in the bomb bay they do not require any hard points. Thus it is not a problem to carry 51
100 pound bombs for the mission.

Allotment of Special Characteristics

Each bomber and cargo plane receive one slot for a special characteristic based on the number
found in each aircraft's BTN+1. A 20,000 light bomber has a BTN of 1. Thus it would be allotted two
special characteristics. An 80,000 heavy cargo plane has a BTN of 1(-6.) Adding the two numbers
together, plus the one free slot = 8. So a heavy bomber with a weight of 80,000 pounds can have 8
special characteristics.

Special Characteristics
The following are all of the current special characteristics that light and heavy bombers and
cargo planes may utilize. Some of them cancel each other out, and for that reason may not be used
together. Also, certain characteristics may only be used on light or heavy bombers/cargo planes.

Inferior Range

Inferior range is less than what would normally be expected out of an airframe and engine
combination. For reasons such as small fuel tanks, poor engine manufacture, and high drag fuselages, a
bomber or cargo plane can suffer from inferior range. Each engine adds 400 miles to the overall range
of a heavy aircraft. A heavy aircraft that has the inferior range characteristic suffers either -400 miles
overall or -800 miles overall. Minus 400 miles overall decreases the cost of the aircraft by 10%. Minus
800 miles overall decreases the cost of the aircraft by 15%. Inferior range does not affect the number of
engines allowed for a design, and cannot be used with Superior Range.

Superior Range

Through efficient engine design, improved air/fuel mixture, or more economical fuel tanks,
some heavy aircraft can enjoy a greater operational range. This superior range can vary from +400 to
+800 miles, but can drive the cost of the aircraft through the roof. Superior Range can be given to any
heavy aircraft (light and heavy bombers, light and heavy cargo planes.) An additional 400 miles of
range adds 15% to the overall cost of the aircraft, and 800 additional miles adds 20% to the overall cost
of the aircraft.

Superior Engines

While bomber and cargo engines are much larger than fighter engines, the list of companies that
are famous for smaller engines are very similar to a list of large engine makers. Rolls Royce, Republic
Air, Alison, and Daimler Benz all build high quality engines for fighters, but they also build high
quality engines for bombers. Using the special characteristic Superior Engines for a heavy aircraft
allows the aircraft a -1 to redline the engines for higher top speed or acceleration. (Unlike fighter
aircraft, the special characteristic "Premium Aircraft" is unavailable for bombers and cargo planes.)
Superior Engines increases the cost of the speed rating by x2. This special characteristic cannot be used
with Inferior Engines.
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Inferior Engines

Inferior engines are not as well made as the industry standard. While cheaper, they are more
prone to smoking or stalling. When redlining the engines, a +1 penalty is added to the target roll. The
cost of the engines on a bomber using Inferior Engines is reduced by 25%. This special characteristic
cannot be used with Superior Engines.

Reinforced Wings

Stress is a major problem for aircraft as large as a bomber or cargo plane. If one wing spar is hit,
it can disable a wing to the point that it cannot pull any Gs at all. With Reinforced Wings, a bomber or
cargo plane only suffers the loss of one G to a wing if more than 2 wing spars of the same wing have
been hit. Reinforced Wings cost 5% of the total aircraft cost, and weight 1,000 pounds.

Escort Racks

Escort Racks allow a cargo plane or bomber to carry a number of fighters to and from a
destination. Escort Racks as a special characteristic need only be used once, regardless of the number of
racks or fighters placed on the heavy aircraft. See Page 58 for more information on Escort Racks. Escort
Racks cannot be used with Boarder Pods.

Inferior Weapons

Inferior weapons do not stand up to the stress of combat as ably as a standard weapon. They are
more likely to jam. Inferior Weapons when missing by a margin of 5 or more jam whether or not the
weapon was doubling down. A player may mix and match inferior, normal, and superior weapons to
their liking, as long as each turret has the same quality weapons. The price of each inferior weapon is
reduced by 20%, though it doesn't affect the weapon's weight in any way.

Superior Weapons

Superior weapons will not jam unless a player fails a roll by more than 2. Each Superior
Weapon costs twice their listed value but has the same weight. Players may mix and match inferior,
normal, and superior weapons to their liking, as long as each turret has the same quality weapons.

Self Sealing Fuel Tanks

Being 800 miles deep in enemy territory makes self sealing fuel tanks important. Self Sealing
Fuel Tanks do not empty unless they take 4 boxes of damage in a single hit. This special characteristic
increases a bomber or cargo plane's engine cost by 20%.

Boarder Pod

Boarder pods are mounted on top of the wings from special hooks. When used, they can ferry
troops, boarders, or cargo from one location to another. Boarder Pods cost 1% of the aircraft's total
weight and 10% of the aircraft's total price. No matter what the size of the aircraft, if boarder pods are
chosen, they always come in pairs, one on top of each wing. Boarder Pods cannot be used with Escort
Racks.
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Parachute Hook

A Parachute Hook allows a bomber or cargo plane to retrieve a downed pilot or other personnel
by flying through a parachute's cords. This device generally attaches to the nose of the aircraft, though
some have been seen as folding hooks on the underside. A Parachute hook adds 5% to the overall price
of the aircraft.

Seaplane

The ability to land on water is priceless for island-based nations and coastal nations alike. This
special characteristic gives the bomber or cargo plane a flying boat configuration. Aircraft using this
characteristic must land in a body of water. The cost of the Seaplane special characteristic is 25% of the
aircraft's price.

Para-drop Ability

This allows a cargo plane to unload its cargo via parachute from the air, saving it the need to
land. When dropping cargo in this manner, roll as if the cargo were a bomb of the applicable total
weight of the cargo. Para-drop Ability is only available for cargo planes, not bombers.

Confined Conditions

Like the cramped cockpit in a fighter, Confined Conditions in a bomber or cargo plane make
bailing out more difficult. When a crew needs to bail, +2 is added to the target number. Confined
Conditions decreases the cost of the aircraft by 10%. This special characteristic cannot be combined
with Efficient Design.

Efficient Design

Through the ergonomic placement of components and turrets in a bomber or cargo plane,
Efficient Design occurs. This special characteristic makes it easier to bail out, with a -1 to the target
number. Efficient Design increases the cost of the aircraft by 10% and cannot be used with Confined
Conditions.

FILL OUT RECORD SHEET

After completing the construction of the bomber or cargo plane, fill out the record sheet to
reflect the new aircraft's abilities, armor, weapons, etc. There are four different heavy aircraft record
sheets, one for a light bomber, one for a light cargo plane, one for a heavy bomber and one for a heavy
cargo plane. Using the correct one, fill out the sheet as per the instructions found in Aircraft of North
America Page 67.
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Bombs and other Weapons

Bombers can generally carry between 2,000 and 15,000 pounds. With that much capacity, the
differences in weapon type can vary more than for a heavy fighter. The following table covers the
different bombs and other air to ground ordinance carried by bombers, including BTN modifiers.
WEAPON TYPE
100 lb. Bomb (Flak)
250 lb. Bomb (Flak)
500 lb. Bomb (Flak)
1,000 lb. Bomb (Flak)
2,000 lb. Bomb (Flak)
100 lb. Bomb (AP)
250 lb. Bomb (AP)
500 lb. Bomb (AP)
1,000 lb. Bomb (AP)
Cluster Bomb
Propaganda Bomb
Seeker Bomb
Aerial Torpedo

TO-HIT MODIFIER*
DAMAGE
5
1 Flak hit
6
3 Flak hits
7
6 Flak hits
8
12 Flak hits
10
24 Flak hits
5
1 70 Cal AP + 1 Flak hit
6
2 70 Cal AP + 3 Flak hits
8
3 70 Cal AP + 6 Flak hits
10
6 70 Cal AP + 12 Flak hits
7
See Cluster Bomb section below
5
See Propaganda Bomb section below
5
1 Flak hit
(Variable - See Page 45 in the
(Variable - See Page 45 in the Rules of
Rules of Air Combat)
Air Combat)
* This doesn't account for the bomber's halving of the to-hit modifier.

WEIGHT
100
250
500
1000
2000
100
250
500
1000
500
100
100
500

Standard Ordinance

The universal weapon used by bombers is the air to ground bomb. It can range in size from 100
pounds to 2,000, but all are essentially identical. Bombs consist of four parts, a bomb casing, a warhead,
a fuse (or fuses), and a fin assembly. The bomb casing is also known as the shell, and contains the parts
of the weapon. It is always made of metal that can fragment upon detonation, allowing the shell to
become thousands of projectiles.
The warhead is the heart of the bomb, and can be made of many different ingredients. The
standard high explosive bomb generally contains a warhead that is 60% of the total bomb weight. To
ignite the warhead, a fuse system is usually placed on the nose of the bomb. This fuse can be as simple
as a plunger, which acts as a firing pin to trigger the blast, or as complex as a propeller-timed dual fuse
system that dictates when the bomb explodes. This makes it more versatile, since it can be set to
explode before it hits (for overpressure/armor piercing effects) or after it hits (for internal damage.)
The final component is a fin assembly. This helps to point the bomb where it needs to go, and
retards the flight path, slowing the bomb's decent. This last attribute gives the bomber a chance to leave
the blast area if it is performing low level drops. The fin assembly is usually a simple configuration of
four fins sticking out of the aft end of the bomb, though several designs have seen production.
The bomb is the oldest of the air to ground munitions, and is still the most destructive weapon
an aircraft can employ against a ground target. Every major nation has a healthy supply of bombs
hidden in ammunition dumps across their territories. Bringing these to bear against an undefended
enemy can bring even the most resilient military to its knees.
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The most important military value of a bomb is debatable. On one hand, its destructive power is
enviable. A bomber force can paralyze an entire nation's industrial capability, and stop the inflow of
fuel and supplies as well. On the other hand, the demoralizing effect bombs have on the target
populace is also important. A soldier who knows his family might not be alive tomorrow is going to
have a lot on his mind when he should be concentrating on fighting. Because of the nature of bomb
warfare, collateral (civilian) damage is inevitable. Thus bombs are effective on both counts.

Standard Bomb
The standard bomb in all nations is the high explosive bomb. This bomb creates flak template
damage in relation to its weight. (Refer to the table above.) This is the cheapest bomb to make, and the
most numerous in the world. Both bombers and fighters can carry most of the bomb classes, though the
heaviest are only for bombers. This makes its use more widespread, and its marketplace secure.
The largest high explosive bomb is the 2,000-pound bomb. It has different names in different
countries, but the most common name is "daisy cutter." Its large size and bulk make loading it a chore,
but its ability to destroy even the most heavily defended buildings makes it invaluable. There are a
growing number of nations who would like to see this particular bomb outlawed by a rules of war
convention. Nations like Arixo and Utah, who would suffer the most at the hands of their enemies
because of their centralized power base, are the loudest supporters of the proposition. Other countries
are quietly against the idea, or even aggressive. "Let's see them try to take our daisy cutters from us!"
proclaimed Dixie's Chief of Staff when asked about the idea of outlawing them.

Armor Piercing Bomb
The armor-piercing bomb is identical to the standard bomb except for its warhead
configuration. The warhead is more conical, and the fuse system detonates the bomb just before impact,
using the shell and overpressure to preempt the warhead's penetration of the target. AP bombs cost
twice as much as a standard bomb, but are available in all weight classes except 2,000 pounds. Refer to
the table above for damage.

Cluster Bomb
A cluster bomb is a hollow bomb shell with a high number of small "bomblets" in the place of a
large warhead. The cluster bomb opens up during its decent to release the bomblets. The bomblets are
essentially grenades, and are each roughly the size of a baseball. While not very effective against
hardened targets, cluster bombs excel at destroying non-hardened buildings over a large area and are
especially deadly to soldiers and personnel on the ground.
A cluster bomb has an unmodified Base Target Number modifier of 7 and weighs 500 pounds.
When dropped into a hex, it does 1D10 hits of damage (using the .50-cal DD template) to everything on
the ground in that hex. Every object on the ground in each adjoining hex takes 1D10 hits of damage
(using the .40-cal DD template,) to be rolled for each object.
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Propaganda Bomb
A propaganda bomb is a hollow 100 lb. bombshell that is filled with propaganda. This can be in
the form of leaflets, pictures, small objects, and even newsreels. The Republic of Texas goes a step
further, filling their propaganda bombs with unopened alcohol bottles that have been smuggled in
from another nation. Texas then drops the hooch on that nation's cities.
If leaflets are used, they will say disparaging remarks, aimed at demoralizing the enemy. "Your
nation's capitol has just been captured" is a common one, and while misleading, can break down the
flow of information in a nation's populace. Another common tactic is to fill the bombs with foreign
newspapers or newsreels that contain imagery and information contrary to what the native media
sources report. (A different angle of a story run by a native newspaper, being covered by a foreign one,
for example.) "Leave now, this location is about to be destroyed" is also a popular leaflet for
propaganda bombs.
The game effects of propaganda bombs are negligible for single mission play, but in a campaign
setting, for every propaganda bomb dropped on a location, the bombing player rolls 1D10. On a roll of
9 or more on each die, the target's citizens go on strike for a turn per successful die roll, refusing to
cooperate with its player's unit.
Example: Player A drops three propaganda bombs on Player B's Fuel Depot. She rolls 1D10 three times,
rolling a 5, a 9, and a 10. Because Player A rolled two successes, the Fuel Depot is unavailable to Player B for the
next two turns, starting at the beginning of the next turn.

Seeker Bomb
This is a new idea that a handful of nations have begun developing. The premise is an air to
ground version of the ultra-sonic beeper/seeker combination used by fighters. The difference is that
because the beeper must be dropped first, it is still in the form of a rocket, and is carried by a fighter
escort. After the fighter escort fires the rocket at the ground target, the bomber then has four turns to
drop the seeker bombs.
The seeker bombs can hit any target within two hexes of the bomber, regardless of the firing arc.
Upon impact, seeker bombs act as 100 lb. Flak bombs, with no scatter roll needed. Seeker bombs may
dropped as normal free-fall 100 lb. Flak bombs if the player desires.

Aerial Torpedo
The Aerial Torpedo is another option for a bomber, though the host bomber must be slightly
modified to carry them. Aerial Torpedoes weigh 250 pounds, but the conversion equipment a bomber
must carry to properly hold and released one weighs another 250 pounds. Thus each Aerial Torpedo
carried by a bomber weighs 500 pounds. All of the rules for Aerial Torpedoes are found on Page 45 of
The Rules of Air Combat, and are applicable to heavy bombers as well as fighters.
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Zeppelin Introduction

"They have been called the 'queens of the air.' They are the largest moving objects man has ever created,
twice as long as the famed Titanic. They are airships - huge in size and purpose, delivering their goods on time
and their passengers in safety and comfort. It is impossible to imagine what the world would be like without our
beloved zeppelins. From a brilliant past to a glorious future, may the airships always grace our heavens!" President La Guardia, Empire State, at the christening of the ESZ-64 Brooklyn.

Zeppelin Dreams and Reality

T

he zeppelin has been around for nearly forty years, but has really come into its own in the

last ten. Their legendary range and lift capacity has made them the mainstay of every major nation in
the world. It is not uncommon to see four or five of these huge airships sitting motionless over the
skyline of any major city. While the zeppelin has certainly proven its worth hopping the checkpoints
set up during the fall of the United States, its large size and slow cruising speed has made it a major
target for pirates and brigands.
The idea of 400,000 pounds of cargo falling into the wrong hands is superseded by the pressing
need for these graceful vessels in North America. Security guards on board were soon joined by air
security escort craft and even combat zeppelins. The pirates have a difficult time attacking a modern
day airship, though even the best defense cannot stop all intruders. Thus the game continues; zeppelins
versus pirates, as both become more advanced and capable of performing their duties.
Though they are used the world over, North America remains the leader in both per capita
zeppelin production and overall zeppelin use. The continent has roughly one zeppelin per 100,000
people. This is much higher than anywhere else, with the next most populous zeppelin ratio being in
Europe, which is about one zeppelin per 400,000 people. This high number suits North America well,
and the trend towards even more airship production seems definite.

Competition

The carrying ability of fixed wing aircraft has grown exponentially since the early days of
aviation. In this modern world, cargo planes can actually compete with smaller zeppelins for short
distance runs inside of a nation. They are faster, cheaper to operate, and require less manpower.
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However, even the largest aircraft in the world cannot lift what even a medium zeppelin can,
and the airship's range can allow it to take its cargo to almost any destination, even across the oceans.
Zeppelins can carry escorts, numerous turrets, and an onboard security force if need be. It is rare that a
cargo zeppelin is so heavily defended, but not impossible.
Many competitive cargo companies operate both cargo zeppelins and cargo planes, though it is
the former that receives all of the glory. A cargo plane is simply an aircraft, but a zeppelin is like an
ocean-going vessel. Every airship that gets completed is christened and named, and carry over the
legend and lore of maritime sailing. Following the style of ocean-going vessels, most zeppelins are
classified generally as galleons, sloops, and even dreadnoughts, though they are much larger than their
ancestors.

What to Expect

This section covers the rich history of the airship, its role in modern day shipping and combat,
and the many different classes flown by the nations of the world. From the simple gondola to the "dual
catch and launch" system, every component will be covered, along with what to expect in tomorrow's
zeppelins. Finally, the details of construction and the cold hard specifications are revealed for aspiring
designers.

The Past and Present Role of Zeppelins
The Past
The first true airship was Graf Ferdinand von Zeppelin's LZ-1, which was completed in 1900.
The maiden flight took place on July 2, 1900, and while the four-mile flight showed that the LZ-1
handled poorly at best, it also proved that the idea was valid. Following several revisions to the design,
which were numbers LZ-2, LZ-3, etc, the Great War began and changed the way zeppelins would be
looked at forever.

London Raids

In early 1915, Germany attempted to bomb London, and then later Paris. While the combined
results of these attacks did little to hurt the industrial capacity of the Allies, it greatly affected the
morale of Western troops. By the end of the Great War, however, pursuit fighters had become powerful
enough to reach the altitude that zeppelins regularly traveled. This combined with the invention of
flammable ammunition, which the British used to great effect against the hydrogen-filled German
airships. Germany began attacking at night, even painting the bellies of the zeppelins black to no avail.
The moment people on the ground heard the drone of the engines, searchlights would go on and
pursuit craft would move into action.

After the War

For many this proved that the airship concept was a failure. The critics argued that the size and
ability of the zeppelin had reached its zenith, and would be forever surpassed by the fixed wing
aircraft. But Germany pressed on, as did Britain and the United States of America. The post war
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airships were even larger, and the variety seen through the world added new ideas to the airship’s
design philosophy. Germany was allowed to keep its precious airship, transferring all surviving
zeppelins to civilian duties. As the interest in the commercial viability of the airship grew, Germany
canceled Zeppelin's plans to send an airship across the Atlantic. Britain stepped in and arrived in New
York City in 1919 with their dirigible.
The race was on, and the next generation of airships (now collectively called "zeppelins" in the
minds of most people) became the precursors to the present behemoths that rule the skies. The most
important North American airship of the twenties was the USS Shenandoah, which was originally built
from a German model in 1923. The Shenandoah was important because it was seen as too small for Navy
use, prompting the search for larger designs. It was also the first airship to use helium instead of the
dangerous hydrogen. (A fact that would later help make the Republic of Texas a premiere nation in
North America, due to their monopoly on helium.)

The Present
It is impossible to add up the number of zeppelins in the world at this moment, but that number
is increasing every year. In North America alone at least six nations actively design and build airships,
and the business of airship restoration is a big one in the smaller countries. The Empire State arguably
holds the top spot in the zeppelin category, having three hundred registered government airships.
(This number excludes privately owned and operated airships.) The Industrial States of America is
close behind, with over 200 airships. Although in the world race, Germany is second, ahead of the ISA
with 276 official zeppelins.

Bigger and Better

The realization that zeppelins needed to be larger was born with the Shenandoah, but practiced
with the 1929 USS Akron and USS Macon, both large enough to carry aircraft on board. When the US
splintered in 1930, the competition of surviving governments and advances made in Europe allowed
companies to create even larger airships. In 1929, the average airship was 750 feet long, but by 1933, the
year most of North America had been reestablished under new national borders, the length had grown
to more than 1,300 feet!
The zeppelin is getting even bigger, however, with the very ends of science and engineering
being reached to produce aerial vessels that almost a half-mile long! The Republic of Texas, for
example, recently unveiled its Legacy Class airship made by Austin Airship Company. At 2,000 feet
long, it is the largest zeppelin in the world. This only represents the extreme of zeppelin design.
Germany, for example, has settled on a design that is 1,520 feet long with a useful lift of 293 tons.
Named the Kyritz Class, the sixteen sister ships are the pride of Germany and the envy of Europe. It has
been said that Germany is the world leader in efficient (if not conservative) design, while everyone else
is at Germany's coattails trying to keep up. While this is not as true as it used to be, the nation that
created the rigid airship is still at its developmental focal point.
The typical cargo zeppelin can carry more than 300 tons and uses a dozen engines and almost
24 million cubic feet of helium to do it. The stereotypical combat zeppelin is 1,600 feet, with at least
eight engines and bristling with both turret mounted weapons and "siege guns" - huge cannons
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designed for capital ship action. It can typically house 36 fighter aircraft and the supplies to maintain
them for more than two months. Where a battleship is the "battle wagon" of the seas, the assault
zeppelin is the battleship/aircraft carrier of the skies.

Variations of a Theme

All zeppelins are very similar in appearance and design. They are cylindrical with conical nose
and tail sections, though newer airships are more rounded in the middle. Gondolas are almost always
slung to the underside of the fuselage, with one or more dotting the massive underbelly. The engines
are externally mounted on pods, and the tail assemblies have anywhere from three to five steering
vanes.
It is these tail assemblies that often give away the group behind a zeppelin, as they are usually
very individual per company. Austin Airship, for example, always blends the steering vane ribs
smoothly into the body. This technique is a clear indication of the company's technological skill in
zeppelin assembly, but besides a slight reduction in drag, does little else for the airship.

Aircraft Control System

The most important development for the zeppelin was the aircraft control system. This was first
developed fully by the ISA military in the Akron and Macon, both of which could carry, launch, and
recover aircraft via a hook system. This was further developed and has now matured. When arriving at
the underside of the zeppelin, an aircraft extends its zeppelin hook. This is usually a pneumatic or
hydraulic set of arms, like landing gear without the wheels that can fold away when not in use. The
zeppelin hook is then aligned with a crane device on the airship. The hook catches a slot and one or
two cranes lift the fighter into the hanger bay and deposits it onto a chain system.
The chain system is exactly what it sounds like, a large chain in a circuitous route around the
top of the hanger. The aircraft, when released from the cranes, is deposited onto a "chain dog." The
chain dog is a variation of the slot retrieval unit and is permanently attached to the chain. The chain
dog then secures the aircraft and the entire system can be moved, pulling the fighter forward towards
the opening in the front of the hanger, which is near the launch door.
The standard design doesn't allow for fighters to trade places. "First in, first out," as the hanger
master would say. Thus if a badly damaged fighter is retrieved, it must be lowered onto an aircraft
dolly, which is basically a set of adjustable jacks with wheels that allow a fighter to be moved around
on the floor of the hanger instead of suspended. This is time consuming, but a necessary part of life in
the hanger of a zeppelin.
Newer aircraft control systems make use of a sidetrack for the chain dogs. Like a switch track
for a railroad, the sidetrack allows the maintenance personnel to move a fighter off of the main track
onto a short sidetrack for maintenance, repair, or resequencing. This requires a wider hanger, but with
ever expanding airship dimensions, this is hardly a problem.
Some of the largest zeppelins even have two hangers side by side. This allows for launching and
recovering twice as fast, and zeppelins that utilize this design perk generally have a much more
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efficient escort force. From underneath it would appear that the zeppelin has four large hangers, two in
the front, side by side, and two in the back, side by side. In reality this is merely the recovery doors and
the launch doors.

Conclusion

Airships have come a long way since the days of 1900, when Zeppelin's LZ-1 could barely
navigate its way to safety. The zeppelin is now the flying fortress of every major air power, and the
workhorse of every nation. While aircraft continue to advance in ability and power, they are still in the
huge shadow of the largest moving objects man has ever created.

Zeppelins for Crimson Skies Play

Until now, zeppelins have been stationary targets at the mercy of the fixed wing aircraft sent to
destroy them. In this section the speed, maneuverability, firepower, and capacity of zeppelins are
covered, including how they do battle against both fixed wing threats and other zeppelins.
There are four different sizes of zeppelin and one size for blimps. The zeppelin seen on the map
in the boxed set is a large zeppelin, however, in the Zeppelins & Bombers version, modifications
including two additional hexes, one for the bow and one for the stern are added to the layout. Medium
zeppelins are also available, as well as small zeppelins. There are also playable extra-large zeppelins,
but they are so expensive as to rarely be seen in combat.
The difference in appearance between a zeppelin and a blimp is difficult to spot other than size,
but the true factor that differentiates the two is their skeletal structure. A blimp is simply a large
balloon with a gondola attached. The tail assembly is sturdy as well, but the rest of the blimp is "soft."
A zeppelin has a rigid structure, which is almost always made of duralumin. This skeleton can be in
several configurations, though the most common is still the original German design of rings connected
by a large spine and reinforced keel beams.
A note about the icons found on the counters. If the icon is in the center of a hex, that means it
can be hit from either side of the zeppelin. If the icon is near side of the hex, it can only be hit from the
side that is closest to it. For the blimp counter below, the gas cell – displayed as a green dot intersecting
the three aft hexes – can be damaged from any side of any of those three hexes being hit. The purple
square is the gondola, and also the bridge. It can also be hit from either side (port or starboard), as well
as from the front for the blimp and small zeppelin. Other zeppelins the gondolas cannot be hit from the
front, since there are more hexes of the counter in the way. The engines however, can only be targeted
on the side where they are mounted.

Record Sheets

Every zeppelin/blimp using the rules found in this book will utilize at least two record sheets,
sometimes more depending on the size of the zeppelin. The first page of the record sheet specifies the
zeppelin’s size, statistics, crew information, and more. The second page contains the damage profile
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boxes for six engine/gun pods, the bridge, two additional gondolas, two siege guns, and three gas cells.
There is also a mission experience box.
If you are using a zeppelin with more than 6 engine pods, more than two siege guns, etc, use
another “Damage Page” as needed. Extra Large military zeppelins, for example, have 8 siege guns, so
would need four Damage Pages to accompany the main record sheet. Simply fill out which damage
profile boxes belong to which components. The unused damage boxes cannot be targeted in play since
they are not assigned to a specific zeppelin component, so the third gas cell damage profile box would
be unused when representing a small zeppelin.
Note that all numbered components are counted from the nose of the zeppelin to the tail. So
Engine 1L is the forward most port engine, and 2L is the port engine directly behind the first one. Gas
Cell 1 is the forward most gas cell in the nose of the airship.

Blimps

Blimps are the humble workers of the sky, overshadowed by both
aircraft and zeppelins. Their capacity to perform missions that would be
too expensive for those same aircraft and zeppelins is what endears the
crewmembers of a blimp to them. In 1923, Goodyear and Zeppelin of
Germany joined forces, which was America's way of getting the designs
for airships. Goodyear continued its relationship with Zeppelin, and
with the breakup of the United States, forged the working relationship
with Germany that the ISA enjoys today. While Goodyear's rigid cargo zeppelins are as sturdy as they
come, it is really Goodyear's blimp sales that have put them on the map in the aeronautical world.
When the first Goodyear blimp was available for public consumption, the unveiling at Akron,
Ohio, ISA caused a stir of movement from the crowds. Police officers hired as security during the event
ended up being part the mob pushing their way towards the new blimp. Soon after, police precincts
around the ISA and then around the continent began purchasing the Goodyear-built blimps as soon as
they were completed. Now more than 700 of the small but amicable blimps are crossing over North
American towns, serving as everything from police blimps to large scale shuttles to flying billboards
suitable for advertisements. The Goodyear blimp is 192 feet long and 60 feet in diameter, and while
many companies have copied it, Goodyear remains the master of the blimp.
The blimp for Crimson Skies play covers four hexes. It has two engines (connected to the back
of the gondola) and two gas cells. It cannot carry any siege guns, and rarely carries any fixed machine
guns or cannons. The police version of the blimp known as the "P" model has an array of huge
spotlights that can be used to track suspects on the ground and in the air. The shuttle version has a
modified gondola for carrying more people, but its lift capacity is relatively poor versus other larger
airships.
The next step in blimp use has come with the attack balloon. An Attack balloon is a small blimp
with a single engine (or two) that is armored and has a gun or rocket turret. They can be used for a
variety of strike missions, and have even carried ocean going patrol boats over land to their next
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location. Their ability to float quietly overhead is valuable for the element of surprise. Like the small
zeppelin, the blimp can travel one hex every two turns.

Small Zeppelins

Small zeppelins cover not only new airships being
made but older ones that are small as well. They range in size
from 700 to 1,000 feet in length, though the smallest zeppelins
are generally less efficient than similar blimps. The famous
Hindenburg, for example, is considered a small zeppelin, at 803
feet. Like the Hindenburg, small zeppelins only have six
engines. They have two gas cells, two siege guns, and a hanger
capable of carrying twelve aircraft, though it is a crowded hanger when that happens. Small zeppelins
during combat can launch one aircraft every three turns.
Small zeppelins perform scouting duties and high altitude reconnaissance. Their speed is
enviable, since their small size and low drag profile allows them to cut through the air. They can move
forward one hex every other turn.

Medium Zeppelins

From 1,000 - 1,500 feet, medium zeppelins
are the backbone of every nation's fleet. They can
hold 18 aircraft, have 12 engines, four siege guns,
and three gas cells. Medium zeppelins are the
perfect balance between small and ineffective
zeppelins and the impractical expense of
operating gigantic airships. Medium zeppelins can launch one aircraft every other turn, which is the
fastest launch rate of any size airship.
They can move at one hex for every two turns at maximum speed. The traditional ideals built
into zeppelins survive most completely in this size of zeppelin, though several nations also use
medium zeppelins as test beds for new inventions, weapons, or components.

Large Zeppelins

The large zeppelin is
roughly similar to the one found in
the Crimson Skies boxed set. It has
16 engines, four gas cells, six siege
guns, and covers 13 hexes. A typical
large zeppelin is 1500-1800 feet
long, with a lift capacity of approximately 300 tons. This varies with the different configurations of the
zeppelin in question, as a passenger zeppelin is almost always longer than its cargo and military sisters.
A cargo zeppelin rarely has any defenses, and often time foregoes the option of onboard security
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personnel. A passenger airship is also not armed, though a contingent of security personnel and even
escort craft are commonplace. Some passenger zeppelins even have a small hanger for escort craft,
which are usually supplied by air security companies like Sacred Trust or Blake Aviation Security.
Large zeppelins may move one hex every three turns.
The large zeppelin can house up to 48 fighters and heavy fighters of varying size. This allows
the large zeppelin to be extremely well defended. Most units not attached to national militias have
trouble fielding 48 fighters at one time, much less a single pirate gang. This assures escort air
superiority. They can launch those 48 fighters at the rate of one every three turns.

Extra Large Zeppelins

These are the
battleships of the air.
They are the grandest
of the grand. Their
price, their length and
their scope boggle the
mind. Almost a half
mile from nose to tail,
most of these airships
are the crème de la crème of passenger travel. Transatlantic crossing by boat is almost a thing of the
past, with zeppelins only being inferior in weight allowance. The extra large zeppelin is 1,800 long or
more and 24 hexes in size. It has 18 engines, eight siege guns, seven gas cells, and can be designed with
dual aircraft hangers. It is extremely slow, however, even with so many engines, and it can only move
forward one hex every four turns.
The damage diagram has multiple hexes of space, but any of the hexes may be targeted without
worrying about one hex blocking the line of sight to another, as long as the attacker is firing from the
correct side. Thus an attack from an aircraft on the port side could not aim for a starboard engine.

Currently (and for the foreseeable future) there is only a single military extra large zeppelin
class. It is the Legacy class airship from Texas. There are two that are in the service of the Texas Air
Rangers, and two more being constructed. The Legacy class is 2,000 feet long and bristling with
firepower and aircraft. It can carry 72 fighters, with supplies and personnel for more than a month. If
the extra large zeppelin only has a single hanger, it can launch one aircraft every three turns. If it has a
dual hanger system (like the Legacy class), then it may launch two every three turns.
The largest civilian extra large zeppelin is the Imperial class zeppelin made by the Empire State.
At 1,840 feet, it dwarfs every other nation's dirigibles except Texas. The Imperial class is the standard by
which all luxury airships are measured, and the Empire State will not let anyone forget it. They are
always making strides to improve their accommodations, and all of the New England social elite have
traveled in the first class gondola of one Imperial class zeppelin or another.
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Balloons

The next step down from a blimp is a balloon. This is the most basic of lighter-than-air craft,
being simply an inflated bag over a semi-rigid frame that is tethered to the ground. This can be used as
a "point-defense balloon," and placed at strategic locations around a base or other would be target.
Point-defense balloons are not just barrage balloons, which only provide cover and fodder for overhead
enemies. They are manned by a crew that has a turreted pair of .30-caliber machine guns. While this
would not be devastating to an attacker, a large number of these balloons surrounding a target can be a
deterrent.
Point-defense balloons are stationary and cannot be moved during the course of a scenario. The
crew of a point-defense balloon may bail out at any time, and each wears a parachute for such an
occasion. They contain a single gas cell (which is often filled with hydrogen to save the helium for more
important airships.) The gas cell has a lift factor of 30, and the balloon will fall to the ground if reduced
to 19.

Gameplay Components

There are several components of a zeppelin that are translated for game play. These include the
engine/gun pods, gondolas, siege guns, hanger, gas cells, and interior compartments. Some of these are
described briefly in the Crimson Skies boxed set, but are explained in more detail here.

Engines/Gun Pods
Every zeppelin has a number of engines that propel it forward. The size of the zeppelin
determines the number of engines, which can range from six to 18 depending on the size of the
zeppelin. (The largest zeppelins have up to two dozen engines, but for game play purposes this
number has been simplified.) The engine pod is a structure that is connected to the inner workings of
the zeppelin but is housed outside of the fuselage. They may be in either pusher or tractor
configurations, neither of which affects game play. Each engine works in concert with the others to
move the large airship along its course.
There are usually maintenance workers who each monitor the engines they are assigned to. The
largest zeppelins might only have one maintenance worker per engine. If an engine is disabled or
destroyed it must be repaired on the ground, and cannot be fixed in flight. If all of the engines on a
zeppelin are destroyed, it can no longer move forward, and is a slave to the wind. A zeppelin losing all
its engines can decide to stay adrift or either vent helium (to attempt a landing) or drop ballast (to
climb and evade.) It is a risky venture in either case, though zeppelins are still completely salvageable
with no engines unless they crash.
Gun pods are attached to the external engine housings on nearly every military zeppelin. These
gun stations are turreted and operated by a gunner, one per pod. The turrets can house one or two
weapons of any caliber, and can also use flak cannons. The most common gun pod weapon is the .40caliber machine gun, though everything has been seen. If the gun pod mounts two weapons, they must
be the same type and caliber. Because flak cannons are so large, only single flak cannon per gun pod is
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allowed, with no other weapons mounted. Gun pods fire down the three open hex rows, and the range
of its weapons are increased by 2 hexes. (See the second on firing lanes with movement below.)

Blimp Gun Pod Firing Lanes

For the blimp in the diagram, the port engine which is mounted opposite the starboard engine
near the steering vanes (and attached to the back of the gondola) can fire along the three hex rows
shown. (The starboard firing lanes are not shown.)

Small Zeppelin Gun Pod Firing Lanes

The small zeppelin’s firing lanes overlap for the three engines on each side. Thus in the image
below if a target is in the hex two hexes north of the hanger it can be targeted by all three port turrets.
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Medium Zeppelin Gun Pod Firing Lanes

Like the small zeppelin, the medium zeppelin features overlapping firing lanes.

Large Zeppelin Gun Pod Firing Lanes

The large zeppelin’s firing lanes feature several hexes with double and triple coverage, and
even a hex where four pods can simultaneously attack an enemy. The hex in question is two hexes
north of the gondola/bridge hex. (And two hexes south of it for the starboard guns.) This means that
hex can have 8 guns (two possible per turret) firing on an incoming aircraft.
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Extra Large Zeppelin Gun Pod Firing Lanes

The extra large zeppelin’s firing lanes have some hexes where 5 turrets can target enemies. This
type of destruction makes it risky for even the most armored heavy fighters to stray too close.

Rocket Pods
One of the newest weapons systems to be introduced for the airship is the rocket pod. A rocket
pod consists of two hardpoints available for rockets, lethal or non-lethal. Each rocket pod is then
strategically located around the airship, usually on the nose and tail. Most rocket pods resemble large
bore siege guns, having two or four large barrels extending out of a turret. The range of rockets fired
out of a rocket pod is the same as the range of a rocket fired by an aircraft.
The largest drawback for a rocket pod is the inability to be reloaded in flight, and so a zeppelin
with two rocket pods can only fire four lethal rockets, or eight Flak or non-lethal rockets. The most
famous rocket pod combinations, however, make up for this by combining beeper and seeker rockets,
or using all sonic or flare rockets. This shocks the pilot into flying straight into the withering gunfire
from the turrets.
To date only two nations have zeppelins that carry rocket pods, Dixie and Pacifica. Rumors
abound in the Empire State, the ISA, and Hollywood that these nations are gearing up for conversion of
their own zeppelins. Hollywood in particular is planning to build rocket pods into the next medium
sized zeppelin it creates.

Heavy Turrets
Heavy turrets are usually mounted when rocket pods are not. They consist of a flak cannon
capable of firing down four hex rows. They are usually built to resemble large bore 4" or 6" main guns,
but they are only flak cannons. Heavy turrets cost the same amount as rocket pods for zeppelin
construction.
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Siege Guns
Also referred to as the "main guns," siege
Siege Gun Size
Range Damage
guns are large bore cannons for capitol ship action.
6 inch – Long Range
24
36/18
These guns vary in size up to 6", though the 6" guns
6 inch - Punch
18
48/24
can only be used on extra large zeppelins. Siege guns
4 inch - Long Range
20
28/14
are only used against other zeppelins, and cannot be
4 inch - Punch
15
38/19
used against ground targets, ocean vessels, or fixed
2 inch - Long Range
14
21/10
wing aircraft. The damage profile for the siege guns
2 inch - Punch
10
28/14
is found in the table below. There is no doubling
down with siege guns. Note that the first number of damage represents unarmored civilian zeppelins,
where the second number represents the damage done to military zeppelins.
Siege guns are not capable of firing at targets that are not directly along their hex row (see firing
lane diagrams below.) They can only aim at an enemy zeppelin's overall fuselage, and not at specific
targets. The Base Target Number for a Siege Gun is 1 (for the target zeppelin) plus the range in hexes
halved (round down,) minus 2, minus the Gunner's Dead Eye. As with all combat, a roll of 1 is always a
failure, and a roll of 10 is always a success. However, on a roll of 10, a specific component has been hit,
which will be determined by rolling from the following table.
Critical Hit Zeppelin Table
Roll
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Location
Engine/Gun Pod
Siege Gun
Control Surface
Interior Compartments
Aircraft Control Sys.
Hanger
Gondola
Support beam
Shot Locker
Bridge

* Specific one chosen by firing player, as long as it is on the side facing the firing zep.
** Zeppelin cannot turn for the rest of the scenario.

Damage
Destroyed*
Destroyed*
Destroyed**
Destroyed
Destroyed
Destroyed
Gun's size damage
Destroyed
Destroyed+closest gas cell.
Gun's size damage

If the engine and gun pod is critically hit (a roll of one) then the attacking player decides which
engine/gun pod is destroyed. (The gun pod and engine must be in the same hex, and must be on the
side of the zeppelin facing the attacker. Example: Two airships are lined up, with the attacking zeppelin
firing its starboard siege guns at the defending zeppelin’s port side. Any gun pods/turrets or siege
guns that are destroyed must be located on the port side.) If a siege gun is destroyed it can no longer be
used for the duration of the scenario. A control surface hit destroys the steering vanes of a zeppelin,
and forces it to only move on a straight course for the rest of the scenario. Interior compartments, when
hit, do no real damage to the zeppelin, but destroy crew quarters and other non-combat areas, along
with killing 1D10/2 crewmembers. The aircraft control system and hanger critical hits both rob the
zeppelin of the ability to launch or recover planes. A hanger hit goes one step further, completely
destroying any aircraft that is in the hanger at the time.
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If a main support beam is destroyed, it will rob the zeppelin of the structural integrity it needs
for firing its siege guns. While not destroyed themselves, the siege guns can no longer fire for the
duration of the scenario. (They may not fire "one last time," as the force of the blast would allow the
muzzles of the guns to climb and would miss their targets.)
If the shot locker is hit, it not only destroys all of the zeppelin’s munitions stores, but also
completely destroys the next closest gas cell. In the event of the next closest gas cell already being
destroyed, then the gas cell beside that one is destroyed. In the event of a gondola hit, damage is
counted as normal per the siege gun's size and caliber. If the gondola is destroyed, (and is not the
bridge,) all of the zeppelin's cargo is lost. If it is the bridge, then the control of the zeppelin is lost and it
becomes dead in the water. This means it cannot fire its weapons, launch or recover aircraft, or any
other action. (Though if the radio is still intact, it can use that, as it is in the radio room and not the
bridge.)

Control Surface
If a control surface is destroyed, then one hex per turn movement is added to the performance
of the damaged zeppelin.

Hanger and Aircraft Control System
The hanger and aircraft control system are universal for all zeppelins, though the size of the
hanger and complexity of the system varies from zeppelin to zeppelin. Refer to the zeppelin sizes for
hanger space. Only large and extra large zeppelins may have dual hanger bays. The complexity of the
aircraft control system also differs between zeppelins, and is usually the decision of the designer. All
hanger bays have two openings. The aircraft enter through the aft doors and exit through the forward
doors. There is no damage profile for the aircraft control system, but the hanger is 10 x 8 boxes and has
a BTN of 7. The launch rate of the aircraft control system varies with each zeppelin size, though all
zeppelins retrieve aircraft at the rate of one every other turn.

Gas Cells
The interior of every zeppelin is divided
Zeppelin Size
Total Lift Rating Damage Needed
into different gas bags. This compartmentalized
Blimp
60
24
Small Zeppelin
120
48
design is to prevent the loss of all of an airship's
Medium Zeppelin
180
72
lift if a hole is punched in a single location. Blimps
Large Zeppelin
240
96
only have one gas bag, while small zeppelins have
Extra Large Zeppelin
420
168
two. Medium zeppelins have three gas cells, and
large zeppelins contain four. The extra large zeppelin has seven gas cells.
Each gas cell is rated at 60 points. Thus a large zeppelin has a Total Lift Rating of 240 (4 gas cells
x 60 points.) The table below shows the amount of total overall damage each zeppelin must receive
before plummeting from the sky. If a single gas cell is completely destroyed, the hex it occupies is
considered open, and can be flown through. It also no longer blocks line of sight to the other side.
Unlike the Rules of Air Combat, fighters can fly over and under zeppelins, however, they cannot end a
turn sharing the same hex with a zeppelin unless they are in an open hex with a destroyed gas cell.
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A Word about Hydrogen
Hydrogen was the primary source of lifting gas available to Germany in the formative years of
the airship. Now that the helium production in Texas is available to virtually every country, hydrogen
has been used less and less in the pirate filled skies over North America and the world. Due to the price
and demand for helium, hydrogen is still used by many organizations who must keep their airships
afloat without helium.
A hydrogen-filled airship is ultimately a recipe for disaster, though it is safe enough if measures
are taken to guard against an open flame of any kind. According to the rules found in The Rules of Air
Combat, MG rounds will cause a catastrophic explosion, completely destroying the zeppelin. High
Explosive (HE) Rockets are also capable of destroying a hydrogen-filled zeppelin in the same manner
as MG ammunition, though not listed in that rulebook. Despite these risks, there are still countless
zeppelins that have traveled safely for years using only hydrogen.

Control Cabin
Also known as the bridge, this is where all of the orders are given and carried out concerning
the airship. There are three crewmembers in the bridge at all times. The first is the zeppelin's captain,
who controls the entire operation. He may or may not have a navigator to help him with maps and
coordinates in the navigation room that is also inside the bridge. The second crewmember is the
Wheelman. The wheelman guides the ship by controlling the rudders and the zeppelin's airspeed. The
other member of the bridge crew is the Elevatorman. Altitude is the key here. He uses the zeppelin's
large elevators along with the ballast board and gas valves to control the airship’s height.
The bridge is almost always small and utilitarian, containing in addition to the previously
mentioned crew and articles a map collection for the navigation table, a telephone patch to the radio
room, and a small utility room for light meals.
For use in Crimson Skies, the bridge is the key to the zeppelin. If the bridge is destroyed, the
zeppelin becomes dead in the water for the rest of the scenario. The bridge has a damage profile of
10x10.

Bridge Crew Experience

None of the crew has individual statistics, but the bridge crew as a whole has one: Natural
Touch. This is a joined statistic that relates to how well (and for how long) the bridge crew has served
together. The average civilian bridge crew has a Natural Touch of 3 or 4, and the average military
bridge crew has a Natural Touch of 4 or 5. This number is increased by completing missions. For every
mission a zeppelin completes, the bridge crew receives 10 experience points. (A "completed" mission
can be interpreted loosely, and is meant to be that way. If a zeppelin and bridge crew is involved in a
battle and survives, then they receive 10 points. If the zeppelin is destroyed and the bridge crew
survives, they receive no experience points.) The bridge crew bails out by rolling 8-NT.
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Gondola
A gondola is essentially a compartment that is slung to the underside of the zeppelin. It can
vary in size and in number. (Large zeppelins might have one huge gondola running the length of the
airship or three or four smaller ones.) The purpose of the gondola also varies greatly, but it is almost
always the location of all of the exterior compartments. If it is a passenger zeppelin, the gondolas carry
the customers. If it is a cargo zeppelin, the gondolas hold the freight. A gondola takes damage like the
bridge, and has a damage profile of 10x10. The bridge is not necessarily in a gondola, but it can be. If it
is not, then the bridge is internal.

Interior Compartments
There are several interior compartments on a zeppelin. These include sleeping quarters for the
crew, water ballast bag compartments, ventilators, fuel storage tanks, observation platforms, the
spindle for the mooring mast hook up, and more. Besides the huge gas cells, zeppelins are fairly empty.
They are very compact, however, and every gangway, walkway, and inspection ladder is tiny and
difficult to traverse.
The length of some of the bigger airships has led to a simple but effective solution to the
problem of travel between fore and aft. Several zeppelins utilize small mining cars, which the
crewmembers ride from one end of the airship to the other. This gets them to their destination much
faster, as there is no other traffic along the corridor that the track is located in. Interior compartments
are ignored for Crimson Skies Play, except where noted in Behind the Crimson Veil.

Anchor Points and Movement

For a zeppelin to move on a Crimson Skies map, it requires two anchor points. The first point is
the leading point, or Forward Point. The forward point can adjust the direction of the zeppelin by being
moved into an adjacent hex, either to the anchor point’s immediate left or right position. The aft point
can then do one of two things. It can either move to the corresponding hex (which is a maneuver
known as “bulldogging”), or it can simply move forward into the next hex. The forward point’s hex
must always be in the center of the hex it is covering.
This means that the zeppelin does not obey the hex face rules that other aircraft need to. The
forward momentum of a zeppelin is dependent upon its engines, of which all must be destroyed to
stop the zeppelin's movement. Anchor points are not true components on the zeppelin, and only exist
to aid in game play, however, if a zeppelin has heavy turrets mounted on the nose and tail, the anchor
points can also be used to represent those turrets.
In the diagram below, the extra large zeppelin can move into one of the two hexes represented by the
arrows to the right of the airship’s forward anchor point.
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Below, the extra large zeppelin chose to move into the left hex, and chose for the aft anchor point to
move identically.

However, in the below example, the zeppelin’s aft anchor point stays moving forward while the
forward anchor point is moved into the left hex. This creates a partial turn for the huge airship. Note
that the firing diagram no longer lines up with the hexes. Any hex that is contacted by a straight line
from the center of the open hex where the firing lanes begin is able to be fired upon. (For clarity, only
the aft port gun pod’s firing lanes are illustrated in yellow below.)
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The Mooring Tower and Zeppelin Hanger

A zeppelin can land anywhere that is large enough (and flat enough) to contain it. A mooring
tower is always utilized to secure the zeppelin's nose. This allows the zeppelin to be moved (actually
swung) around as needed. A zeppelin that is out in the open like this is vulnerable to attack, and so
huge zeppelin hangers are often used. These protect the airship from the weather, from attack, and
allow maintenance to be done on all parts of the zeppelin more safely.
Several nations build zeppelin hangers into natural valleys to preserve materiel or build them
side by side. The largest zeppelin hangers are over a half-mile long and 500 feet high. The sight of
dozens of zeppelin hangers close together impresses even the most veteran of air travelers, and some
nations (like Empire State) have more than fifty in close quarters!
Another method to secure a zeppelin is to load them into a skydock, which is essentially a
lightweight enclosure that is suspended between skyscrapers in cities. New York City, Chicago,
Philadelphia, and London are well known for their skydocks.
The most well known mooring tower is on the top of the Empire State Building, which is used
to accept government zeppelins and dignitaries. Other buildings have been built in the same manner,
allowing airships to attach to their towers for business or provisions.

Boarders

Boarders are the personnel who infiltrate the bowels of a zeppelin to capture it, its passengers,
or its cargo. The rules for boarders are found in Behind the Crimson Veil starting on Page 68. However,
the zeppelin sizes in Behind the Crimson Veil located under the heading "ZEPPELIN CREW TABLE" are
incomplete. The extra-large zeppelin is not listed, which should be "6D10+8, plus Gunners" for the
number of security personnel on board. Attempting an internal takeover of such a large airship would
require a huge force, though it is possible.
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Blimps and other airships smaller than small size zeppelins (like point defense balloons) are not
included for boarder action in Behind the Crimson Veil, though they can be targets as well. On a blimp,
only the gondola can be used, and only the bridge crew plus two other security guards are involved.
The blimp bridge crew is considered a security force, however, and can fight as security personnel.
(Like Zeppelins, blimps have three crewmembers on the bridge.) If a bridge crew is fighting alongside
the security guards, then the blimp cannot make course changes or track targets with its huge search
lights.

Same Hex Rules

Aircraft flying around zeppelins cannot end a movement turn on the same hex as part the
zeppelin. They can however fly “over and under” the airship if they have the speed to end the turn on
the other side. If they fail to get free of a hex the zeppelin even partially covers, it is considered a
collision with a red dot hex. The only exception is if an airship's gas cell is destroyed, then those hexes
may be safely flown through even if it takes two turns and the cell no longer blocks line of sight.
When aircraft are attempting to land on the zeppelin, they must be traveling at speed 1 on the
turn they attempt to land. To do so, they need to fly into the hanger hex and roll to land, using the
landing table found in The Rules of Air Combat on Page 31. They must be facing the front of the zeppelin
to land, though they may be off by one hex side left or right. (The hex layout of a zeppelin doesn't allow
for a correct hex side facing for landing, thus either hex side that is facing forwards is acceptable for
facing when landing.

Performance and Maneuverability

Zeppelins are capable of 1 hex per 2, 3, or 4 turns of forward movement. The distance between
the two anchor points is what determines the craft's agility (and the distance required for a turn). The
speed can be increased or decreased through a variety of factors including special characteristics and
battle damage.
Pushing the performance of a zeppelin by one less turn per hex is possible, though a 1D10 roll is
needed. The Base Target Number of the push is 8, plus (or minus) special characteristic modifiers, plus
one for each engine destroyed, minus the bridge crew's Natural Touch. If the push is a failure, the
zeppelin cannot move forward for 3 additional turns after the turn where the failed push occurred.

Weather Problems

Bad weather has downed more zeppelins than any other factor except combat. While much
more suited to high winds and storms than its early days, the zeppelin is still a slave to the effects of
weather if severe enough. If during a scenario, the weather is either rated as a "Thunderstorm" or "High
Wind," the zeppelin or blimp must roll 1D10 every fifth turn. On a roll of 1, the airship is pushed by the
wind 1D10/2 hexes in any random direction (use the bomber scatter diagram.) The zeppelin also
receives 10 points of damage to a gas cell of the player's choice for every hex it is blown off course.
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Civilian Airships

Civilian airships perform all of the duties that zeppelins are made for. They ferry people across
the world, or haul a hundred tons of lumber to other nations as export. Civilian zeppelins cannot be
armored, or have any weapons. They may have an escort of another zeppelin or a group of fighters, but
cannot act as a carrier to those fighters. If the zeppelin is going to be carrying a valuable cargo load (like
gold bullion, for instance,) or if its passengers are themselves valuable, the airship can have security
personnel on board, but they are merely there to prevent a boarding action. An attack from the sky
without escort means the civilian zeppelin will almost always surrender on the spot.
There is no airship in North America or Europe that is registered to a single person. The
expense of operating one is beyond the means of almost everyone, wealthy or elite. Many companies
do have their own zeppelins, though few are for private use. A dirigible full of a company's top
executives in the pirate-infested airways is a way to invite disaster. They do have blimps though, and
many companies will rent out their blimps for the day to loyal employees.
Overall civilian airships are seen everywhere in every capacity. They outnumber their military
counterparts at least ten to one. Only the most rural of locations can hide people away from the sight of
a zeppelin passing over.

Military Airships

Military airships are just like civilian ones in some respects. They perform the same functions,
plus a few more, they contain the same components, plus armor and weapons, and they can ferry
people and aircraft. Military airships can be armored, and have any number of weapons. They can
carry aircraft, or act as reconnaissance craft. There is no limit to the size or load a military zeppelin may
have - though anything longer than 2,000 feet is stretching the limits of modern day materials and
alloys.

Parasitic Fighters

Since before the breakup of the United States, fighters were being tested and deployed in
airship hangers. These small fighters were colloquially referred to as parasite or parasitic fighters. As
zeppelin technology moved forward and zeppelin hulls became larger and longer, airship hangers
were designed to hold full size fighters. All of the aircraft quantities listed for zeppelins in this book is
for normal sized (BTN 1-10) fighters.
However, Zeppelins & Bombers introduces a new special characteristic, Parasite Fighter. This is
to illustrate the dedicated zeppelin fighters that are being designed specifically for that purpose. This
often includes design choices like folding wings, smaller guns, and no hardpoints. Choosing this
special characteristic comes with several conditions for the fighter in question.
First, you cannot choose No Zeppelin Hook as an accompanying special characteristic. The
aircraft with the special characteristic Parasite Fighter must be BTN 7-10, and cannot add any more
hard points than it naturally has.
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During campaign play, Aircraft with Parasite Fighter can be repaired twice as quickly on board
a zeppelin as a standard fighter can. Parasite fighters can also be recovered one scenario turn more
quickly than standard fighters. This means a parasite fighter can land every turn on a zeppelin with a
conventional hanger/aircraft control system, and two parasite fighters can land per turn on a zeppelin
with a dual hanger. Finally, if all of the aircraft on board the zeppelin have the special characteristic
Parasite Fighter and they are all the same type/model, then the number that can be carried by that
zeppelin is multiplied by 1.25 rounding down.
Example: Player B has a medium zeppelin which normally holds 18 aircraft, however, he has decided to
load it with all parasitic aircraft of the same type. Thus his medium zeppelin is able to carry 22 fighters.
Below are six examples of parasite fighters that are noteworthy in the world of Crimson Skies.
Their abbreviated stats precede their descriptions, and record sheets can be available through Aeronaut
(http://www.foxforcefive.de/cs/) or at the end of this book.

Parasite Fighter Stats
Aircraft
BTN
Max Speed
Max G's
Accel Rate
Armor Pts
Nose
P Wing L
P Wing T
S Wing L
S Wing T
Tail
Gun 1
Gun 2
Gun 3
Gun 4
Gun 5
Gun 6
Spec.
Characteristic 1
Spec.
Characteristic 2
Spec.
Characteristic 3
Spec.
Characteristic 4

Nightingale
8
3
1
2
230
30
40
40
40
40
40
30 cal
30 cal
30 cal
30 cal
N/A
N/A

Seraph
7
4
2
3
340
60
50
60
50
60
60
40 cal
40 cal
30 cal
30 cal
30 cal
30 cal

Parasite Fighter

Parasite Fighter

No Landing Gear
Self Sealing Fuel
Tanks

No Landing Gear
Light Stick

Badger
9
5
2
2
160
30
20
30
20
30
30
30 cal
30 cal
30 cal
30 cal
N/A
N/A
Parasite
Fighter
No Landing
Gear
Sup. Engine (1)

N/A

Sup. Engine (-1)

N/A
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Ocelot
10
3
3
2
170
20
30
30
30
30
30
30 cal
30 cal
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

F-37 Special
7
5
2
3
210
30
30
40
30
40
40
40 cal
40 cal
30 cal
30 cal
N/A
N/A
Parasite
Fighter
Wooden
Airframe
Inferior Range
(I)

N/A

N/A

Parasite Fighter
No Landing
Gear

Bloodhawk E
9
4
4
2
190
30
30
30
30
30
40
40 cal
40 cal
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Parasite Fighter
Light Stick
G-Efficient
Cockpit
Poor Stall Speed

Blackflag Nightingale

Riding the success of the venerable
Firestorm, Blackflag addressed a concern shared by
nearly every successful pirate organization in
North America: how to make the most out of a
limited zeppelin hanger. The Nightingale was born
as a dedicated parasite fighter and dogfighting
specialist. Its unique configuration and forgiving
controls make it a favorite of the pirate groups that
are lucky enough to own them.

Design History

Originally conceived in 1935, the Nightingale’s development was pushed back due to the
surprising financial success of the Firestorm. With money flowing into Blackflag’s coffers, the secretive
company decided to follow the large fighter’s debut with a zeppelin-only interceptor.
It did not take long for orders to roll in, and while the number of Nightingales in service
remains a mystery, they are rarer than the infamous Firestorm. Unlike the Firestorm, of which several
copies have made their way into official military/law enforcement hands, the Nightingale remains a
mystery to those who are not part of the Blackflag’s approved clientele, and the small fighter’s
capabilities have only been described by stunned civilians and law enforcement units who have had to
struggle against the enigmatic fighter.

Roll and Deployment

The first group outside of Blackflag to get their hands on the Nightingale was the Alaskan
pirate organization based somewhere around Susitna known as the Snowhawks. They placed their
order with Blackflag even before a design had been ironed out. The Snowhawks showed up at the
undisclosed delivery point in a large military zeppelin of Italian design ready to accept the cargo.
Within three months the Snowhawks had successfully hit targets from Juneau to Fairbanks, and
the light blue and white Nightingales became synonymous with Alaskan piracy. Despite the efforts of
many Alaskan militias and bush pilot avengers, the Snowhawks continue to prowl the cold clear skies
over the last frontier.
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DCE Seraph

Utah is unique in North America in terms of
its defensive posture. It has a huge amount of
territory that borders Free Colorado, which is a
territory that has no need to worry about how
constant attacks and intrusions affect their
diplomatic relationship with Utah, since there is
none. Because the need in Utah for airship-based
fighters is always high, the Seraph was the perfect
aircraft at the perfect time.

Design History

The Seraph is the newcomer to the Utah
skies, having only been in operation since early
1937. It was designed to excel at Utah’s most needed mission – interception. Seraph fighters, which are
based exclusively onboard zeppelins (they lack landing gear) to serve as quick response aircraft.
When Utah put out the call for a parasitic interceptor, the Deseret Cooperative Engineering firm
surprised Utah’s military leaders with an unconventional design. The Seraph prototype (designated S1) outperformed the competition to such a degree that the winning design was obvious even to the
rival companies. Construction began immediately.

Roll and Deployment

Seraph fighters are most frequently found onboard Echo Class zeppelins (purchased from
Texas) and Sealth Class zeppelins. Of these the most famous is the heavily modified Sealth class
zeppelin Seagull. The Seagull has been refitted as a true aircraft carrier, and combined with the small
parasite Seraph fighters, can carry and operate as many as 30 of the aircraft.
While on extended patrol over Vernal on the eastern border of Utah, the Seagull encountered a
pirate zeppelin on its way back to Colorado from a raid inside Utah space. The Seraph fighters
overwhelmed the pirate escorts and destroyed the zeppelin’s engines, forcing it down the deck. The
enemy pirates surrendered and their cargo and hostages were safely returned home.
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Brunswick Comet Co. Badger
The Badger is a favorite “loaned export” of
the Maritime Provinces. These aircraft, which are
owned by the Provincial Air Force, are billed as
“zeppelin-ready parasites” and rented out to any
nation or privateer group that can guarantee the
targets will be Atlantic Coalition shipping or
Quebec aircraft.

Enemies of the Maritime Provinces agree
with the description, calling the Badger “the
world’s most egregious parasite.”

Design History

When Brunswick, Maine native Fred Camsen started building championship winning racing
planes in his barn, the Provincial government took notice. With a donated factory built from the
ground up for his operation, Camsen dubbed his venture Brunswick Comet Co. as a nod to his air
racing heritage.
The Badger rolled off his new assembly line four months later in 1935. It was one of the fastest
aircraft ever, and a stripped down version briefly captured the high altitude air speed record. While
originally designed as a standard aircraft, its diminutive size and easily removable radial engine makes
it a natural choice as a parasite fighter, and the B model traded its landing gear for a zeppelin hook.

Roll and Deployment

It is difficult to fly over the St. Lawrence River without running into a formation of Badgers.
There are so many different copies, flying with so many different outfits with so many different
insignia, it is impossible to tell if the formations are enemy or friend. As a result the Badger lives up to
its name, as most pilots who aren’t looking for a fight will avoid every Badger they see to escape almost
certain confrontation.
While there are no specific units or pilots that make the Badger what it is, its fame comes from
its sheer numbers. There is a running joke that you can count how old a Badger is by how many layers
of paint it is carrying like the rings of a tree, since it usually gets repainted with each rental to a
different unit.
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Grumman Ocelot

The Ocelot is the smallest production fighter
aircraft in North America. It has often been
mistaken for a racer due to its sleek fuselage and
aggressive forward-swept wings. Those who know
what the Ocelot is capable of have dubbed it the
“Creeper”, because it is very difficult to spot during
combat air patrols.
The Empire State is currently the only nation
using the Ocelot as a frontline fighter, though it is a
favorite of air security companies. As a parasite
fighter with folding wings, it can squeeze into the tight confines of even the most unforgiving zeppelin
hanger.

Design History

With parasite fighters gaining popularity, Grumman decided to modify their popular Avenger
to fill the role. However, it quickly became apparent that a new design was needed, and every extra
square inch of size was shaved off. The Ocelot project became a single-minded mission to build a
workable fighter as minutely as possible.

This becomes obvious when standing next to one. The fuselage is shorter than many autogyros,
and the wingspan is less than some Great War scouts. With no landing gear, no hardpoints, and
“ornamental” armor, some argue the Ocelot is nothing more than a pleasure craft. The pirate groups
and militias that have met the swarms of Creepers would disagree.

Roll and Deployment

While many of the national security companies like Blake Aviation Security, Sacred Trust, and
Pinkerton all carry an inventory of the Ocelot, it is the Empire State-based security company known as
Montauk Mobile Security Co. that has had the most success with the aircraft. Using their own airships
as carriers, they typically deploy two dozen Ocelots at a time to fly as escorts for their clients. This
might seem like overkill, but knowing that two full squadrons worth of fighters are watching over your
journey has sold many would be clients.
A favored tactic of Montauk Mobile Security is two fly eight or 10 Ocelots about 5,000 feet
above the rest of the formation, and use them for early detection and diving attacks on inbound
enemies. Even though pirates that claim the Empire State as their turf are familiar with this strategy, it
is difficult to combat such a large number of escorts that are almost invisible until their guns light up
and it is too late.
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Pursuit F-37 Special

Technically the F-37 should not even be listed
here. It is not a true parasite fighter, and it is not a
publically available aircraft. However, because of the
recent attention it has garnered in the news reels, it is
worth mentioning.
The F-37 Special was originally designed to be
a pursuit aircraft for police forces, and two of the
three original prototypes have been flying from
nation to nation trying to book orders from law
enforcement departments across the continent. The
first aircraft, P-1S, remains at an undisclosed location.

Design History

“By police and for police” is the motto of Pursuit Aviation, the mysterious builder of the new
interceptor. While no one knows who Pursuit Aviation is nor where they are located, that hasn’t
stopped hundreds of F-37 Specials being ordered by law enforcement agencies across the continent.

The primary reason for the Pursuit Aviation’s success was a demonstration where an F-37
Special chases down a Bloodhawk and then engages in a mock dogfight with it, “forcing” it to the
ground in front of a collection of that city’s law enforcement officers. The pilot would then “arrest” the
Bloodhawk pilot and the orders flowed in.
The problem is that while the F-37 Special’s capabilities are impressive, there is no indication
that Pursuit Aviation has the production capacity to fill any orders. Reports from several police chiefs,
air troopers, and sheriffs seem to reveal that each F-37 appears expertly handmade, but the two that are
brought to the demonstration are only similar in the air. On the ground it is apparent than P-2S has
slightly different features than P-3S.
While some have placed orders, others have called Pursuit Aviation a snake oil peddler at best
and a criminal organization at worst. It is true that every order placed has included a down payment
that added up could have easily paid for four handmade aircraft, even exceptional examples such as
these. However, Pursuit Aviation has stated they intent to fill every order as quickly as possible. To
date no orders have been filled.

Roll and Deployment

One reason for the success of the F-37 Special demonstration is that it is launched from a police
blimp, where it is mounted underneath the gondola with a modified bomb rack next to the second F-37
Special. While the aircraft cannot reconnect with the blimp, it is at present the only aircraft to ever
successfully be carried and then launched from a non-rigid airship. It remains to be seen if the F-37
Special will ever be a production aircraft or if it just exists to make Pursuit Aviation some quick cash.
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Hughes Aircraft Bloodhawk “E”

The Bloodhawk has become one of the most famous
interceptors worldwide, and was the first Hughes design that
got people to stop talking about the Devastator. When the
heavy bomber that Hollywood requested was designed with a
trio of escort racks built into the dorsal fuselage, Hughes
Aircraft quickly developed the Bloodhawk E. E stands for
Escort, and this dedicated parasite fighter has to date only
been built with the Gunslinger heavy bomber in mind. Some
have mistakenly reported the Bloodhawk E as the physical
incarnation of the rumored Bloodhawk II, a supposition that
Howard Hughes adamantly denies.

Design History

The Gunslinger is a joint project between Lockheed and Hughes Aircraft. There were a number
of escort candidates for escort rack customization. For the first three months of development, it was
assumed the M112 would be the answer. It fit the designers criteria, including small airframe, pusher
configuration (so the propellers could clear the flying wing’s trailing surfaces), and ready availability.
Hughes Aircraft, never one to pass up an opportunity, quickly modified a Bloodhawk by
shortening the forward fuselage and clipping the wingtips all the way to the edge of the fuel tanks.
This resulted in a much smaller Bloodhawk with two less machine guns (the two nose guns are merely
for show) and no hardpoints, but the smaller aircraft improved the overall performance of the
Bloodhawk E.

Roll and Deployment

At the moment there are only a handful of Bloodhawk E fighters in existence, but standard
Bloodhawks can be modified relatively quickly at the Hughes location in Burbank. It remains to be seen
if the piggyback strategy that the Hollywood military is betting on will prove to be a viable concept,
but in the meantime, look for Hughes to consider alternate uses for the “Baby Bloodhawk.”
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Zeppelins for Campaign Play

There are several ways in which a zeppelin can be involved in a Crimson Skies campaign. The
first and most common is when one of the players is using a zeppelin as their aerodrome. Zeppelins are
also sometimes called upon as random mission targets, and may deliver supplies to a player. The
following sections outline these possibilities and cover how to best deal with the airships.

The Zeppelin as Your Aerodrome

Unlike a land-based aerodrome, which is always stationary, a player using a zeppelin has the
freedom of movement. Their versatility in this fact comes from moving from friendly zone to friendly
zone. (A home zeppelin can never travel into a neutral or enemy zone.) The zeppelin is also welldefended, and difficult to spot. The zeppelin always begins the campaign in Zone X.

Zeppelin Supply Delivery

Zeppelins that are involved in a constant campaign must restore their holds with parts, food,
fuel and more at least three times a month. (This is more often than normally necessary, but for
campaign play, responds to the demand of a constant flow of materiel.) This must be done at least once
every five turns, and always takes place in the home zone (where the aerodrome would be if the player
had one.) Thus the zeppelin may move about freely in its friendly zones for four turns, but in the fifth
turn it must return to Zone X.
The zeppelin's player may choose which specific turn he wishes to return the zeppelin to the
home zone as long as he does once every five turns. This makes its return to the home zone more
unpredictable for the opponents, and thus harder to pinpoint when and where the zeppelin is.
Example: Player A has a zeppelin as an aerodrome. She knows she must resupply once during the turns 1
- 5. She chooses to return for the goods on turn 4. During turn 5 she realizes that her opponents did not find the
home zone or her zeppelin, so she sends a small force of planes on offensive patrol and her zeppelin back to
resupply on turn 6. Having met the once per five turns demand, she knows she doesn't have to return until after
turn 10.
Attacking a zeppelin in its home zone is a great opportunity to kill two birds with one stone.
The zeppelin is defenseless, because it is moored to the ground either out in the open or in a zeppelin
hanger. The option is the Player's. He may have his zeppelin simply moored to a tower out in the open
if he wants to be able to launch quickly and defend himself. The zeppelin hanger will make it nearly
impossible for him to launch his zeppelin during a battle, due to the time it takes to taxi it out of the
hanger and get it into the air. The player must also worry about his fighters, which cannot be launched
from the zeppelin if they are still aboard. Most units will use a small landing strip beside the mooring
tower as a temporary home while the zeppelin is being resupplied, only keeping the badly damaged
aircraft in the zeppelin's hanger.
If the player chooses a mooring tower, then his zeppelin may not become airborne and battle
ready for 1D10+10 turns. If the player chooses a zeppelin hanger, than the zeppelin cannot enter the
battle until 2D10+10 turns. A zeppelin hanger has a damage profile of 10 x 12 boxes and a BTN of 1. If
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the zeppelin hanger is destroyed, the attacking player rolls for 1D10 flak hits against the zeppelin itself.
After the roll, the hanger is considered destroyed and the zeppelin can be a target. The zeppelin may
not be rolled out of the hanger, but can try to fly out of it through the roof for 1D10 more flak hits of
damage, if the player controlling the zeppelin wishes. If he does, he must roll an additional 1D10, to
determine the number of turns after the destruction of the hanger he must wait to attempt to take off.
The player that is attacking the zeppelin may have another target as well. The resupply carrier
could either be a train, a zeppelin, or a cargo plane. Whatever the case may be, if it is taken or
destroyed during the battle, its applicable bonuses are received by the attacking player. If the home
zeppelin is shot down as well, then the campaign is over, though the attacking player might be able to
gain control of the zeppelin for a future campaign.

Zeppelin Movement

A zeppelin may move one zone per turn, and must stay inside its friendly zones at all times. If
the enemy discovers it in a zone, and the enemy attacks, it defends as per a normal zeppelin mission.
(See Page 124.) If it is lost, the campaign is lost by the zeppelin's player. Zeppelin movement during a
scenario is exactly as it is in the previous section, Zeppelins for Crimson Skies Play.
To spot a zeppelin in a zone, the attacking player's Base Target Number is 13 - the pilot with the
highest Sixth Sense + shock if applicable. So if a flight of four planes wants to search for a zeppelin, and
the third pilot in the flight has the highest Sixth Sense, a 5, then the BTN would be 13-5=8. The flight
would have to roll an 8 or better to spot the zeppelin.
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Imperial Air has been the called the "Cunard of the Skies," putting into perspective their tight
grip on the highest echelon of luxurious travel. Started in 1931 in New York City, Imperial Air received
a huge grant from the Empire State to begin building a vast number of airships. The government's
millions (some say tens of millions) combined with the business savvy of the new company's president,
Anthony Shapiro. Through his guidance the company hired some of the best and brightest engineers
from every field. He wanted his airships to be the best in every category, from passenger comfort for
the cruise airships, to dead lift for his cargo zeppelins. His early attempts were praised by the critics
and purchased by the Empire State government. Another sizeable grant followed, and in record time
Imperial Air had a reputation for solid design and master craftsmanship. From this foundation
Imperial Air has gone on to design six different classes of airship - two military, one cargo, and three
passenger liners.

Design History

The first passenger zeppelin in the world to beat the Germans at their own game was the
Emperor Class. In many ways it resembled the very airship it was designed to compete with, namely
the Graf Zeppelin. It was 1,000 feet long (224 feet longer than the German design) and featured six
engines. The lead airship of the class, the Emperor, traveled to Berlin carrying fifty people. It could
handle much more, but the passenger list was by invitation only. This charmed the few who received
such invitations, and outraged others, who thought they should have made what is now known as "the
List." When landing in Berlin two weeks after setting off from Lakehurst, the Emperor's captain invited
the Zeppelin Company's top brass aboard to show her off. The famous meeting was a shock to
Germany, who had been shown an airship much more refined and luxurious than their own.
Imperial Air continued to run away with the title, introducing the much larger Monolith Class
in 1934. 1,650 feet from nose to tail, the Monolith Class became the runaway favorite for all of her
passengers. The key to the design's success was that it catered luxuriously to first and second class, and
third class was treated as well as second class passengers would be on any other airship. The high cost
of this strategy paid off big when Imperial Air rose to the top in both profits and customer satisfaction.
One of their advertisements boasted "Luxury never had it so good," and it was true.
The nail in the coffin of Imperial Air's competitors is the newest and largest airship to come out
of the Empire State. Appropriately called "Imperial Class," the huge airship is the zenith of fine luxury.
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Everything a surface ship can have, the Imperial Class airships have it better. The open gondola, a
patio-like passenger car with the ability to remove the walls, makes playing deck games simple. The
full service bar allows smoking, something you cannot safely do on a zeppelin filled with hydrogen.
Several more amenities await the passenger who is willing to part with more than $1,840 for a first class
ticket. "One dollar for every foot of Imperial Class luxury, and well worth it," boasted Anthony
Shapiro.

Role and Deployment

The Imperial Class airship is unmatched
anywhere in the world. There is no existing
airship with such comfort and grace for its
passengers. There is no company currently
designing or building one to compete with such
a high standard. Imperial Air has earned itself a
victory, though at a cost.
The large size (1,840 feet) and plush
features of the Imperial Class make the airship
incredibly expensive and time consuming to
build. Imperial Air began construction of the first
airship of the class in November 1935, with the
second being started less than a month later. The
Imperial, the class named lead ship, took to the
skies in her maiden voyage in March of 1937.
Her sister ship, the Arcadia, followed up in April
of the same year. Construction began on the
third airship, Caledonia, in February of 1936, and
it began carrying passengers in June of 1937.
The timing of the Caledonia was a huge
blessing for Imperial Air, which would lose the
Arcadia to a pirate gang that same month. The
pirate gang destroyed the grand airship, hurting Imperial Air more than anyone could guess. The
expense of building such a large airship was covered completely by insurance, but the time lost in
construction of the mammoth ship meant that it would be 12 - 18 months before another Imperial Class
zeppelin could replace the Arcadia. The Caledonia thus picked up where the Arcadia left off; taking the
same routes and passages. The plans for expansion of a third large airship had to be put on hold until a
new ship could be built, which now seems unlikely, for the time being at least. Imperial Air's loss
forced insurance pay offs of property and possessions lost by the wealthy passengers of the doomed
Arcadia.
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The Texas president Austin Crockett chose the name "Legacy". He wanted the world to know
that the Republic of Texas had the ultimate airship. The Republic Class, though 1,800 feet long, had
already been trumped by the Imperial Class zeppelin from Imperial Air, and the Worker Class airship
from Russia. No military zeppelin was larger than the Republic Class from Texas, but Austin Airship
decided to up the ante. Three years from idea to reality, including adding to the size of the assembly
hangers in Austin, and the Legacy Class was born.
It has drawn both admiration and unease as it travels around Texas. Neighboring nations
accuse Texas of building up for war, while scrambling to acquire their own "mega-zeps." The existence
of such a large and capable airship was not thought possible ten years ago. The advancement in
materials and alloys has allowed designers to push the limits, though now it appears the race is
slowing down. Engineers are admitting that there is no technological way to build a zeppelin any
larger than the Legacy Class. The price and effect of losing one would make it too valuable to even risk
in combat.

Design History

The president of Austin Airship Company was quoted as saying "I want a zeppelin that is 2,000
feet long, with the ability to hold 72 fighters and the firepower to stop any adversary. And I want it
flying by 1937." His people scrambled to make it work, but not cutting corners. The result of their 14hour days was and is the largest moving object ever created by man. The Legacy Class was so large, it
called for eighteen engines and seven gas cells to keep it flying! Almost 29 million cubic feet of helium
is required to fill the cells, a process that takes more than a week. It is twice the length of the largest
surface ship, and more than 100 feet longer than the next largest airship.
While its capabilities read like an air force wish list, it does have one drawback. It is the most
expensive military zeppelin in the world, by a much larger margin than its length. (Only the Imperial
Class zeppelins cost more to build.) The amount of money Texas has paid for the four Legacy Class
airships in the air or being constructed is more than the combined defense spending of Arixo, Utah,
Appalachia, and the People's Collective! Texas is able to do this because of their healthy economy, but
analysts predict that the Republic will have to stop at four. (Texas now says they have plans for six
Legacy Class airships by 1940.)
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Currently there are two Legacy Class airships serving with the Republic of Texas Air Force. The
flagship for the RTAF is the Yellow Rose, the first Legacy Class airship completed. It is stationed in
Austin but it regularly travels around Texas and Oklahoma on various missions. The second is the Lady
Bluebonnet, which is stationed in Houston and tasked with defending the Texas-Louisiana border and
Port of Houston. Both airships take with them a flotilla of smaller zeppelins, some acting as escorts or
support craft, others as simple aircraft carriers. The Lady Bluebonnet is the command ship for the "Texas
Zeppelin Force 1" while the Yellow Rose is the command ship for the "Texas Zeppelin Force 2."
The third and forth airships are nearing
completion, though still a few months away.
The Red River is the third Legacy Class, and is
rumored to be set for duty out of Dallas. The
fourth Legacy Class airship has been named the
Morning Star, breaking the theme of color in the
names. It is due for completion and christening
in May of 1938.
The Legacy Class has broken several
traditions of previous Austin Airship zeppelins.
The Legacy Class has no self-named airship, no
"Legacy." It also doesn't have variable mounted
engines. Austin Airship explains this by saying
"[We] focused on the overall fuselage for better
performance, not just variable engines. And the
time it would take to manually readjust each of
the 18 engines is not realistic during combat."

Role and Deployment

The Legacy Class airships have been out
for six months, and have already logged
thousands of miles. The two sister ships are
almost never in the same place at the same time,
though in an extreme emergency they can be brought together for maximum firepower. This has not
happened yet, nor have the two airships been side by side since the launch of the Yellow Rose.
Each strike force has one Legacy Class airship, one Republic class airship, three San Jacinto
Class airships, six Echo Class airships, and a varying number of blimps, depending on their location.
They can carry 162 fighters (though it is rare for Texas to allocate so many to a single force) which can
be any or all makes and models that the Republic uses.
Whether the Republic of Texas stops making Legacy Class zeppelins after four or six remains to
be seen, but one thing is obvious to every nation that has laid eyes on the huge airships: even one is
enough.
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The newest nation to jump into building airships is the Confederated States of America, or
"Dixie." Dixie has traditionally purchased British airships for use in its military. The newest strategy
appears to be a change of direction for Dixie, who in 1933 began construction of a zeppelin shipyard in
Birmingham, Alabama. The facility was not ready until 1935, when construction of the Stonewall Class
began.
The airship would be larger than the British airships it was modeled after. It was designed to
compete with the superior airship numbers that most of Dixie's neighbors enjoy. Empire State, the ISA,
and Texas all have larger airship inventories than Dixie, though the Collective, Louisiana, and
Appalachia do not. The Stonewall's purpose is to engage smaller but more numerous enemies at very
close ranges, where it can bring its 4 inch siege guns to bear. Its maneuverability, good for an airship its
size, helps the Stonewall move in to ram its enemies if need be.

Design History

The first Stonewall Class zeppelin to take flight was the Bull Run, which was started at the same
time as the lead airship Stonewall. The Stonewall suffered from a construction mishap when the
starboard elevator was being attached to the tail assembly. The crane that was lifting it shuddered and
dropped the elevator on a group of workers waiting to attach it. The stand the workers were using was
crushed, leaving only two survivors out of eleven. The Stonewall was put on the backburner while the
investigation took place. This allowed the Bull Run to be completed first.
The Stonewall was eventually completed, and Dixie now has seven airships of this class
defending her borders. The design is well-balanced and perfect for Dixie's needs. The Birmingham
Shipyards are currently building four more Stonewall zeppelins, and have plans for three after that.
What future designs Birmingham has is unknown, but if the Stonewall Class is any indication, their
future is bright.

Role and Deployment

On its maiden voyage, the Bull Run purposefully crossed into Louisiana to stir up trouble. After
eight Louisiana fighters were destroyed with no damage to the Stonewall Class zeppelin, the captain
ordered her deeper into Louisiana. The Dixie airship got to within fifty miles of New Orleans before
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three medium zeppelins responded, dumping fighters and engaging with siege guns. The Bull Run
surprised the defenders by rushing headlong into their formation. (The standard practice at the time
was for larger airships to hang back and trade shots with bigger cannons.)
The Bull Run fired a broadside into the
closest medium zeppelin, the Saint Martin, and
then rammed the Sportsman, further astonishing
the defenders. The Sportsman was ripped apart
by the collision, but the Dixie zeppelin simply
turned and fired at the Saint Martin again,
destroying several of her engines and all of her
starboard siege guns. The fight would have
continued, but the third medium zeppelin, Cajun
Clipper scored a direct hit on the Bull Run's shot
locker, destroying it and the neighboring gas
cell. The hole was big enough to fly through, and
the casualties on board were humbling. The
captain ordered her back over the border for
repairs. The Saint Martin and the Cajun Clipper
both pursued her, but turned back within five
miles of the border.
The battle was widely reported, making
the front page of every newspaper on the
continent. Louisiana's outcry went largely
unnoticed, with only minor threats and sanctions
from Quebec and France. Dixie had proven their
design worked, and had the Bull Run stayed to
finish the fight, it might have taken three medium zeppelins with it to the ground. (A memorial for the
Sportsman's crew has been erected in New Orleans.)
The Stonewall class zeppelins have met with success and failure since the famous incident.
Empire State has lost two zeppelins in battles against a Stonewall Class airship. Louisiana, on top of
losing a medium zeppelin, has also lost three surface ships (to the zeppelin's fighters), though none of
the vessels were warships. Texas has done well, successfully destroying a Stonewall airship codenamed "Zeppelin Flight 34" with a squadron of Tigershark heavy fighters. Overall the Stonewall series
has proven a well designed platform for both offensive and defensive actions.
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The leader of airship design, Germany, was troubled by the rise in piracy that had spread from
North America to Europe. Not a nation that would put up with such filth, Germany requested a new
attack zeppelin from the Zeppelin Company. What they designed was the largest German zeppelin
ever and a solid warship. At 1,520 feet, the Kyritz bristled with firepower and stout defenses. As
Zeppelin Company turned them out at an incredible rate the Luftwaffensonderkorps (Special Air Force
Corps) began using the new airships to smash pirate havens all over Europe. The airship's quiet
engines earned it the name Stille Jaeger (Silent Hunter) among the Kyritz Class's enemies.
The Kyritz has seen widespread use and a handful have made their way over to North America,
where they serve with the Industrial States of America. The Siegfried (named after Wagner's famous
"Ring Cycle" operas) is the ISA's flagship. Even though the ISA itself builds several zeppelin classes, it
is best at cargo zeppelins, not military zeppelins.

Design History

The Kyritz Class has a rich history built from the experience of the Zeppelin Company of
Germany. Its roots can be traced back to 1900 and Zeppelin's first airship, LZ1. While Zeppelin has
been surpassed by Imperial Air in luxury and by Austin Airship Company in firepower and sheer size,
no one sweats the details like the Zeppelin Company. Solid engineering and conservative design
promises to make the Kyritz Class the backbone of Germany's airship fleet and delivers.
The first airship off the ground was the Kyritz, which made a circuitous trip in 1934 from Berlin
to Chicago. It is still the most famous of its class, having been in the public's eye many times over. The
second ship of the Kyritz Class, christened Baron Von Richthofen to honor the famous ace, traveled to
North Africa for its maiden voyage, arriving home after stopping over in Italy. There are
approximately sixteen Kyritz Class airships in the service of different groups throughout the world.
The number is an approximation due to the near completion of three more Kyritz zeppelins and one
that was presumed lost over the ocean.
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Role and Deployment

Kyritz Class zeppelins are used widely
throughout Germany, and are the "big guns"
when needed. They outclass every military
zeppelin design in Europe, including everything
from France, Italy, and Great Britain. Serving
aboard one is a ticket to promotion, and the best
and brightest of Germany's Air Captains serve in
the bridges of Kyritz airships. They patrol all of
the borders of the Fatherland and journey out
over neighboring countries too weak to stop
them. All of the Baltic Sea is covered by these
sentinels, and clashes with British zeppelins
happen with more and more frequency.
The most publicized incident happened
when the Kyritz Class airship Doppelganger met
the British Sussex Class airship Thunderchild. A
lucky cameraman recorded the battle, running
out of film just as the losing zeppelin limped
from the area. His film of the event, and the
dramatic style in which the two leviathans
battled, romanticized airships the way no
Hollywood film could.
It was the morning of December 15, 1936.
The sun had just stretched its morning fingers across the sky, lighting the Doppelganger's black and gray
skin. It was the edge of the Balkan Sea, and the large German airship floated quietly above on a routine
patrol. From behind a cloud appeared the brown and tan color of the Thunderchild. The Doppelganger
turned and once in range began firing on the British airship.
As the two came close to one another, the Thunderchild scored a direct hit on the German
zeppelin, crippling the aircraft control system, trapping all but two fighters inside the hanger for the
duration of the battle. The two fighters that escaped turned towards their enemy to meet eighteen
fighters head on.
The airships bobbed and weaved, like heavyweight boxers looking for a knockout blow that
would be more than twenty minutes away. The Doppelganger's captain vented the ship's helium and
brought the battle down just a few hundred feet. The Thunderchild was close behind. The zeppelins
were so close to the cameraman that he couldn't fit the entire scene into the shot. The German captain's
plan was to trap the Thunderchild down low and then score enough hits to guarantee the British
airship's forced landing in Germany.
The plan was working, as the two ships traded volleys and took the punishment, until the
British captain figured out the ploy. He dropped ballast and shot into the air, climbing to three
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thousand feet so fast two fighters were destroyed from below as it rose through the atmosphere. It was
not fast enough, however, to prevent the Doppelganger from destroying the Thunderchild's main gondola
as it climbed into the sky. The bridge was destroyed, and the captain's body was never found. Its
fighters had shot down the two German Hellhounds but returned to their ailing zeppelin as the
remaining crew coaxed enough performance out of it to retreat. The Doppelganger's damage was serious
enough that the captain ordered her home for repairs.
The battle is now famous the world over, studied by strategists constantly. Hollywood even
made a movie about the incident, called "Double Thunder," though even the director admits it isn't as
good as the film made the cold morning of December 15, 1936.
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The design of the Sealth Class zeppelin came about at the height of Boeing's airship production
in 1934. Since then the company has begun to expand the Bremerton Shipyards to allow for the
production of more airships at one time. The company's Sealth Class is the number one exported
airship in the world, being flown by numerous nations and countless smaller organizations. Its
popularity is due to the all around performance of the design. While it does not excel at anything, it is
good at everything.

Design History

The Sealth Class began life as a design for a small reconnaissance zeppelin. The plan was to
make an airship that could outperform its adversaries to make a quick escape, not relying on aircraft or
weapons for defense. The prototype was tested against another Boeing zeppelin, a modified Caravel
Class zeppelin used as a test bed for weapons systems. The Caravel zeppelin managed to not only run
with the small reconnaissance zeppelin, it could shoot it down, which it did in simulated combat.
The design grew from a small airship to a medium one, packing weapons and even aircraft.
Sealth Class zeppelins have been called the "destroyers of the air." They are perfect for fire support
missions, seek and destroy missions, and even sub hunting like a traditional destroyer.
There are more than 35 Sealth Class military zeppelins, and the largest percentage of them
operates outside of Pacifica. Pacifica itself only has 16 Sealth Class zeppelins. The export sales of the
zeppelin have been outstanding, and have guaranteed that the airship will continue to see production
until it is no longer profitable.
The Sealth zeppelins strike an interesting profile, because of two major differences from
conventional design. The first is the lack of a bridge gondola. The bridge is inside the fuselage, so the
only gondola is the main one housing the hanger doors and cargo doors. The second difference is that it
has five steering vanes instead of four. While this creates a lot of drag, it is not more than a larger
zeppelin's cruciform tail. Boeing submits that the star-shaped tail improves turning rates by mixing
both inclination and rudder control, banking the zeppelin into its turns. While the Sealth is considered
agile, it may just be due to its smaller size.
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Role and Deployment

Pacifica uses its Sealth Class military
zeppelins to support its larger airships, and to
patrol the Pacific Ocean. They control the skies
whenever possible, and are quick to rush to the
aid of another if it is attacked by superior forces.
While it has clashed occasionally with
Hollywood, Russian, and even Japanese airships,
the Sealth Class zeppelins have done admirably.
Fans of the design affectionately call it the
"underdog class," as it seems to be outgunned by
everything else in the sky but still manages to
pull out the victory.
Utah is Pacifica's largest buyer of Sealth
zeppelins. Because of Utah's respectable steel
industry, they trade it for zeppelins from Boeing
(who in turn use the steel for alloys to make
more zeppelins.) The zeppelins serve as ships-ofthe-line for Utah, carrying fighters and
defending the border against raids from
Colorado. Utah has lost only one zeppelin to
theft, though it wasn't a Sealth Class, but a much
smaller native airship made in 1931.
Arixo has also purchased a handful airships from Pacifica, though they lost one in combat against
Mexico in early 1937. The relationship Pacifica has with the nations that buy its exports is almost
always mutually beneficial, though in rare cases, Pacifica gets little in the trade of its zeppelins. Cases
such as those are nipped in the bud, unless a political situation arises from it.
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When the Industrial States of America formed, it became clear very quickly that they would as a
nation, need the ability to ship the resources that existed in their region. From the steel mills in
Pittsburgh to the zeppelin shipyards in Akron, they would need a way to move vast amounts of cargo.
Goodyear offered a proposed design for a very large cargo zeppelin that could carry 454 tons of cargo.
This is more than 908,000 pounds! The cargo zeppelin design had its drawbacks, which would end up
surviving into the production model.
The world trusts in the Chicago Class zeppelin. It has flown under more flags than any other
airship, and currently serves in 28 countries over four continents. Its massive size makes it the pride
and joy of the organization that acquires one, and its universal parts promise not to leave them
stranded anywhere.

Design History

The "454," as it is known in zeppelin crew circles, is not a joy to serve aboard. It is huge, grim,
and unforgiving to the novice worker. Several people a year die on board the Chicago Class airships
from work-related mishaps. One airship, the Cincinnati, is said to be haunted by the spirits of fallen
workers, though this is usually attributed to the superstitions of the crews. But the purpose of the
Chicago Class airships is not to enrich its crewmen, it is to haul cargo from A to B on time. While it has
no weapons or armor, the Chicago Class is known as a stout platform. It can take a lot of punishment,
and was even designed to operate on only two engines. It benefits from solid engineering, and can face
adversity and weather with confidence.
The biggest vice of the Chicago Class airship is its performance. Its top speed is comparable to
the cruising speed of other airships. Their engines, while hardy and efficient, are not the most modern
in design. Fixed pitch propellers adorn each engine, ensuring poor acceleration. This poses a problem
when trying to outrun a pirate zeppelin or a storm.
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Role and Deployment

The most famous Chicago Class zeppelin
is arguably the Pontiac, named after the Michigan
city. While on courier duty from Toronto to
Tacoma in Pacifica, the Pontiac was attacked by a
pirate gang over the Disputed Western
Territories. The group consisted of a cargo plane
full of boarders and eight fighters. The Pontiac
was carrying steel and German made machine
guns for fighters which Pacifica was interested
in.
As the group moved in, the Pontiac's
captain, Eric Lott, turned his airship towards the
enemy cargo plane. The cargo plane began to
climb to fly over the Pontiac, so Captain Lott
ordered the elevatorman to trim to the bow.
Ballast was released at the back of the airship,
causing the tail to rise into the air. The cargo
plane did not notice the rising tail of the zeppelin
because the nose was stationary. The length of
the airship caught up with the cargo plane,
which tried to pull up but crashed into the tail
assembly, destroying the airship’s dorsal rudder
and the cargo plane. All of the borders were
either killed on impact or fell to their deaths, none deploying a parachute.
The remaining fighters decided to destroy the zeppelin's engines as an alternate way to capture
it, but the wily captain outsmarted them as well. As they drew in to fire at the defenseless zeppelin, the
captain vented the helium, dropping to a lower level. As the planes dove down for the kill, a squadron
of Pacifica fighters dropped in behind them, making quick work of the pirates.
By the time the Pontiac had arrived in Tacoma, the ship and its captain were famous. Both
Pacifica and the ISA honored Eric Lott for his ingenious flying of the slow and unmaneuverable "454."
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Ask anyone living in Appalachia what their opinion is on airship design, and they will all echo
the sentiment that less is more. Unlike Texas, Empire State, and Hollywood, Appalachia’s air force
must constantly monitor the deadly airspace over Hell’s Heights, known to outsiders as the Allegheny
Front. The narrow valleys and tree-studded peaks make the idea of utilizing 1,500 foot zeppelins
laughable.
The first truly successful zeppelin built by and for Appalachia was the venerable Ridgerunner
Class. At first glance it looks like an outdated dirigible from before the breakup of the United States.
That misidentification has lead to many Appalachian victories over naïve opponents.

Design History

Appalachia’s first airship was the Empire State built Liberty Class zeppelin. The Appalachian
government purchased six of the 1,400 foot long zeppelins for standard military use. While the airship
served (and continues to serve) honorably in more traditional roles, the large airships proved to be too
bulky and unmaneuverable when performing “Low Watch” missions along the Allegheny Front. After
two were lost in the region – one to weather and one to combat – Appalachia decided to put its own
natural resources to good use.
The Ridgerunner Class was designed with speed and maneuverability in mind. It is one of the
fastest zeppelins ever built, and can turn quickly and confidently when negotiating Hell’s Heights. The
ship is built in Lynchburg, Tennessee (home of a famous distillery) and utilizes completely native
materials. It has been said by nations that import Appalachia’s aluminum that Appalachia saves the
purest batches for themselves, a point of contention the government does not deny.
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Role and Deployment

It has been said that the border between
Appalachia and Dixie is drawn in blood. Most
of the trouble originates from Appalachia’s
habit of ignoring the running of hooch into the
Confederated States from moonshiners within
Appalachia’s lands. When Dixie expanded their
airship presence along the border, Appalachia
responded in kind by sending no fewer than a
dozen Ridgerunner Class zeppelins to make
trouble.
The lead ship was the Cavalcade
(Appalachia names their Ridgerunner zeppelins
after Kentucky Derby winners), captained by
Appalachia’s beloved rascal, Captain Wes
Logan. During a particularly intense battle with
Dixie forces, Capt. Logan ordered his formation
of airships down towards the rolling hills. As
the enemy zeppelins followed suit, the
Ridgerunners were able to hit and move,
outpacing the larger Dixie zeppelins. With
nowhere to go, the Dixie forces grounded three
zeppelins and lost ten aircraft.
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B

uilding a zeppelin is no easy task. Like a sea vessel, its immense size and use of materials

prevents most of the world from building airships. The time and expense to make just a single large
zeppelin is more than some nations can afford. With one or two exceptions, the majority of companies
that build zeppelins do so at a snail's pace. It can sometimes take years to bring an airship off of the
blueprint and into reality. Building a zeppelin for Crimson Skies play is much simpler, but the aspiring
designer should keep the scope of the event in perspective.

Building Zeppelins

Zeppelins have several characteristics to consider when designing and building them. Their size
can vary as much as 1,200 feet. They can have from six to 18 engines, and be used for anything from
passenger luxury travel to cargo hauling. The following sections describe in detail how to design a
zeppelin.

Choose Zeppelin Type

The first step in creating a zeppelin is to decide what mission the zeppelin will perform. There
are three choices for Crimson Skies play. The zeppelin can either be a cargo zeppelin, a passenger liner,
or a military airship. Note that corporate militias and security company zeppelins are considered
military airships for the purposes of construction.

Cargo Zeppelins
The most common airship is the cargo zeppelin. A cargo zeppelin is usually a company owned
and operated airship. The airship might look grand to eyewitnesses on the ground, but could be
carrying coal or cattle, lumber or wheat. If the design is a cargo zeppelin then it is usually civilian,
though military cargo zeppelins exist as well. The player should decide which it is, civilian or military.
Military cargo zeppelins can have weapons and armor, and usually hauls military-related goods, like
aircraft parts or engines. Civilian cargo zeppelins will move anything and everything civilian related,
but cannot carry weapons or armor.

Passenger Zeppelins
The second type is the passenger zeppelin. These are almost always the largest zeppelins
around, dwarfing everything else within sight. A passenger zeppelin is set up the way a passenger ship
is. There is first class, second class, and third class (steerage.) Depending on the air liner company and
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the specific zeppelin, the ticket prices usually range from $15 or $20 for third class up to several
thousand for first class.
Passenger zeppelins can have several decks in their gondolas as well as up into the interior of
the zeppelin and the accommodations onboard such craft are extravagant. Unlike cargo zeppelins,
passenger zeppelins will sometimes have small aircraft hangers, often for the first class passengers’
private aircraft. There is usually not a standard aircraft control system, though it is possible. Most
passenger zeppelins instead simply load the aircraft while on the ground by a crane and then unload
them at their destination. The top cruising zeppelins have full in-flight launch and recovery to allow
the passengers the pleasure to fly their aircraft around foreign areas. Passenger zeppelins cannot carry
armor or weapons, but the very best always have an escort.

Military Zeppelins
Life aboard a military airship is difficult. The workday is long, and the airship is cold in the
winter and hot in the summer. Every walkway, room, and observation platform is cramped at best.
While some zeppelins are sparser than others, they are all very simple and utilitarian to some degree or
another. The running joke amongst military zeppelin aircrews is that the aircraft have more room in the
hanger than the crews have on the gangways. This is true, though aircraft hangers are always cramped
as well.
There is no romance surrounding the job of working a zeppelin, but the zeppelin itself becomes
a national symbol of pride. Some military zeppelins are taken to every nation it is allowed to enter as a
show of both force and diplomacy. The crews are faceless and nameless, as no one remembers them,
only the towering leviathan they serve aboard.
Choosing a military zeppelin allows the player to add armor, weapons, and an aircraft hanger
later if they desire, though remembering what mission the players want the zeppelin to perform will
help the player make more effective design choices.

Choose Zeppelin Size

As mentioned earlier, there are four zeppelin sizes to choose from. If the player prefers to
design a blimp, they may only choose special characteristics. The following table outlines the sizes and
lengths, and accompanied prices. After deciding on the size, choose the appropriate length. Remember
that the Medium Zeppelin has five length options, and is thus the most numerous to choose from. This
reflects the fact that it is also the most efficient all around zeppelin size for any mission, civilian or
military.

Diameter, Cost and Construction Time
The diameter of a zeppelin is 15% of its total length, with very few exceptions. Earlier models
were slightly thinner, having a constant cylindrical diameter throughout the midsections, while newer
zeppelins (from 1935 and above) generally have more bulbous midsections, with the widest point onethird the way from the nose to the tail. Smaller airships, like blimps and balloons, have a diameter that
is 30% of its total length, and its widest point is usually in the center of its length.
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The cost in dollars of building a zeppelin is based upon the length and mission of the airship
you are designing. Cargo zeppelins cost $2,000 per foot of length to build from scratch. Military
zeppelins cost $2,500 per foot of length, and passenger zeppelins cost $3,000 per foot of length. The
average amount of armor, weapons, hanger bays, special characteristics, etc are already factored into
the overall price of the zeppelin.
The time it takes to build a zeppelin in Crimson Skies is determined by the length of the
zeppelin being assembled and the type of zeppelin it is. Passenger zeppelins take the longest to
construct, at 700 feet per year. Military zeppelins are next, at 900 feet per year. Cargo zeppelins go
together the quickest, at an incredible 1,200 feet per year.
The limitation when designing a zeppelin is the limited number of Construction Points you
have to work with. Spend them wisely and you will find yourself with a capable airship that can sail
the winds with the best of them.
Zeppelin Size
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Large
Extra Large
Extra Large

Zep Length (ft.)
700-800
801-900
901-1,000
1,001-1,100
1,101-1,200
1,201-1,300
1,301-1,400
1,401-1,500
1,501-1,600
1,601-1,700
1,701-1,800
1,801-1,900
1,901-2,000

Construction Pts.
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
250
260

Engines
6
6
6
12
12
12
12
12
16
16
16
18
18

Speed
1 per 2
1 per 2
1 per 2
1 per 2
1 per 2
1 per 2
1 per 2
1 per 2
1 per 3
1 per 3
1 per 3
1 per 4
1 per 4

Aircraft
12
12
12
18
18
18
18
18
48
48
48
72
72

Siege
Guns
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
8
8

Total
Cost
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type

Build
Time
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type
L x Type

Example: Player B decides on a military zeppelin that will be 1,640 feet long. This means the zeppelin will
be classified as a large zeppelin and he will have 190 construction points to spend.

Set Maximum Speed/Maneuverability

Maximum speed of the zeppelin is determined by its size class. Small zeppelins for example
can move forward 1 hex per 2 turns, not counting modifiers. Maneuverability is a constant for all
zeppelins, based on their anchor points and the distance between them. Note that even with modifiers,
a zeppelin can never go faster than 1 hex per 2 turns, even pushing the engines.
Example: Player B’s large zeppelin can move 1 hex per 3 turns.

Add Gondolas

Gondolas each cost 10 construction points. If the player wants to build a gondola that runs the
length of the keel it costs 25 construction points.
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Example: Player B adds two gondolas to his large 1,640 foot zeppelin, which collectively cost him 20
construction points. He has 170 remaining.

Add Bridge

The bridge is the brain of the zeppelin, where the command crew pilots the zeppelin. The
bridge costs 10 construction points. The player can choose to have an internal bridge (see Special
Characteristics on Page 159) or an external bridge. If it is external, you must also add at least one
gondola to your design to house the bridge.
Example: Player B adds the bridge and assigns it to his forward gondola. The bridge costs 10 construction
points, so Player B has 160 left to use.

Choose a Hanger

If the airship will be carrying fighters, now is the time to add a hanger. The hanger costs 10% of
the construction points if it is a single design or 15% if it is a double hanger design (which is only
available for large and extra large zeppelins.) The number of fighters the zeppelin can hold is based on
its size (small, medium, etc.) If you build a hanger, it must be built to hold the standard number of
fighters for its class, even if you never plan to use all the space. If you choose a special characteristic
that overrides this, you still must pay in construction points for the full cost of carrying the max
number of aircraft for the zeppelin’s class.
Example: Player B wants to build a hanger, which he knows will hold 48 aircraft. Because his zeppelin
started with 190 construction points, the hanger costs him 19 points to build, leaving him with 141 points
remaining.

Designate the Cargo Hold

While all zeppelins have the ability to store cargo, some have dedicated cargo holds, usually
spanning the underside of the airship in one long gondola. If you are creating a cargo zeppelin, then
you must have at least one gondola constructed that is not used for the bridge to designate as the cargo
hold.
Example: Player B is building a military zeppelin, and does not need a cargo hold, but if did, he would
designate the second gondola he built as the cargo hold.

Choose Armor

If your zeppelin is a military airship, you may choose to add armor. There is only one rating for
armor - either you have it or you do not. Armor costs 10% of the construction point total to add.
Example: Player B decides his airship will have armor, because it is to be a military zeppelin. He has 141
construction points remaining, and spends 19 on armor, which leaves him with 122.
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Choose Turrets and Weapons
Gun Pods
If your zeppelin design is civilian, you should skip this section and go to the next. If you have a
military zeppelin, you may choose the destructive capability of your zeppelin. The first weapons to
decide on are gun pods. Since they are mounted on the engines, you must purchase one for every
engine. Their price is based on the caliber weapons the pods house. Refer to the table below for
complete prices for gun pods.
Gun Pod Table
Weapon Caliber
Single .30-cal
Dual .30-cal
Single .40-cal
Dual .40-cal
Single .50-cal
Dual .50-cal
Single .60-cal
Dual .60-cal
Single .70-cal
Dual .70-cal
Flak Cannon

Construction Point Cost (each pod)
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
4

Example: Player B decides he wants his zeppelin to have dual .40 caliber machine guns for each gun pod. Since he
is building a 1,640 foot zeppelin, he will need to spend 36 points on his gun pods (3 points per dual .40-cal x 16
engines). He now has 86 Construction Points remaining.

Siege Guns
After assigning gun pod weapons to the military zeppelin, the next step is to assign siege guns.
Only rigid airships (not blimps/balloons) may have siege guns. Remember that 6” siege guns can only
be mounted on extra large zeppelins. Refer to Pages 114-116 for the number of siege guns each zeppelin
size may house. Siege guns must be bought in pairs (one for the port side and one for the starboard).
See the table below for the cost of siege gun pairs.
Siege Guns
2” Siege Guns
4” Siege Guns
6” Siege Guns

Construction Point Cost
4
6
8

Now that siege guns have been chosen, you must also decide which type of siege gun you wish
to mount. There are two choices – Long Range and Punch, but you cannot mix and match. All of the
siege guns for your zeppelin must be the same type. Long range allows the siege guns to give your
zeppelin more reach, and punch allows your siege guns to do the maximum amount of damage with
each hit. This choice cannot be changed without a full refit/drydock period of 1 month for each siege
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gun being replaced. This is because the siege guns are built into the superstructure of the zeppelin.
Refer to the table on Page 121 for the damage and range profiles for siege guns.
Example: Player B wants the maximum number of 4” siege guns a large zeppelin can carry, which is 6
guns (three per side). That will cost 36 construction points, leaving Player B with 50 construction points left.

Heavy Turrets/Rocket Pods
If the zeppelin being constructed is to have heavy turrets or rocket pods (but not both), they are
allocated now. The price per rocket pod is 8 construction points. The price per heavy turret is 6
construction points.
There are three locations possible for heavy turrets and rocket pods. The nose, the tail, or 1 of
the gondolas, for a maximum number of three heavy turrets or three rocket pods. You cannot mix and
match the turrets and rockets pods. If a ventral (gondola mounted) heavy turret is chosen, it can only
be used against ground targets. The nose and tail heavy turrets/rocket pods cannot be aimed at the
ground.
Example: Player B has decided that heavy turrets are the best option for this zeppelin, and chooses two,
one on the nose and one on the tail, for a cost of 12 construction points (2 turrets X 6 construction points.) Player
B has 38 points left for special characteristics and crew experience.

Assign Zeppelin Special Characteristics

The number of special characteristics available for zeppelins is three. This is regardless of their
size or mission profile. Remember when applying special characteristics to zeppelins that there are
some special characteristics that cannot be used together. Also recognize that some of the following
characteristics cost construction points.
Zeppelin Special Characteristic
Strafing Wire
“Four Barrel” Rocket Pods
Variable Mounted Engines

Construction Point Cost
5
10
5

Passenger Luxury
Improved Combat Maneuvering
Improved Aircraft Control System
Inferior Engines
Dual Hanger

30
5
5
0
20

Crowded Hanger
Spacious Hanger
Shortened Hanger
Aircraft Carrier

0
5
0
15

Elite Security
Internal Bridge
Searchlights
Hardened Prow

50
0
5
15
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Not Compatible With
N/A
Zeppelins that do not have rocket pods
Improved Combat Maneuvering; cannot be
used on small zeppelins or blimps
N/A
Variable Mounted Engines
N/A
N/A
Cannot be used on blimps, small or medium
zeppelins.
Spacious Hanger
Crowded Hanger
Aircraft Carrier
Shortened Hanger; zeppelins cannot mount
50/60/70 caliber weapons or mount siege guns
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Example: Player B looks over the list of special characteristics and decides he wants Strafing Wire as his
special characteristic. That costs him 5 points and leaves him with 33 construction points remaining.

Strafing Wire
Strafing wire is a recent idea that has proven its worth and will likely see widespread use in the
years to come. It is essentially a collection of steel beams that protrude out of the zeppelin's skin at
regular intervals. Connected to these beams are several rows of wiring. These make "fences" that
circumnavigate the zeppelin every one hundred and fifty feet or so. The strafing wire increases the
diameter of the zeppelin, but prevents fighters from flying alongside the fuselage and taking out
engine pods. As a result, aircraft cannot fly in the hex directly next to a zeppelin without rolling for
collision. The zeppelin takes no damage.
Strafing wire has an added benefit if used correctly. A handful of zeppelins have had their
strafing wire meshed with barbed wire closest to the skin and ten feet up. This complicates the
movement of boarders along the top of the airship and down the sides.
Zeppelins that have strafing wire do not use it on the underside of the fuselage. This allows its
landing gear (or bumpers) to reach the ground without any trouble. The other reason is that strafing
wire underneath would prevent ships from catching the aircraft control cranes. Strafing wire is an
inexpensive way of adding security to a zeppelin. Strafing wire costs 5 construction points of the
zeppelin it is being used on.

“Four Barrel” Rocket Pods
A zeppelin with this special characteristic must also have a nose and a tail rocket pod. Each
rocket pod will have 4 hardpoints. This means each rocket pod can carry 4 hardpoints worth of lethal
and/or non-lethal rockets. This special characteristic costs 10 construction points.

Variable Mounted Engines
Another tried and true invention to see zeppelin use is the variable mounted engine pod. This
allows the engines to be rotated up or down 90 degrees as needed, improving overall performance, but
at a price. The engines must each be rotated by hand, which is time-consuming. And since most
zeppelins have eight or more engines, the process can take precious minutes when even seconds are
valuable.
Variable mounted engines are expensive to purchase at 3 points per engine pod, but as reliable as a
normal engine and generally designed to have higher performance capability. A zeppelin with variable
mounted engines is one turn faster than without. Thus a zeppelin with 1 hex per 3 turns performance
that mounts variable mounted engines is improved to 1 hex per 2 turns. Variable mounted engines may
not be used on small zeppelins or blimps, where performance is already as good as airships get. This
special characteristic costs 5 Construction Points. Not compatible with Improved Combat
Maneuvering.
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Passenger Luxury
Catering to the social elite is a job best suited to the companies that include passenger luxury on
their zeppelins. Imperial Air is probably the best-known air travel company in the world, and their top
airships are as opulent as they come. A new zeppelin that will spend its life as a passenger airship can
be built with the special characteristic passenger luxury. This adds three months to the overall
construction time, and costs 30 construction points.

Improved Combat Maneuvering
Improved combat maneuvering comes through solid design and streamlining. Companies can
use different techniques to achieve this, including the most modern "doping" - the fabric material that
covers the fuselage, finding the right balance between tail surface area and steering ability, and fully
attached gondolas. Interestingly it is the passenger zeppelins that most often boast superior agility.
Passenger zeppelins are designed to absorb the effects of weather and turbulence, and their
streamlined shape is for aesthetic purposes as much as for a reduction in drag.
It is usually the largest military zeppelins that are designed have improved combat
maneuvering, to offset their massive size. Zeppelins with improved combat maneuvering may not have
variable mounted engines. Improved combat maneuvering costs 5 Construction Points, and improve
overall zeppelin performance by one hex per turn. So a zeppelin with a performance of 1 hex per 3
turns would then be capable of 1 hex per 2 turns. Not compatible with Variable Mounted Engines.

Improved Aircraft Control System
An improved aircraft control system allows the handling of aircraft inside and outside of the
zeppelin. Sidetracks for damaged fighters, improved landing retrieval cranes, and wider hanger door
clearances are included. This efficient design means 1 less turn between launching aircraft. This costs 5
Construction Points.

Inferior Engines
A majority of cargo zeppelins have inferior engines. They get the cargo from one place to the
next, but little more can be asked of them. Maneuvering in wind or during a battle is a dangerous
proposition. Military zeppelins sometimes have this characteristic as well, as it is the military cargo
zeppelin that most often has corners cut in its construction.
A zeppelin with inferior engines suffers a one turn penalty to speed/maneuvering. If a zeppelin
can move 1 hex every 3 turns, then it is converted to only move 1 hex every 4 turns. However, inferior
engines are cheaper than normal engines and quicker to build and attach. As a result, the zeppelin’s
final cost is $2,500 cheaper per engine pod and takes 2 fewer months to be constructed. This special
characteristic does not cost any construction points.

Dual Hanger
Large and extra large zeppelins may have this characteristic. For a zeppelin with the dual
hanger special characteristic, the zeppelin essentially has two hangers in operation simultaneously.
Thus if the zeppelin’s original launch speed was 1 aircraft per 4 turns, it could now launch 2 aircraft per
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4 turns, and recover two at time if desired. Dual hangers cost 20 Construction Points on top of the cost
of the hanger. This special characteristic may be used with improved aircraft control system.

Crowded Hanger
Some airships are designed with a mind towards cramming as much into the available space as
possible, with little thought for daily operations. Using this special characteristic means aircraft on
board take one campaign turn longer to repair. There is no cost for this special characteristic, and it
cannot be chosen along with Spacious Hanger.

Spacious Hanger
The designer was a master of efficiency and ergonomics, creating a hanger space that easily
holds aircraft, parts, and support materiel with plenty of room left over for the crew. This special
characteristic costs 5 Construction Points and allows aircraft to be repaired one campaign turn quicker.
This special characteristic cannot be used with Crowded Hanger.

Shortened Hanger
Not compatible with the Aircraft Carrier special characteristic, Shortened Hanger lowers your
zeppelin’s aircraft capacity by 4, regardless of the zeppelin’s size. This special characteristic does not
cost Construction Points.

Aircraft Carrier
To choose this option, you must not have any siege guns, and your gun pod weapons may not
exceed .40 caliber. This special characteristic allows the zeppelin to carry another 6 aircraft, regardless
of the zeppelin’s size and costs 15 Construction Points. Aircraft Carrier cannot be used with Shortened
Hanger.

Elite Security
All of a zeppelin's guards are veteran level guards (see Page 71 in Behind the Crimson Veil.) This
extra security costs 50 Construction Points.

Internal Bridge
Some designs mount the bridge and navigation room internally, underneath one of the gas cells.
This has advantages and disadvantages. The advantage is being less vulnerable to bridge loss via
enemy fire, but at the cost of less visibility and cargo capacity. Any zeppelin that has an internal bridge
does not need to record any damage to the bridge done by enemy fighters, zeppelins, bombers, etc.
until the closest gas bag has been completely destroyed. Then it can be fired at.
The bridge crew, however, is less knowledgeable concerning the sometimes rapidly changing
combat situation outside of the zeppelin. Because of this, a one turn penalty is imposed to the
zeppelin's performance (to reflect lag time between reaction and actually turning the zeppelin.) Also,
the carrying capacity of four aircraft must be sacrificed (though cargo space for a cargo zeppelin is
unaffected. Internal bridges do not add anything to the cost of the normal price for a bridge.
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Searchlights
Like police blimps, some zeppelins have taken to using giant searchlights to light up incoming
aircraft, be they fighters, bombers, or other airships. When fighting an enemy your zeppelin's gunners
receive -1 to their Base Target Number when your zeppelin uses a searchlight. Searchlights cost 5
construction points and may be mounted on the nose or the tail, but not both, and can be rotated like a
turret. Heavy turrets or rocket pods can still be mounted on the nose and tail, even if it is alongside a
searchlight. Unlike a turret, however, is the searchlights effective area. The affected areas include
everything two connected hex sides from the searchlight’s location and out from there.
For blimps the searchlights are mounted to the gondola in the fore or aft hex, and point in the
selfsame direction. If the gondola is destroyed, the searchlights are too. It requires one crewman (guard
or bridge operator) to operate each searchlight, (there are two.)

Hardened Prow
Zeppelins cannot have their "noses" hardened after construction as a customization job, it must
be chosen at the time of fabrication. A hardened prow is a reinforced front section that allows a
zeppelin to ram its opponent. The steel and duralumin support beams run the length of the airship.
Two large "arms" are then attached to the side of the ramming airship that extended out towards the
target zeppelin. These hold the target at a safe distance, preventing the target's collapse from snagging
the nose of the ramming airship. This allows only minimal damage to the airship while having a
crushing impact on the target zeppelin. This special characteristic costs 15 construction points.
Ramming another zeppelin is a tricky situation, but one that can be done more than once before
repairs are completed. A zeppelin with a hardened prow takes damage to its front armor/gas cell equal
to 25% of the target zeppelin's diameter. The target zeppelin receives damage to the gas cell that was
hit equal to 50% of the ramming zeppelin's diameter (round down). If the damage suffered is more
than the gas cell can handle, the extra damage spills into the next gas cell, fore or aft, of the ramming
players choice. If the rammed zeppelin is a smaller zeppelin in size (not length,) and the targeted gas
cell was completely destroyed, the ramming player must roll 1D10. On a roll of 10, the rammed
zeppelin is ripped in half and plummets from the sky, completely destroyed. On a roll of 1, the
rammed airship wraps itself securely around the ramming airship, pulling it down to the ground,
where both are destroyed. A roll of 2-9 yields no results.
Example: Player A has a Large zeppelin that is going to ram a Medium zeppelin. Player A maneuvers the
airship into place and succeeds in ramming the target. The Medium zeppelin's diameter is 150 feet, so Player A's
ramming zeppelin receives 37 points of damage to the front gas cell's armor. Player B, the owner of the target
zeppelin, sees that Player A's airship diameter is 255 feet. Since his airship takes half of that as damage, he
receives 127 points of damage. This is more than enough to cause the rammed zeppelin to plummet to the ground,
but since Player A's zeppelin is a size Large and Player B's is a size Medium, Player A rolls 1D10. She rolls a 6,
and so nothing else happens. Player B's airship, at the loss of more than half of its helium, drops from the sky and
is destroyed.
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Left Over Construction Points

While it might seem like leaving construction points “on the table” is a bad idea when
designing zeppelins, the leftover points are translated into instant experience for the bridge crew (not
the gunners) of the new zeppelin. This is akin to hiring an experienced crew right out of the gate. If
there are 90 construction points remaining after the design, you can spend 90 experience points on the
bridge crew’s Natural Touch. The only caveat is that those points cannot be held. Once construction has
been completed, any unspent experience points are lost.

Assign Zeppelin Crew Members

Unlike a fighter, which might have multiple pilots during its combat career, zeppelins usually
retain their captains until those captains are promoted to a better zeppelin, retire, or die. The aircrews
for Crimson Skies play are all nameless with the exception of the captain. If the players of a campaign
or scenario would like to create deeper backgrounds for the other "co-stars" of the crew, they are
encouraged to do so.
Zeppelin crews can vary in size, duty, and effectiveness, but all have a handful of key members
who are universal amongst dirigible service. All zeppelins have in the bridge a captain, an
elevatorman, a wheelman, and a radioman. Throughout the rest of the zeppelin there will also be a
load master, and a cook or chef. This is regardless of the zeppelin's configuration or mission profile,
civilian or military. There is also typically one engine mechanic on board for each pair of engines the
zeppelin has.
Passenger zeppelins will also have stewards, a hanger master, a purser, and a security chief and
his team. All of these positions are to cater to the passengers, and even the security chief, whose job is
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to protect the passengers from pirates, also must deal with stolen items on board and other
unpleasantness.
Military zeppelins will include a hanger master, a security chief, security personnel, hanger
maintenance personnel, pod gunners, siege gun operators, and more. Their jobs are much more
structured, but vary with each military organization. The gunners have two statistics, which are shared
by all the gunners on board. Those are Dead Eye and Constitution. Like fighter pilots, the gunners have
a Constitution of 3 to start, but it can be improved over time. However, unlike fighter pilots, if all of a
gunner's damage boxes are crossed out, they are killed, even if they have Constitution remaining.
During this portion of the construction, the player should outfit the zeppelin with her crew and
christen her. If the zeppelin has a dedicated air unit aboard it should also be allocated now. (This
doesn't cost anything, only the price of the hanger, which is paid for in the previous step.) The first
combat mission of a new zeppelin only comes after a "shake down" cruise. This mission helps run the
zeppelin through its paces in relative safety. It also tests the crew and helps the captain know the
capabilities of the airship.

Fill Out Record Sheet

The final step is to calculate the time necessary to build the zeppelin, the total cost, and record
all the information on the correct Zeppelin Record Sheet. There are five different airship record sheets –
one for each size – found at the end of this book. Be sure to choose the right one for the right size
zeppelin.
That’s it. Your zeppelin is ready to sail the skies on wings of helium!
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National Aircraft Table
Aircraft
157 “Krieg”/”Kraut”
A5
Albatross
Anvil
Aquila
Avenger

Manufacturer
Voss
Mitsubishi
Hughes-Consolidated
AeroTechnologies
National Aircraft Factory
Grumman

Badger

Brunswick Comet Co.

Bandit
Behemoth
Bird Dog*
Black Bat
Bloodhawk

Fairchild
Whittly & Douglas
Liberte Travel
Northrup
Hughes Aviation

Bloodhawk “E”
Brigand

Hughes Aviation
Fairchild

Buccaneer
Cazadore

Fairchild
TNCA

Cloud Raider
Coyote
Cutlass
Defender
Devastator
F-37 Special
Firebrand

Deseret Air
Ravenscroft
Sanderson
Marquette
Hughes
Pursuit Aviation
Hughes-Lockheed

Firestorm
Fury
Groundhog
Hammer Fist
HellHound
Hoplight*
Hornet
Intrepid
Kestrel
King Cobra
Kingfisher
Liberte*

Blackflag
Curtiss-Wright
Boeing
PacAir
Focke-Wulf
Ford
De Havilland
M/GM
McDonnell
Bell
Fairchild
Liberte Travel

Availability
ISA
Japan
Hollywood, Louisiana
Texas
All Nations
Empire State, Appalachia,
Pacifica
All Nations except Atlantic
Coalition or Quebec
All Nations
Texas, ISA
All Nations
All Nations
Hollywood, Empire State,
Texas, Dixie
Hollywood
Dixie, Appalachia, Empire
State
All Nations
Mexico, Argentina, People’s
Collective, Spain
Utah
Navajo Nation
All Nations
People’s Collective
All Nations
Law Enforcement Only
Hollywood, Texas, ISA, Empire
State
All Nations
ISA, Empire State, Dixie
Pacifica
Pacifica
Germany, ISA
All Nations
All Nations
ISA, Germany
Dixie, Great Britain, Canada
All Nations
All Nations
All Nations
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Model Year
1932
1936
1935
1936
1934
1932

Cost
$9,674
$11,628
$8,740
$14,033
$8,093
$7,987

1935

$11,186

1931
1932
1933
1936
1936

$8,769
$6,743
$9,215
$8,069
$10,417

1937
1935

$11,440
$8,929

1930
1935

$9,602
$6,221

1934
1932
1937
1932
1934
1937
1937

$11,927
$7,429
$12,549
$8,258
$8,433
$8,263
$9,637

1934
1932
1936
1933
1932
1934
1934
1937
1936
1931
1935
1934

$7,635
$7,838
$12,769
$7,970
$13,412
$9,280
$7,997
$11,783
$11,015
$8,123
$8,226
$9,280

M112

SIPA

Mako
Misericorde
Metroliner
Mockingbird
Monitor
MS 382 “Tornado”
Nemesis
Nightingale
Ocelot
Peacemaker
Phalanx
Phantasm
Ramrod
Raptor
Raven
Rifleman
Sandhill
Scrapper

Sikorsky
Prototype
Liberte Travel
Houston Aircraft Company
WAGD/Fairchild
Morraine-Saulnier
Curtiss-Wright
Blackflag
Grumman
William & Colt
McKinley
Rolls Royce
StoutMetal
AeroTechnologies
Whittly & Douglas
William & Colt
Boeing
Seversky

Seer
Seraph
Skewer
Sky Horse*
Skylance
Stalwart
Swordfish
Tempest
Thunderbird
Tigershark
Valiant
Vampire
Warhawk

Sikorsky
Deseret Cooperative Eng.
Chance-Vought
MetroPlex Autogyro
Grumman
Marquette
Fairey
General Motors
North American
Houston Aircraft Company
Bell
Sanderson
Curtiss-Wright

Wind Saber

McKinley

Yak-4

Yakovlev

Zion Mk IV

Davis

France, Quebec, People’s
Collective
Atlantic Coalition
Custom Only
All Nations
Texas
Columbia
Louisiana, Pacifica
All Nations
All Nations
All Nations
Texas, Arixo, Colorado
All Nations
Great Britain, Ontario
ISA, Dixie, Empire State
Texas
ISA, Texas
All Nations
All Nations
All Nations except the
People’s Collective
Atlantic Coalition
Utah
All Nations
All Nations
Maritime Provinces
People’s Collective
All Nations
ISA, Germany
All Nations
Texas
Texas, Dixie, Utah, Arixo
Texas
Empire State, Arixo, Colorado,
Utah
Empire State, ISA, Atlantic
Coalition
China, Russia, People’s
Collective
Utah
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1932

$9,587

1935
1937
1935
1937
1935
1936
1936
1936
1936
1932
1937
1937
1932
1937
1933
1937
1937
1937

$8,598
$10,055
$6,790
$14,989
$9,053
$11,055
$14,542
$7,145
$7,769
$8,311
$6,954
$20,113
$7,053
$11,589
$9,879
$8,823
$8,933
$12,210

1936
1937
1933
1934
1936
1936
1932
1935
1930
1935
1934
1934
1932

$10,830
$15,606
$10,015
$7,240
$8,729
$6,455
$10,425
$11,295
$7,608
$9,161
$11,679
$7,843
$7,248

1936

$12,887

1936

$8,720

1931

$14,450

Unit Name

Unit Type

Unit Priority List

Unit Size

Aerodrome Placement

Zone

Nation/Locale
Hex #

Honor Level

Key Installation Placement

1.

1.

Runway 01

X

1.

Train Station/Port

2.

2.

Flightline 01

X

2.

Supply Depot

3.

3.

Hanger 01

X

3.

Ammo Dump

4.

4.

Control Tower

X

4.

Fuel Depot

5.

5.

Ops

X

5.

Forward Operating Base

6.

Barracks 01

X

6.

Zeppelin

Unit Special Characteristics
1.

7.

7.

2.

8.

8.

Aircraft Name

Aircraft Type

Inventory
Ammo

Qty

Ordinance

1.

.30 AP

AP Rocket

2.

.30 DD

HE Rocket

3.

.30 MG

Flak Rocket

4.

.40 AP

Flare Rocket

5.

.40 DD

Sonic Rocket

6.

.40 MG

Harpoon Rocket

7.

.50 AP

Beeper Rocket

8.

.50 DD

Seeker Rocket

9.

.50 MG

Drill Rocket

10.

.60 AP

Aerial Torpedo

11.

.60 DD

Aerial Mine

12.

.60 MG

100 lb. Bomb (Flak)

13.

.70 AP

250 lb. Bomb (Flak)

14.

.70 DD

500 lb. Bomb (Flak)

15.

.70 MG

1,000 lb. Bomb (Flak)

16.

2,000 lb. Bomb (Flak)

17.

100 lb. Bomb (AP)

18.

250 lb. Bomb (AP)

19.

500 lb. Bomb (AP)

20.

1,000 lb. Bomb (AP)

21.

Cluster Bomb

22.

Propaganda Bomb

23.

Seeker Bomb

24.

External Tanks

Qty

Ground Crew
Zone

Hex #

Cash

Fuel Loads

Victory Points

Cumulative VP

Reputation Points

Pilot Name

Rank

Squadron

Favorite Aircraft

Natural Touch Sixth Sense

Dead Eye

Aircraft Name (or Tail #)

Steady Hand

Constitution

Missions Complete

Quick Draw

Starting Experience

Kills

Final Experience

EXPERIENCE RECORD

Qualified Aircraft Models
1.

Combat Experience

XP

Other Experience

XP

2.

Survived Mission & Inflicted Damage

20 pts

Successful Landing/Zeppelin Hook

10 pts

3.

1st Kill of Mission

20 pts

Retreived Momento During Bailout

5 pts

4.

2nd Kill of Mission

40 pts

Rescued Cargo or Passenger

10 pts

5.

3rd Kill of Mission

60 pts

Bailed Out Without Being Shot Down

-20 pts

6.

Additional Kills (each)

80 pts

Fled Engagement (Unless Ordered To)

-20 pts

CAMPAIGN SORTIES
Turn
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Notes:

Mission Type

Aircraft Name

Objectives

Kills

Win/Loss

Mission Experience

Total Experience

Unit Name

Unit Type

Unit Size

Nation/Locale

Unit Initiative

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Rec. Resources

Flight Assignments

Sortie/Combat

Buy Resources

Repair Resources

Mission Type

Zone # # of A/C

Result

Turn Experience

Flight Assignments
Turn
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Mission Type

Zone # # of A/C

Mission Type

Zone # # of A/C

Mission Type

Zone # # of A/C

DEPLOYMENT MAP

1

FRIENDLY ZONE

6

FRIENDLY ZONE

X

FRIENDLY ZONE

5

FRIENDLY ZONE

4

FRIENDLY ZONE

2

FRIENDLY ZONE

3

FRIENDLY ZONE

Recon & Intel On Enemy Installations
Installation

Zone

Aerodrome

X

Train Station
Sea Port
Supply Depot
Fuel Depot
Ammo Dump

Notes:

Gun

7

5

Ventral
Turret
Calibur Ammo

Range

Jam

Calibur Ammo

Range

Jam

Speed

4

Jam

10
Gun

Base To-Hit

Gs

6
Gun

R Side
Turret

Calibur Ammo

8

Range

Jam

Co-Pilot Name

S. Sense

Con.

Ventral Gunner Name

Dead Eye

Con.

Bombardier Name

Dead Eye

S. Hand

Nose Gunner Name

Dead Eye

Con.

Left Side Gunner Name

Dead Eye

Con.

Tail Gunner Name

Dead Eye

Con.

Right Side Gunner Name

Dead Eye

Con.

Accel

3

4

Nose
5 6

7

8

9

Port G's
2 1 0

10

Decel

2

10

1

2

3

4

Port Bow
5 6 7

8

9

10

1

3

4 5 6 7 8
Port Wing Trailing

9

Turn

2

Turn

3

Turn

4

Turn

5

Turn

6

Gun 2

Flt. Controls

Gun 1

Flt. Controls

Bombardier

Nose
Gunner

Right Bay Door

Left Bay Door

Jump
Seat

Bomb
Rack

Aft Turret

Aft Gunner

Canopy
Gun 10

Wing Controls

Interior
Cargo

Wing Spar

Bomb
Rack

Bomb
Rack

Fuel

2

3

4

5 6 7
Port Stern

8

9

10

1
1

2

3

4

5 6
Tail

7

8

9

Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver

Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs

Bomb
Rack

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

1

Shock

Shock-G

Turn

7

Turn

8

Turn

9

Turn

10
Turn

11
Turn

12

Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver

Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

2

Starboard Wing Leading
3 4 5 6 7 8

9

10

Ventral
Gunner
Ventral
Turret

Shock

Shock-G

Turn

13
Turn

14
Turn

15
Turn

16
Turn

17
Turn

18

Wing Spar
Engine

Fuel

Accel.

Bomb
Rack

Bomb
Rack

2

3

Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver

Fuel

Engine

Accel.

Wing Spar

Aft Right Bomb Bay

Bomb
Rack

4 5 6 7
Starboard Stern

10

Type

Gs

Bomb
Rack

Wing Controls

Weight

Maneuver

10

Wing Spar

Type

Gs

9

Flaps

R. Side
Gunner

1

Weight

Maneuver

8

Canopy

Forward Right Bomb Bay

Aft Bulkhead
Canopy

Gun 9

Bomb
Rack

Aft. Landing Gear

Bomb
Rack

Left Rudder

Bomb
Rack

Fuel

Sight

Forward Bulkhead

Aft Turret

Gun 4

Aft Left Bomb Bay

CoPilot

Aft. Bomb Bay

Left Side

Fwd Bomb Bay

Right Side

1

Wing Spar

0
1
2

Points
20
5
10
5
10
-20
-20

Cockpit Canopy

Canopy

Bomb
Rack

-1

Combat Experience
Survived Mission
Destroyed Target (ea)
Successful Landing
Retrieved Momento
Rescued Passenger
Non-combat Bail out
Fled Engagement

Starboard Gs
0 1 2

3
2
1
0

10

1

Turn

Bomb
Rack

0
1
2

Con.

-1

Starboard Bow
4 5 6 7

3

Left Side

2

Bomb
Rack

2

Right Side

1

Bomb
Rack

Left Bay Door

Gun 7

L. Side
Gunner

Jump
Seat

Left
Elevator

Flaps

Radio

Forward Left Bomb Bay
Bomb
Rack

Canopy

Wing Spar
Ailerons

Dorsal
Gunner

Canopy

Fuel

Accel.

Tail Controls

Fuel

Wing Spar

Dorsal
Turret

Turret

Accel.

Wing Spar
Engine

Left Main L. Gear

Hardpoint

Engine

Gun 3

Cockpit Canopy

Cockpit Canopy
Pilot

Passenger

Cockpit Canopy

9

Right Bay Door

Port Wing Leading
4 5 6 7 8

Aft. Landing Gear

3

Right
Elevator

2

Right Rudder

1

-1

-1

Special Characteristics
1

Con.

-1

Hardpoint

Range

Jam

Gun 6

9

Calibur Ammo

Range

Con.

Right Main L. Gear

2

Calibur Ammo

Dead Eye

8

9

Ailerons

Gun 8

3

Dorsal Gunner Name

Accel

Gun

Con.

Canopy

Jam

Nat. Touch

Turret

L Side
Turret

Range

Dorsal
Turret

Gun
Aft
Turret

Calibur Ammo

Pilot Name

Tail Controls

1

Aircrew Designation

Speed

Gun
Nose
Turret

Aircraft Type

Gun 5

Aircraft Name

2

3 4 5 6 7 8
Starboard Wing Trailing

9

10

10

Weight
Type
Weight

Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs

Type
Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Turn

19
Turn

20
Turn

21
Turn

22
Turn

23
Turn

24

Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver

Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Aircraft Name

Aircraft Type

Aircrew Designation

Pilot Name

Nat. Touch

Con.

Co-Pilot Name

S. Sense

Con.

Security Guard

Dead Eye

Con.

Security Guard

Dead Eye

Con.

Security Guard

Dead Eye

Security Guard

Con.

Dead Eye

Security Guard

Con.

Security Guard

Dead Eye

Base To-Hit

Speed

Con.

Dead Eye

Crew Chief

Gs

Con.

Stdy Hand

Con.

Load Master

Quick Draw

Con.

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Nose
5 6

7

8

9

Port G's
2 1 0

10

2

3

4

Port Bow
5 6 7

8

9

10

1

9

Left Aft Cargo Bay

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver
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Turn

Maneuver
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4
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6

3

4

5 6 7
Port Stern
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Elevator
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Right Bay Door
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Smoke
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Flt. Controls
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Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Aircraft Name
Gun

1

Nose
Turret

Aircraft Type

Calibur Ammo

Range

Jam

Gun

2

Calibur Ammo

3

Aft
Turret

Aircrew Designation
Range

Jam

Base To-Hit

4

Pilot Name

Nat. Touch

Con.

Nose Gunner Name

Dead Eye

Con.

Co-Pilot Name

S. Sense

Con.

Tail Gunner Name

Dead Eye

Con.

Bombardier Name

Dead Eye

S. Hand

Con.

-1

Passenger

Con.

Speed
Gs

Nose
5 6

7

8

9

Port G's
2 1 0

10

2

3

4

Port Bow
5 6 7

8

9

10

1

4 5 6 7 8
Port Wing Trailing

9

Turn

2

Turn

3

Turn

4

Turn

5

Turn

6

Gun 2

Flt. Controls

Gun 1

Flt. Controls

Bombardier

Nose
Gunner

Right Bay Door

Aft Bulkhead
Canopy

Canopy

Aft Turret

Wing Controls

Bomb
Rack

Gun 4

Bomb
Rack

Aft. Landing Gear

Bomb
Rack

Bomb
Rack

Bomb
Rack

2

3

4

5 6 7
Port Stern

8

9

Fuel

10
2

3

4

5 6
Tail

7

8

9

Type

Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver

Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs

Cargo

Bomb
Rack

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Turn

7

Turn

8

Turn

9

Turn

10
Turn

11
Turn

12

Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver

Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Starboard Wing Leading
3 4 5 6 7 8

9

10

Shock

Shock-G

Turn

13
Turn

14
Turn

15
Turn

16
Turn

17
Turn

18

Wing Spar
Engine

Fuel

Accel.

Bomb
Rack

Bomb
Rack

2

3

Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver

Fuel

Engine

Accel.

Wing Spar

Aft Right Bomb Bay

Flaps

Cargo

Bomb
Rack

4 5 6 7
Starboard Stern

10

Weight

Maneuver

Bomb
Rack

Wing Controls

1
1

2

Wing Spar

Type

Gs

1

1

Weight

Maneuver

10

Wing Spar

Aft. Bomb Bay

Left Side

Fwd Bomb Bay

Right Side

1

Bomb
Rack

Fuel

9

10

1

Turn

Aft Left Bomb Bay

Tail Controls

Cargo

8

Forward Right Bomb Bay

Left Side

3

Bomb
Rack

Jump
Seat

Right Side

2

Bomb
Rack

Wing Spar
Flaps

Cargo
1

Bomb
Rack

Left Rudder

Wing Spar
Ailerons

Bomb
Rack

Left Bay Door

Bomb
Rack

Gun 3

Cargo

Interior
Cargo

Forward Bulkhead

Aft Turret

Fuel

Accel.

Jump
Seat

CoPilot

Sight

Canopy

Forward Left Bomb Bay

Left Bay Door

Fuel

Wing Spar

Radio

Left
Elevator

Accel.

Wing Spar
Engine

Left Main L. Gear

Hardpoint

Engine

Pilot

Starboard Bow
4 5 6 7

3

Cockpit Canopy

Aft Gunner

Cockpit Canopy

Cockpit Canopy

2

Points
20
5
10
5
10
-20
-20

Hardpoint

1

0
1
2

Right Main L. Gear

10

Combat Experience
Survived Mission
Destroyed Target (ea)
Successful Landing
Retrieved Momento
Rescued Passenger
Non-combat Bail out
Fled Engagement

Starboard Gs
0 1 2

Cockpit Canopy

9

Right Bay Door

Port Wing Leading
4 5 6 7 8

Aft. Landing Gear

3

Right
Elevator

2

Right Rudder

1

0
1
2

3
2
1
0

Accel

4

8

Ailerons

Cargo

3

Tail Controls

2

Decel

1

Speed

Accel
Special Characteristics

9

2

3 4 5 6 7 8
Starboard Wing Trailing

9

10

10

Weight
Type
Weight

Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs

Type
Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Turn

19
Turn

20
Turn

21
Turn

22
Turn

23
Turn

24

Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver
Maneuver

Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs
Gs

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Aircraft Name

Aircraft Type

Aircrew Designation

Pilot Name

Nat. Touch

Con.

Co-Pilot Name

S. Sense

Con.

Security Guard

Dead Eye

Con.

Security Guard

Dead Eye

Con.

Security Guard

Dead Eye

Security Guard

Con.

Dead Eye

Security Guard

Con.

Security Guard

Dead Eye

Base To-Hit

Speed

Con.

Dead Eye

Crew Chief

Gs

Con.

Stdy Hand

Con.

Load Master

Quick Draw

Con.

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Loader

Constitution

Nose
5 6

7

8

9

Port G's
2 1 0

10

2

3

4

Port Bow
5 6 7

8

9

10

1

9

Left Aft Cargo Bay

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

4
5
6

3

4

5 6 7
Port Stern

Left
Elevator
8

9

Right Bay Door

10

1
1

2

3

4

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Turn

7

Maneuver

Gs

5 6
Tail

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

8
9

10
11
12

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Starboard Wing Leading
3 4 5 6 7 8

7

Shock

Shock-G

Turn

13

9

10

8

9

2

3

4 5 6 7
Starboard Stern

10

Ailerons

Maneuver

8

9

2

3 4 5 6 7 8
Starboard Wing Trailing

9

10

10

Cargo:

Gs

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

18

Accel.

Cargo:

Turn

17

Fuel

Cargo:

Gs

16

Accel.

Cargo:

Maneuver

15

Fuel

Engine

Wing Spar

Right Aft Cargo Bay

Turn

14

Wing Spar
Engine

Flaps

1

2

2

Wing Controls

Cargo:

Maneuver

3

Fuel

Cargo:

Gs

1

Wing Spar

Cargo:

Turn

2

Loading
Ramp

Cargo:

Maneuver

10

Right Forward Cargo Bay

Aft. Cargo Bay

Left Side

Fwd. Cargo Bat

Right Side

1

9

Wing Spar

Aft Bulkhead

Fuel

8

10

1

Turn

Load
Master

Left Side

4 5 6 7 8
Port Wing Trailing

Files

Right Side

3

Jump
Seat

Aft. Landing Gear

Wing Spar
Flaps
Tail Controls

2

Jump
Seat

CoPilot

Forward Bulkhead

Wing Controls

1

Tools

Jump
Seat

Left Forward Cargo Bay

Wing Spar
Ailerons

Radio

Left Bay Door

Fuel

Accel.

Starboard Bow
4 5 6 7

3

Cockpit Canopy

Jump
Seat

Left Rudder

Fuel

Tools
Crew
Chief

Wing Spar

Left Bay Door

Accel.

Wing Spar
Engine

Left Main L. Gear

Hardpoint

Engine

Pilot

Flt. Controls

Cockpit Canopy

Cockpit Canopy

2

0
1
2

Points
20
5
10
5
10
-20
-20

Hardpoint

1

Combat Experience
Survived Mission
Destroyed Target (ea)
Successful Landing
Retrieved Momento
Rescued Passenger
Non-combat Bail out
Fled Engagement

Starboard Gs
0 1 2

Cockpit Canopy

10

Right Bay Door

9

Right
Elevator

Port Wing Leading
4 5 6 7 8

Flt. Controls

3

Aft. Landing Gear

2

Right Rudder

1

0
1
2

3
2
1
0

Right Main L. Gear

4

Tail Controls

3

Accel

2

Decel

1

Speed

Accel
Special Characteristics

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Turn

19

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

Turn

Maneuver

Gs

20
21
22
23
24

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Specials

Push

Smoke

Shock

Shock-G

Zeppelin Name

Length

Class

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

Caledonia

1,840'

Imperial

1 per 4

72

1 per 3

1 per 2

7

420
SG Type

Captain

NT

CON

Personnel

DE

CON

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

Richard Atherton

6

6

Veteran Security

6

4

18

0

0

0

Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Passenger Luxury

Elite Security

Location

Damage Profile

Engine L1

Special Characteristic 3
None

Nation

Owner

Empire State

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Engine R1

Engine L2

10x10

Engine L3

Home Port

Imperial Air

New York

0
Const. Pts.
250

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

10x10

Engine R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine L4

10x10

Engine R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines

Engine L5

10x10

Engine R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine L6

10x10

Engine R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Engine L7

10x10

Engine R7

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Engine L8

10x10

Engine R8

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Engine L9

10x10

Engine R9

10x10

Gas Cell 2

60

N/A

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Gas Cell 4

60

Gas Cell 5

60

7

Gas Cell 6

60

Total Exp.

Gas Cell 7

60

VIP Passenger List

Status

Status

VIP Passenger List

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Zeppelin Name

Length

Class

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

Lady Bluebonnet

2,000'

Legacy

1 per 3

72

2 per 2

2 per 2

7

420
SG Type

Captain

NT

CON

Personnel

DE

CON

Engines

Gun Pods

Turret

Siege Guns

Edmund Sterne

7

5

Gunners & Security

5

3

18

Dual 60/40

Fore/Aft

8

Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Improved Combat Maneuvering

Improved Aircraft Control Sys.

Location

Damage Profile

Engine/Gun Pod L1

Special Characteristic 3
Dual Hanger

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R1

Engine/Gun Pod L2

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod L3

Nation

Owner

Texas

Home Port

RTAF

Houston

6" LR
Const. Pts.
260

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine/Gun Pod R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine/Gun Pod L4

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Engine/Gun Pod L5

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine/Gun Pod L6

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Engine/Gun Pod L7

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R7

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Engine/Gun Pod L8

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R8

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Engine/Gun Pod L9

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R9

10x10

Gas Cell 2

60

6

Siege Gun L1

10x10

Siege Gun R1

10x10

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Siege Gun L2

10x10

Siege Gun R2

10x10

Gas Cell 4

60

Siege Gun L3

10x10

Siege Gun R3

10x10

Gas Cell 5

60

7

Siege Gun L4

10x10

Siege Gun R4

10x10

Gas Cell 6

60

Total Exp.

Heavy Turret Fore

10x10

Heavy Turret Aft

10x10

Gas Cell 7

60

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Zeppelin Name

Length

Class

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

Chattanooga

1,760'

Stonewall

1 per 2

48

1 per 3

1 per 2

4

240
SG Type

Captain

NT

CON

Personnel

DE

CON

Engines

Gun Pods

Rockets

Siege Guns

Robert Magruder

4

8

Gunners & Security

4

4

16

Single 50/30

Fore/Aft

6

Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Variable Mounted Engines

Hardened Prow

Location

Damage Profile

Engine/Gun Pod L1

Special Characteristic 3
None

Nation

Owner

Dixie

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R1

Engine/Gun Pod L2

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod L3

Home Port

CAF

Savannah

4" P
Const. Pts.
200

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine/Gun Pod R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R3

10x10

Hanger

10x8

1

Engine/Gun Pod L4

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R4

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engines/Pods

Engine/Gun Pod L5

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R5

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod L6

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R6

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

7

Engine/Gun Pod L7

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R7

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Siege Guns

Engine/Gun Pod L8

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R8

10x10

Gas Cell 2

60

Siege Gun L1

10x10

Siege Gun R1

10x10

Gas Cell 3

60

6

Siege Gun L2

10x10

Siege Gun R2

10x10

Gas Cell 4

60

Hanger

Siege Gun L3

10x10

Siege Gun R3

10x10

Rocket Pod Fore

10x10

Rocket Pod Aft

10x10

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

7
Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name

Length

Class

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

Doppelganger

1,520'

Kyritz

1 per 2

48

1 per 3

1 per 2

4

240
SG Type

Captain

NT

CON

Personnel

DE

CON

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets

Siege Guns

Helmut Amerlander

5

4

Gunners & Security

4

3

16

Dual 40

Fore/Aft

6

Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Variable Mounted Engines

Strafing Wire

Location

Damage Profile

Engine/Gun Pod L1

Special Characteristic 3
None

Nation

Owner

Germany

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R1

Engine/Gun Pod L2

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod L3

Home Port

SAFC

Loitz

4" LR
Const. Pts.
180

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine/Gun Pod R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine/Gun Pod L4

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Engine/Gun Pod L5

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine/Gun Pod L6

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Engine/Gun Pod L7

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R7

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Engine/Gun Pod L8

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R8

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Siege Gun L1

10x10

Siege Gun R1

10x10

Gas Cell 2

60

6

Siege Gun L2

10x10

Siege Gun R2

10x10

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Siege Gun L3

10x10

Siege Gun R3

10x10

Gas Cell 4

60

Heavy Turret Fore

10x10

Heavy Turret Aft

10x10

7

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name

Length

Class

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

Pride of Tacoma

1,340'

Sealth

1 per 3

14

1 per 2

1 per 2

3

180
SG Type

Captain

NT

CON

Personnel

DE

CON

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets

Siege Guns

Charles Dearborn

4

5

Gunners & Security

4

3

12

Dual 40

Fore/Aft

4

Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Internal Bridge

Strafing Wire

Location

Damage Profile

Engine/Gun Pod L1

Special Characteristic 3
Spacious Hanger
Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R1

Engine/Gun Pod L2

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod L3

Nation
Pacifica

Owner

Home Port

Pacifica Air Force

Tacoma

2" P
Const. Pts.
160

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine/Gun Pod R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R3

10x10

Hanger

10x8

1

Engine/Gun Pod L4

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R4

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engines/Pods

Engine/Gun Pod L5

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R5

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod L6

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R6

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

7

Siege Gun L1

10x10

Siege Gun R1

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Siege Guns

Siege Gun L2

10x10

Siege Gun R2

10x10

Gas Cell 2

60

Heavy Turret Fore

10x10

Heavy Turret Aft

10x10

Gas Cell 3

60

6

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Hanger

7
Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name

Length

Class

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

Pontiac

1,740'

Chicago

1 per 4

48

1 per 3

1 per 2

4

240
SG Type

Captain

NT

CON

Personnel

DE

CON

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

Eric Lott

7

3

Security

3

3

16

0

0

0

Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Inferior Engines

Special Characteristic 3

None

Location

Damage Profile

Engine L1

None

Nation
ISA

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Engine R1

Engine L2

10x10

Engine L3

Owner

Home Port

Schaumburg Freight

Schaumburg

0
Const. Pts.
200

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

10x10

Engine R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine L4

10x10

Engine R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Engine L5

10x10

Engine R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine L6

10x10

Engine R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Engine L7

10x10

Engine R7

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Engine L8

10x10

Engine R8

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Gas Cell 2

60

N/A

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Gas Cell 4

60

7

Cargo List

Status

Status

Cargo List

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name

Length

Class

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

Cavalcade

710'

Ridgerunner

1 per 2

18

1 per 3

1 per 2

2

120
SG Type

Captain

NT

CON

Personnel

DE

CON

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

Wes Jordan

6

4

Gunners & Security

4

4

6

6

0

0

Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Searchlights

Strafing Wire

Location

Damage Profile

Engine/Gun Pod L1

Special Characteristic 3
Aircraft Carrier
Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R1

Engine/Gun Pod L2

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod L3

Nation
Appalachia

Owner

Home Port

National Air Militia

Louisville

0
Const. Pts.
100

Location

Damage Profile

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine/Gun Pod R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R3

10x10

Hanger

10x8

1

Siege Gun L1

10x10

Siege Gun R1

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engines/Pods

Heavy Turret Fore

10x10

Heavy Turret Aft

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

7

Gas Cell 1

60

Siege Guns

Gas Cell 2

60

6

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Hanger

7
Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 4

72

1 per 3*

1 per 2

7

420

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

18

18

DE

CON

Gunners & Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

8

Owner

Home Port

Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine/Gun Pod L1

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine/Gun Pod L2

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod L3

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine/Gun Pod L4

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Engine/Gun Pod L5

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine/Gun Pod L6

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Engine/Gun Pod L7

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R7

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Engine/Gun Pod L8

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R8

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Engine/Gun Pod L9

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R9

10x10

Gas Cell 2

60

6

Siege Gun L1

10x10

Siege Gun R1

10x10

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Siege Gun L2

10x10

Siege Gun R2

10x10

Gas Cell 4

60

Siege Gun L3

10x10

Siege Gun R3

10x10

Gas Cell 5

60

7

Siege Gun L4

10x10

Siege Gun R4

10x10

Gas Cell 6

60

Total Exp.

Heavy Turret Fore

10x10

Heavy Turret Aft

10x10

Gas Cell 7

60

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 4

72

1 per 3*

1 per 2

7

420

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

18

0

0

0

DE

CON

Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

Owner

Home Port

0
Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine L1

10x10

Engine R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine L2

10x10

Engine R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine L3

10x10

Engine R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine L4

10x10

Engine R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines

Engine L5

10x10

Engine R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine L6

10x10

Engine R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Engine L7

10x10

Engine R7

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Engine L8

10x10

Engine R8

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Engine L9

10x10

Engine R9

10x10

Gas Cell 2

60

N/A

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Gas Cell 4

60

Gas Cell 5

60

7

Gas Cell 6

60

Total Exp.

Gas Cell 7

60

VIP Passenger List

Status

Status

VIP Passenger List

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 4

72

1 per 3*

1 per 2

7

420

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

18

0

0

0

DE

CON

Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

Owner

Home Port

0
Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine L1

10x10

Engine R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine L2

10x10

Engine R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine L3

10x10

Engine R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine L4

10x10

Engine R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines

Engine L5

10x10

Engine R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine L6

10x10

Engine R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Engine L7

10x10

Engine R7

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Engine L8

10x10

Engine R8

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Engine L9

10x10

Engine R9

10x10

Gas Cell 2

60

N/A

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Gas Cell 4

60

Gas Cell 5

60

7

Gas Cell 6

60

Total Exp.

Gas Cell 7

60

Cargo List

Status

Status

Cargo List

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 3

48

1 per 3*

1 per 2

4

240

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

16

16

DE

CON

Gunners & Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

6

Owner

Home Port

Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine/Gun Pod L1

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine/Gun Pod L2

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod L3

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine/Gun Pod L4

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Engine/Gun Pod L5

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine/Gun Pod L6

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Engine/Gun Pod L7

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R7

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Engine/Gun Pod L8

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R8

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Siege Gun L1

10x10

Siege Gun R1

10x10

Gas Cell 2

60

6

Siege Gun L2

10x10

Siege Gun R2

10x10

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Siege Gun L3

10x10

Siege Gun R3

10x10

Gas Cell 4

60

Heavy Turret Fore

10x10

Heavy Turret Aft

10x10

7

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 3

48

1 per 3*

1 per 2

4

240

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

16

0

0

0

DE

CON

Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

Owner

Home Port

0
Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine L1

10x10

Engine R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine L2

10x10

Engine R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine L3

10x10

Engine R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine L4

10x10

Engine R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Engine L5

10x10

Engine R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine L6

10x10

Engine R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Engine L7

10x10

Engine R7

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Engine L8

10x10

Engine R8

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Gas Cell 2

60

N/A

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Gas Cell 4

60

7

VIP Passenger List

Status

Status

VIP Passenger List

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 3

48

1 per 3*

1 per 2

4

240

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

16

0

0

0

DE

CON

Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

Owner

Home Port

0
Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine L1

10x10

Engine R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine L2

10x10

Engine R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine L3

10x10

Engine R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine L4

10x10

Engine R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Engine L5

10x10

Engine R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine L6

10x10

Engine R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Engine L7

10x10

Engine R7

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Engine L8

10x10

Engine R8

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Gas Cell 2

60

N/A

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Gas Cell 4

60

7

Cargo List

Status

Status

Cargo List

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 2

18

1 per 2

1 per 2

3

180

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

12

12

DE

CON

Gunners & Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

4

Owner

Home Port

Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine/Gun Pod L1

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine/Gun Pod L2

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod L3

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine/Gun Pod L4

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Engine/Gun Pod L5

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine/Gun Pod L6

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Siege Gun L1

10x10

Siege Gun R1

10x10

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Siege Gun L2

10x10

Siege Gun R2

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

Heavy Turret Fore

10x10

Heavy Turret Aft

10x10

Gas Cell 2

60

6

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

7
Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 2

18

1 per 2

1 per 2

3

180

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

12

0

0

0

DE

CON

Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

Owner

Home Port

0
Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine L1

10x10

Engine R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine L2

10x10

Engine R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine L3

10x10

Engine R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine L4

10x10

Engine R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Engine L5

10x10

Engine R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine L6

10x10

Engine R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Gas Cell 1

60

Gas Cell 2

60

N/A

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

VIP Passenger List

Status

Status

VIP Passenger List

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

7
Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 2

18

1 per 2

1 per 2

3

180

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

12

0

0

0

DE

CON

Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

Owner

Home Port

0
Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine L1

10x10

Engine R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine L2

10x10

Engine R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine L3

10x10

Engine R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Engine L4

10x10

Engine R4

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Engine L5

10x10

Engine R5

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Engine L6

10x10

Engine R6

10x10

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Gas Cell 1

60

Gas Cell 2

60

N/A

Gas Cell 3

60

Hanger

Cargo List

Status

Status

Cargo List

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

7
Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 2

12

1 per 3

1 per 2

2

120

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

6

6

DE

CON

Gunners & Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

2
Owner

Home Port

Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine/Gun Pod L1

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine/Gun Pod L2

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod L3

10x10

Engine/Gun Pod R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Siege Gun L1

10x10

Siege Gun R1

10x10

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Heavy Turret Fore

10x10

Heavy Turret Aft

10x10

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Gas Cell 1

60

Gas Cell 2

60

6

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

Hanger

7
Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 2

12

1 per 3

1 per 2

2

120

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

6

0

0

0

DE

CON

Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

Owner

Home Port

0
Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine L1

10x10

Engine R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine L2

10x10

Engine R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine L3

10x10

Engine R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Gas Cell 1

60

Gas Cell 2

60

VIP Passenger List

Status

Status

VIP Passenger List

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

N/A
Hanger

7
Total Exp.

Zeppelin Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 2

12

1 per 3

1 per 2

2

120

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

6

0

0

0

DE

CON

Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

Special Characteristic 3

Nation

Owner

Home Port

0
Const. Pts.

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Location

Damage Profile

Engine L1

10x10

Engine R1

10x10

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Engine L2

10x10

Engine R2

10x10

Gondola 1

10x10

Engine L3

10x10

Engine R3

10x10

Gondola 2

10x10

1

Hanger

10x8

Engines/Pods

Aircraft Control Sys.

(Hanger's damage)

Cargo Hold

10x10

7

Interior Compartments

10x10

Siege Guns

Gas Cell 1

60

Gas Cell 2

60

Cargo List

Status

Status

Cargo List

Status

Status

Status

Base To-Hit

N/A
Hanger

7
Total Exp.

Blimp Name
Captain

Length
NT

Class
Personnel

CON

Performance

Aircraft

Launch Rate

Landing Rate

Gas Cells

Lift Rating

1 per 2

0

0

0

1

60

Engines

Gun Pods

Turrets/Rockets

Siege Guns

SG Type

0

0

DE

CON

Gunners & Security
Special Characteristic 1

Special Characteristic 2

2
Special Characteristic 3

Nation

Owner

Home Port

0
Const. Pts.
0

Location

Damage Profile

Engine/Gun Pod L1

10x10

Status

Location

Damage Profile

Engine/Gun Pod R1

10x10

Status

Location

Damage Profile

Bridge

10x10

Gas Cell

Gondola 1

10x10

Gas Cell 1

60

1

Status

Base To-Hit

Engines/Pods

7
Siege Guns

N/A
Hanger

N/A
Total Exp.

Zeppelin Engine/Gun Pod # _____
1

2

Rot.
Motor

3

4

G
U
N
1

5

6

7

8

G
U
N
2

Gunner

9

Zeppelin Engine/Gun Pod # _____
10

Rot.
Motor

1

2

Rot.
Motor

3

4

G
U
N
1

5

6

7

8

G
U
N
2

Gunner

9

Hanger

Bridge
10

Rot.
Motor

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

Gas Cell # ____
7

8

9

10

Phone

Maps
Nav.
Table

9

Wheelman

Capt.

Elev.Man

Utility
Room

Gun Platform Destroyed

Gun Platform Destroyed

Engine Pod Destroyed

Engine Pod Destroyed

Bridge Destroyed

Hanger Destroyed

Zeppelin Engine/Gun Pod # _____

Zeppelin Engine/Gun Pod # _____

Gondola # ____

Gondola # ____

ACS Destroyed

Stored Aircraft

Gas Cell # ____

1

2

Rot.
Motor

3

4

G
U
N
1

5

6

7

8

G
U
N
2

Gunner

9

10

Rot.
Motor

1

Rot.
Motor

2

Rot.
Motor

3

4

G
U
N
1

5

6

7

8

G
U
N
2

Gunner

9

10

1

2

3

Rot.
Motor

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Personnel Hit

Personnel Hit

Gun Platform Destroyed

Gun Platform Destroyed

Internal Compartment Destroyed

Internal Compartment Destroyed

Engine Pod Destroyed

Engine Pod Destroyed

Gondola Destroyed

Gondola Destroyed

Zeppelin Engine/Gun Pod # _____
1

2

3

G
U
N
1

4

5

6

Gunner

7

8

G
U
N
2

9

Zeppelin Engine/Gun Pod # _____
10

Rot.
Motor

1

2

Rot.
Motor

3

G
U
N
1

4

5

6

Gunner

7

8

G
U
N
2
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